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Abstract

Through scholarly consideration this study evaluates structural competency
gaps that precipitate state failure and examines the resulting consequences
for the world community. As an elected official for over seventeen years,
including service as a Member of Parliament, I have travelled to many of
the regions reviewed in this study. I have heard firsthand accounts from
witnesses of the consequences of state failure in countries including
Afghanistan, Sudan, Democratic Republic of the Congo and Haiti. Failing
states have overlapping characteristics of structural competency failure,
including the inability to provide healthcare, education, food, legitimate
policing and economic sustainability. There are economic inequalities
present as well as a loss of legitimacy, corruption and reduced social
cohesion. Failure of rule of law is manifested in areas of judicial
adjudication, security, reduced territorial control and systemic political
instability. The international community often confronts these challenges in
a manner that actually complicates issues further through lack of consensus
among actors. Consequently, a new and emerging concept of sovereignty
needs to be reviewed in terms of the post-modern state. The new and
emerging human security compact, evolving globalization and the decline
of the state redefine it within the new global order. In some instances the
best interests of these failing and failed states would be best served by
shared sovereignty with the international community; that is, trusteeship.
International actors attempting to ‘fix’ failed states must focus their
attention on the issues affecting structural competency that have actually
caused the state to fail in the first place. By addressing the structural
competency of failed states with an understanding of the causes, it is
possible to create the practical framework for a global model of statehood
that prevents state failure. Effective policies of integrated state-building and
resources targeted at bridging structural competency gaps require a better
understanding of both the challenges and the solutions.
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Introduction

There has been a renewed focus on failed and failing states in view of the
increasingly significant localized, regional and international impacts on the
global community. The potential implications of this new reality for
international security and the maintenance of regional and global peace and
stability are considerable. In particular, the significant and enduring role of
structural competency in avoiding state failure requires sustained and
meaningful attention from the world community.

This thesis will examine the character of state failure, its causes, the impact
of structural competency failure and, finally, will enunciate a solution to
state failure to be found in a renewed manifestation of trusteeship that is
globally sanctioned.

It is important to take note that the definitional issues associated with failed
states represent in and of themselves a significant challenge to scholars,
with a veritable avalanche of definitions and categorizations emanating
from academic and political circles in recent years.

This reality has solicited considerable contemporary debate within the
international community. 1 This thesis will state that many scholars
generally concur with the notion that certain core indicators illuminate the
primary reasons as to why states fail. The research question that this thesis
will pose is why core structural competency issues are fundamental to the
understanding and identification of failed states. Regardless of the differing
definitions, the thesis will argue that it is impractical to refute the assertion
that failed states perform in a consistently compromised manner when
1
Jonathan Di John, Conceptualising The Causes And Consequences of Failed States: A Critical
Review of the Literature, London: Crisis States Working Papers Series No. 2, London School of
Economics (January 2008) at Introduction
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compared to functional states with respect to structural competency
indicators.

This thesis defines structural competency of a functioning state as existing
where the primary and fundamental needs of citizens are met and respected.
These include social and economic conditions; rule of law with an effective
independent judicial system; security and social cohesion; political stability;
legitimate use of force for the public good and the existence of a
functioning bureaucratic infrastructure. Concurrent to these internal
parameters is a fundamental respect for human rights consistent with
international standards.

Consistent with the preceding definition, failed states are identifiable by the
disintegration of key structural competencies. The author will address this
more specifically throughout the discussion of the causes and structural
indicators in Chapter 2.2.

The author will further assert that central to any successful mitigation of the
consequences of state failure is a fundamental question: what actually
causes state failure?

This thesis maintains the position that the most pertinent contributory factor
to state failure is the accumulation of structural competency gaps over a
period of time which create an environment of domestic and regional
instability and a ‘threat to peace’. Secondly, by identifying the core
contributory factors to state failure, a subsequent question will emerge and
will be addressed within this thesis: what coordinated international actions
can be initiated to either preclude state failure, or in the case of an already
failed state, to restore such a territory to health, functionality and stability
consistent with generally accepted definitions of a functioning state?
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A significant number of the identifiable gaps in structural competency
ultimately lead to conflicts that can be linked to the prospect of security
threats, regional instability, displaced populations, humanitarian disasters,
anarchy and chaos and even civil war. All of these constitute a threat to
both neighbouring countries and the international community in general.
There is also the risk of heightened terrorist activities as opportunities for
such are created within the vacuum of a failed state. A better understanding
of what creates state failure should assist the international community in
dealing with the issue more effectively, as well as addressing the
relationship between failed states and human security.

There are multiple factors that have contributed to the increase in state
failure in the modern era. Among these is the end of colonialism in the
twentieth century along with the emergence of states created by the
victorious Allies at the end of the Second World War. In the 1990s the
implosion of the Soviet Union contributed to the creation of several failed
or failing states, chaos and

the subsequent deterioration in personal

security.

The ability to facilitate personal security, rule of law and public welfare for
the citizens of these failing states seems beyond the capacity of these
emerging nations, and as such a vacuum has developed both domestically
and internationally

State failure presents enormous and varied challenges not only for those
states and their citizens, but also for the international system as a whole.
Humanitarian challenges arise from the reality that state failure is both
created and exacerbated by overwhelming human need. The flow of
displaced persons due to political and economic reasons, in addition to
poverty, disease, violence and terrorism clearly strains aid budgets and
philanthropic resources. The reality of such a matrix of failure invariably
leads to state decline and generally precipitates internal strife that although
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exists principally at the local level often rapidly develops into situations
that affect all states and which pose challenges to human security in
general. The inter-connectedness of countries in the ‘new globalism’ has
made it difficult for any state to insulate itself from regional conflict.

As we have learned from the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, failed
states have provided convenient bases from which extremism and terrorism
can be exported with disconcerting ease, in this case the al-Qaeda terrorist
network.

The fact that failed states provide a base from which terrorist activity is
exported has made stable states, particularly in the West, pay more attention
to the phenomenon of failing states before they descend into chaos.

This thesis will seek to answer the question: what is the best and most
effective mechanism that the international community can adopt to address
the challenges posed by failing and failed states? Perhaps one of the most
readily identifiable examples is Afghanistan. The international response to a
situation that has expanded into a regional crisis has been inadequate,
inconsistent and misguided.

Although the Afghanistan situation is not completely devoid of success, it
has effectively been limited in its ability to control the violence of powerful
state and non-state actors as well as terrorist organizations such as al-Qaeda
and the Taliban. Such ineffectual international action as seen in
Afghanistan can be mirrored in other regions and can be identified by the
proliferation of organizations like the Hezbollah and al-Shabaab in Somalia,
to name but a few.

The international community can no longer assess the challenges posed by
failing and failed states through the prism of superpower conflict and must
find an effective way to reassess these challenges and identify more
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promising methods to respond to them. The author is proposing a new
paradigm which encompasses the universal principles of legitimacy;
accountability; respect for human rights; political, social and economic
stability; and the existence of the rule of law.

As members of the United Nations and regional bodies, individual countries
have the obligation to protect not only their citizens but also the citizens of
failing states from human rights abuses and to hold to account abusers of
human rights through the International Court of Justice. Therefore, there is
now a recognition that the so-called primacy of state sovereignty in the
Westphalian order is outmoded. It has been replaced by new principles: the
respect for human rights and the existence of state stability. In the revised
modern context, human rights and human security constitute the preeminent standards for state accountability. For example, states must not,
and indeed cannot, secure legitimacy for massacres of their own citizens by
appealing to the notion of an outdated international principle of state
sovereignty, as in the case of Syria.

The challenges that emerge following the failure of the state system also
require the application of the principles that are associated with the modern
state; chiefly, generally accepted human rights standards, the rule of law
and the existence of security. If human rights are to be the central universal
principle of a functioning state and a foundational building block of the
modern global political system, then state failures must constitute the
primary threat to the bedrock of such an international order.

This new global order requires an approach that honours a multilateral
perspective and must include consideration of the question as to whether
states and the international community have the capacity to effectively deal
with state failure irrespective of where it occurs.
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After the genocides in Cambodia, Rwanda, Bosnia and Kosovo and the
examples of failed states such as Afghanistan, Haiti, Somalia, Liberia, the
Democratic Republic of the Congo, Sierra Leone and Iraq, many western
developed nations have been faced with the prospect of a lack of global
institutional capacity to address such situations.

However, the failure to attain consensus among the five permanent
members of the United Nations Security Council illuminates the deep and
persistent nature of the challenges of internationally coordinated action in
these areas.

Under international human rights law, states are required by obligation to
protect their citizens and ensure that their human rights are respected. While
the United Nations Charter clearly outlines the point at which intervention
under Chapters VII is to be considered, there is an emerging paradigm to be
found within the Responsibility to Protect doctrine which asserts that
sovereignty can be breached. The conditions under which such breaches are
to be considered include the need to protect people who are under threat.
The international community in such circumstances has an obligation to
respond effectively as most states are signatories to United Nations human
rights covenants and treaties and are thus bound by international law to
protect both individual sovereignty as much as state sovereignty. It seems
that this re-definition of the modern state is a reality that some states have
difficulty accepting.

A new conversation on re-defining the state must once again take place.
States throughout the centuries have often been re-made as great empires
were dissolved. Traditionally, the state has been promoted as the new
political organization with the answer to the prevailing problems of social
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and economic upheaval, conflict and war. 2 These assumptions of statehood
as an international legal principle have implications for understanding both
state failure and state-building. The widely accepted legal recognition of
statehood alone does not effectively define the sovereignty of a state. There
is an emerging consensus from the international community that it is
necessary to address the structural competency of failed states, which is a
point that the author will address.

This thesis will undertake consideration of the complex nature of current
and past failed states by utilizing the concept of the structural competency
of the state. Failed states pose not only security and development challenges
for the international community, but also legal challenges. As a result of
their inability to enter into or abide by treaties and agreements, these
dysfunctional governments create a range of problems for an international
system premised on state sovereignty and state consent. Military conflict
within failed states creates enormous challenges for both domestic and
international institutions, with efforts further complicated, for example, by
the recruitment of traditionally precluded combatants such as child soldiers.
The use of child soldiers in conflicts such as the civil war in Sierra Leone
has been universally condemned and is prohibited under international law.

As states fail, they are marked by overlapping characteristics of disastrously
low levels of structural competency. These include the failure to provide
healthcare, education, food, a legitimate security force and economic
sustainability; the possession of significant economic inequalities; a loss of
legitimacy; a culture of corruption; a lack of social cohesion; a failure in
rule of law, such as in judicial institutions, loss of security and territorial
control; and systemic political instability.

2
Jennifer Milliken and Keith Krause, “State Failure, State Collapse, and State Reconstruction:
Concepts, Lessons and Strategies,” in Jennifer Milliken (ed.), State Failure, Collapse &
Reconstruction, Oxford: Blackwell Publishing (2003) at 10
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The difficulty for the international community in reversing the process of
state failure is further complicated by a lack of consensus among policy
makers concerning the character of the required strategy. As a consequence,
the emergence of a new concept of sovereignty needs to be reviewed in
terms of the post-modern state.

The new social compact of human security, the emergence of globalization
and the decline of the state have redefined the state within the context of the
new world order. In specific instances of state failure it is in the best
interests of those states and in particular their citizens to see the
international community retain a prescribed role in the shared sovereignty
of the given state. This would likely have to take the form of a trusteeship,
revised from the traditional concept of such intervention, as a possible
solution to state failure and reconstruction.

Such an imposed partnership, if it is to be successful, will require resources
and significant political will. However, as history has demonstrated, the
difficulty with this solution is found in the fact that rarely is their
international agreement as to how state-building is to be achieved – in terms
of appropriate intervention – nor is there substantive agreement as to what
actually constitutes state-building because key UN members are trapped in
the old paradigm. This is often the result of states choosing to protect their
regional or political interests rather than subverting such considerations in
favour of the best interests of the failed state and its citizens.

This thesis, therefore, will argue that international actors attempting to ‘fix’
failed states need to address the prevailing number of issues affecting
structural competency that have caused the state to fail in the first place as
states are not by nature failures. Each state has its own particular
circumstances and there is certainly no one model that fits all; however, by
addressing the structural competency of failed states and gaining a better
understanding of the causes of such failure, one can work towards a more
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practical framework for policy makers to better predict and develop a
global model of statehood and in so doing prevent further state failures.

There is an increasingly urgent need to build effective, capable, stable and
sustainable states in order to create social order and reduce poverty as well
as tackle the issues of security and wealth creation. The ever increasing
disparity between the rich and the poor in all regions of the world, as well
as the erosion of essential social services where in fact they existed, has led
to wide gaps in the distribution of national wealth, which has fuelled
animosities and rivalries along the lines of class and ethnicity. The
consequence of these realities is further domestic and international
instability.

If this approach is adopted, it will require first, the understanding and
acceptance of the paradigm of structural competency, second, the
identification of structural competency gaps, and third, the design of
effective policies of integrated state-building and resources aimed at
bridging structural competency gaps. In order for this to occur, there needs
to be a better understanding of both the challenges and the solutions
associated with failed states. Unwillingness by the national and
international community to address these gaps will only serve to make what
is an already dire situation even worse.

Tailoring assistance to the specific vulnerabilities of individual failing
states requires active and unprecedented co-operation among leading states
and regional and international agencies to ensure success in addressing
issues of security, development and challenges related to building effective
political institutions. If the international community is to properly address
these issues, appropriate mechanisms and concepts must be developed to
achieve these ends. The new concept of state sovereignty must be
addressed, as governments that have claimed immunity in their abrogation
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of human rights too often appeal to the international legal principle of state
sovereignty.

This thesis further aims to facilitate the development of a mechanism that
should assist states in preventing failure in the first place and taking
remedial measures to halt the slide and move towards becoming a
functioning state. States are more numerous than a century ago and much
more complex. Governments and many scholars have a tendency to look for
one particular cause or source as justification for state failure and propose a
boiler-plate, low cost, easily implemented solution. What is clearly required
is a more thorough analysis of the factors leading to the failure of a
particular state, and a full consideration of the responses and required
involvement of external parties. 3 In spite of this, the new paradigm of
sovereignty is not yet widely acknowledged.

Part I analyzes the state as a legal entity, its historical development, the
principles that define statehood and the main challenges that lead to state
weakness and subsequent failure. Chapter 1 will attempt to briefly define
the historical characterization of the state in international law as well as the
criteria and conditions for statehood, ranging from ancient times to the
present.

The author will focus on the duties of the modern state as well as the
principles of sovereignty and self-determination based on the prevailing
view of a defined territory with permanent populations and sovereign
governments. Chapter 2 will introduce the concept of state failure and the
causes and conditions that are characteristic of failed states as well as the
political, economic and security indicators that state failure presents. These
3

Martin Doornbos, “State Collapse and Fresh Starts: Some Critical Reflections,” in Jennifer
Milliken (ed.) State Failure, Collapse & Reconstruction, Oxford: Blackwell Publishing (2003) at 46
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include but are not exclusively confined to issues of corruption, poverty,
violence, anarchy, loss of social cohesion, weakening institutions and the
absence of the rule of law. The author will also address the problems of
colonial legacies.

Part II will review the various approaches that rely on the instruments of
international law to address issues of human security. The emerging
concept of human security will also be examined in the context of human
rights and humanitarian law, as failing and failed states almost always
manifest failure to protect human rights.

In Chapter 3, the author will examine the humanitarian challenges that are
created by state failure in the context of human rights protection under
treaties and conventions. There will be a particular focus on several
instruments of international law that have been established for the
protection of human rights.

Chapter 4 will deal with the general principles of peremptory norms and the
responsibility to prosecute individuals who allegedly violate human rights
standards, which almost always contributes to state failure. The author will
discuss the development of customary international law in addressing state
failure in the context of the role of humanitarian intervention and the impact
of Security Council Resolutions. The emergence of the Responsibility to
Protect doctrine as an international security and human rights norm will be
discussed in the context of state failure. The author will link the duty to
prevent human rights abuses to the new paradigm of the state.

Part III of the thesis will incorporate an examination of the challenges
posed by state-building as well as the role the international community
plays in the reconstruction of failed states.
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Chapter 5 considers the array of issues and requirements for state-building
and reconstruction. The establishment of rule of law, accountability and
economic security as well as social and economic reconstruction will be
considered.

Finally, the analysis in Chapter 6 will present a possible solution to the
concept of ‘shared sovereignty’ as a new form of trusteeship as a tool for
the UN to use under certain circumstances. The author will also examine
the challenges presented to the international community and the role of the
United Nations in conflict prevention and state-building.

In the concluding chapter, the author will reiterate the idea of a failed state
and why the concept of a failing state is preferred. The author will again
show the limitations of the Westphalian consensus and discuss the new
paradigm of the responsibility of states to intervene when egregious
violations of human rights occur. It will be demonstrated that the original
idea of structural competency can be used both as an early warning system
against state failure and to create institutions that stop the descent into
failure.
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Part I
The Origins of State Formation
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Chapter 1: The State in International Law - Historical Background

Dating back thousands of years states have existed in a various forms and have
been led by autocracies or groups of leaders that have wielded authority over
specific territories. For the most part, these enormously varied states were
affiliated with imperial structures that exercised political and military dominion
over the populations contained within them.

Ancient civilizations such as the Egyptian, Mesopotamian, Persian, Roman,
Indian, Chinese and Mayans, among others, were characterized by complex
political organizations. Historically, states emerged over conquered territory
with the common denominator being the application of force by one group
over another with the objective of an imposition of the victor's will.

More specifically, better known philosophers such as Plato and Aristotle,
among others, often wrote or spoke in support of the poleis, the body of
citizens of the city state system that was in place in ancient Greece. 4 The
equivalent term for poleis used by the Romans was the Latin word civitas. The
poleis were not ruled by an autocratic authority (i.e. a king) but rather by a
political entity of a body of citizens.

Amy Chua examines the most notable empires, from the Persian, Roman,
Chinese, Mongol and Dutch to more recent imperial manifestations of Great
Britain and the United States and argues that empires rise through toleration
and fall through closed-mindedness. 5
4

The New Encyclopaedia Britannica, 15th Ed., “Polis,” Chicago: Encyclopaedia Britannica Inc. (2002) at
9:561
5
Amy Chua, Day of Empire, New York: Anchor Books (2007)
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During the time of the Holy Roman Empire, the Free Imperial Cities exercised
relative autonomy guaranteed by the Lubeck law. 6 City States were also
prominent during the European Renaissance period, most notably in Italy, but
over time the majority of them were absorbed into empires and nation states.

Central to the earliest forms of statehood and prevalent throughout history up
to the present time is the notion of the use of force by a given state and either
its deemed legitimate application or perceived inappropriate use.

Niccolò Machiavelli, the renowned political thinker and public servant of the
Florentine Republic, reinforced the notion of the use of force as an
indispensable element of the state.7 Similarly, the influential German
sociologist Max Weber defined the state as an entity that successfully claims a
“monopoly on the legitimate use of violence”. 8 Weber further noted that a state
is a “human community that (successfully) claims the monopoly of the
legitimate use of physical force within a given territory”, 9 even when “the right
to use physical force is ascribed to other institutions or to individuals only to
the extent to which the state permits it”. 10

Over the course of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, commonly
referred to as the Age of Enlightenment, theorists such as Thomas Hobbes,
John Locke and Jean-Jacques Rousseau presented the concept of a social
contract to illuminate the reason why sovereigns should continue to be obeyed
when their rule was no longer ordained by God. In the end, the people granted
6

The New Encyclopaedia Britannica, “Lubeck Laws,” Chicago: Encyclopaedia Britannica Inc., 15th Ed.
(2002) at 7:534
7
Minh Nguyen, “The Question of ‘Failed States’ Australia and the notion State Failure,” Sydney’s Kings
Cross: Uniya, JRS Paper No. 8 (March 2005) at 3
8
Max Weber, “Politics as a Vocation,” speech at Munich University (1918).
9
Ibid.
10
Ibid.
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the “state the right to rule over them in return for the state providing security
from civil disorder and war”. 11

For Hobbes, the only political model that guaranteed the protection of human
rights and the conditions necessary for the enjoyment of those rights was that
of the state. 12 Hobbes recognized that states “could provide the essential basis
for a reasonably stable political order, which in turn permitted the
establishment of the conditions required for economic development and social
stability”. 13 Life without government, as Hobbes would maintain, would be
“solitary, poore, nasty, brutish, and short” 14 and, as will become evident in this
thesis, in locations where there exists substantively weak institutions within the
state structure there has concurrently been a marked retreat of government
structures. Somalia provides a profound example of such a state characterized
by failure.

Order is a central element in Hobbes's classic definition of a sovereign state in
that people must concede to the broader state a prescribed amount of personal
freedom with the caveat that in return they will enjoy state sustained peace and
security. The sovereign protects the members of a society, irrespective of
whether or not they desire that this be the case. State failure, in the sense of a
failed public authority, is defined by the uses and organization of coercion
rather than by the weakness or configuration of particular institutions. 15

11
Jennifer Milliken and Keith Krause, “State Failure, State Collapse, and State Reconstruction: Concepts,
Lessons and Strategies,” in Jennifer Milliken (ed.), State Failure, Collapse & Reconstruction, Oxford:
Blackwell Publishing (2003) at 6
12
Michael Reisman, “Designing and Managing the Future of the State,” European Journal of
International Law, Vol.8, No.3 (1997) at 418
13
Christopher Clapham, “The Challenge to the State in a Globalized Word,” in Jennifer Milliken (ed.),
State Failure, Collapse & Reconstruction, Oxford: Blackwell Publishing (2003) at 27
14
Thomas Hobbes, Leviathan, Middlesex: Penguin Books (1968) at 186
15
William Reno, “Sierra Leone: Warfare in a Post-State Society,” in Robert I. Rotberg (ed.), State
Failure and State Weakness in a Time of Terror, Washington D.C.: Brookings Institution Press (2003) at
75
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Hugo Grotius, the Dutch jurist and scholar, viewed the state, not unlike Locke,
as “a complete association of free men, joined together for the enjoyment of
rights and for their common interest”. 16 However, he diverts from Locke in so
far as he believed that sovereignty could be transferred to a monarch and that it
therefore did not and could not reside ultimately with the people, as the
absolute right of rebellion would be detrimental to the natural order of society.

Today, the emergence of the modern state can be traced back to the Peace of
Westphalia of 1648, characterized by its treaties which effectively concluded
the Thirty Years War 17 and initiated a renewed legal framework for the modern
state within a sovereign territory. The treaties resulted in a new political order
emerging across central Europe founded upon the concept of state sovereignty.
However, only states that were “recognized as sovereign by other sovereign
states possessed sovereign rights, and the legal claim of sovereignty had to be
asserted in practice - rulers had to gain and keep de facto control”. 18

From the outset, the edicts represented an ideal of sovereign territoriality to
which states aspired but few achieved. 19 However, they did assist in the
development of the foundations of the modern state, replacing the monarch
with the enduring concept known as the rule of law. This evolution of sorts
constituted a considerable departure from the notion espoused by French King
Louis XIV to Parliament in 1755 when he infamously stated ‘L’Etat c’est moi’
(I am the State).

16

Hugo Grotius, On the Law of War and Peace, New York: Bobbs-Merrill (1925) at 44.
Denotes the two peace treaties of Osnabruck (15 May 1648) and Munster (24 October 1648) that ended
the Thirty Years' War (1618–1648) in the Holy Roman Empire, and the Eighty Years' War (1568–1648)
between Spain and the Republic of the Seven United Netherlands.
18
Jennifer Milliken and Keith Krause, “State Failure, State Collapse, and State Reconstruction: Concepts,
Lessons and Strategies,” in Jennifer Milliken (ed.), State Failure, Collapse & Reconstruction, Oxford:
Blackwell Publishing (2003) at 3
19
Ibid.
17
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It is somewhat inaccurate to presume that the popular conception of the
state is in fact a relatively recent invention. Indeed, the notion of a modern
administrative state within a shared territory was almost certainly
enunciated in advance of many other postulators by Lord Acton. 20 Many
modern nation states are in fact surviving fragments of exhausted and long
forgotten empires, although few contemporaries would longingly seek the
restoration of imperial rule as a contemporary model for the state. 21

With the creation of the United Nations, states constituted the foundations
upon which world order is maintained and even in circumstances where states
fail, their existence as a matter of law has remained effectively unchallenged.
Failed states have rarely forfeited, voluntarily or otherwise, their membership
in international organizations, nor have they witnessed comprehensive
suspension of their diplomatic relations. Indeed, even their pre-existing
international treaties have remained in force. 22

It is, however, important to recognize, that state failure and the violent
disintegration and palpable weakness of selected states threatens the very
foundation of the system that currently predominates. Understanding the nature
of state failure and establishing clear criteria for distinguishing failure from
general weakness is of critical importance. In fact, it is central not only for the
purposes of identification but also for the development and application of
solutions to state failure.

As the twentieth century commenced, and in the wake of the disintegration of
the Ottoman and Austro-Hungarian empires, there were fifty-five recognized
20
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national polities. Since the conclusion of the Second World War, the number of
such states reached sixty-nine and in relatively short order. With the granting
of independence to many colonial territories in Africa and Asia alongside the
implosion of the Soviet Union, the number of nations jumped to 191.
East Timor's independence in 2002 brought that total to 192. 23 As of 14 July
2011, with South Sudan becoming the most recent recognized state, the
number of Member States of the United Nations has reached 193. These 193
states represent virtually all of the world's nations. There remain two
recognized independent states, the Vatican City and Kosovo,24 which although
independent are non-Member States of the United Nations.

1.1 Criteria and Conditions for Statehood
The notion of the state as the ultimate authority in the international system
remains a widely held belief and is directly linked to the principle of state
sovereignty. 25 An analysis of state failure requires an appreciation of the
role of the state in the international system. The inability of a state to
maintain effective internal control alongside the provision of security for its
citizens creates a serious dilemma for the international system and its de facto
desire to honour state sovereignty. In Somalia, for example, the failure of the
state to provide good governance, security and respect for the rule of law is at the
23
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very core of the country’s endemic conflict. In the case of Somalia, these
deficiencies in the minimum conditions for statehood have also fuelled piracy and
afforded a place ripe for terrorist activity both localized and exported
internationally.

It is a long-held principle of international law that each state retains the right to
conduct its domestic affairs without interference from another state.26 The
1933 Montevideo Convention on the Rights and Duties of States identifies
some of the fundamental legal characteristics of a state. 27 The Convention
constituted a significant evolution in the codification of the declarative theory
of statehood as part of customary international law. These legal characteristics
included a permanent population, a defined territory and a government capable
of maintaining effective control over its land as well as the conduct of
international relations with other states and the attainment of international
recognition. 28

Article 1 of the Montevideo Convention declares that:
The state as a person of international law should possess the following
qualifications: a ) a permanent population; b ) a defined territory; c )
government; and d) capacity to enter into relations with the other
states. 29
Historically, the definition and understanding of states was founded upon these
criteria; however, a contemporary assessment of countries such as the
Democratic Republic of the Congo, Somalia and Haiti reveals pressing
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concerns about the adequacy of this traditional definition. 30 As a result, the
concept of failed states has emerged, along with notions of human security and
the responsibility to protect.

By exploring in detail the structural competency in countries such as Somalia,
Afghanistan, Haiti and the Democratic Republic of the Congo, inter alia, one
can gain a better understanding of the issues relating to failed states. One of the
most prominent and pressing issues relates to regional instability which results
when failed states such as Somalia provide refuge to terrorist organizations that
incorporate piracy as a revenue tool to facilitate the acquisition of weapons.

The piracy activities identified off the coast of Somalia has had a significant
impact upon international commerce and maritime security, and the lack of a
functioning central government seriously impedes efforts to address this
problem. 31 The offshore piracy occurring in the Gulf of Aden provides a
concrete confirmation of the state of anarchy existing within Somalia. 32

It is not possible to confront piracy without addressing the disintegration of the
Somali state and the resultant poverty, governance issues and absence of the
rule of law in this troubled region. 33 If this were not enough, the ongoing civil
war occurring in Somalia has led to the internal displacement of millions of
people and, as a result, has facilitated the use of the country as a safe refuge for
suspected terrorist organizations. 34 The international community certainly must
assume a more prevalent role in peace-building and state reconstruction if
30
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Somalia and the global system is ever to effectively address the issue of piracy
in the horn of Africa.

The example of Western intervention in Somalia clearly demonstrated that
military action alone cannot effectively provide implementable solutions to the
multi-faceted challenges with which a failed state must contend. The roots of
the issues that created the failed state in the first place require redress
concurrent or prior to any attempt to restore order through the application of
force.

If a full comprehension of state failure is to be realized, then a thorough
conception of the manner in which states are defined is central to this
understanding. Although the terms nation, state and country are often used
interchangeably, there exists often subtle and sometimes substantial differences
in definition between them. As previously noted in this paper, international
law, in deference to the Montevideo Convention, maintains that a state is
defined as an entity with a defined territory and a permanent population under
control of its own government, which has the capacity to engage in diplomatic
relations with other states. 35

The Montevideo Convention on the Rights and Duties of States codified the
declarative theory of statehood as accepted as part of customary international
law, defining the rights and duties of states. Article 2 of the Montevideo
Convention states that “[t]he federal state shall constitute a sole person in the
eyes of international law”. 36
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There are various theories put forward by leading legal scholars as to when a
state should be recognized as sovereign, including the constitutive theory that
defines a state as a person of international law only when recognized by other
states. However, this creates a challenge as demonstrated by the contemporary
case of Kosovo. In this instance, there are states that recognize the legitimacy
of Kosovo while others refuse to do so. In 1912, Lassa Oppenheim expressed
the following on the constitutive theory of state recognition:
...International Law does not say that a State is not in existence as long
as it is not recognised, but it takes no notice of it before its recognition.
Through recognition only and exclusively a State becomes an
International Person and a subject of International Law. 37
Other legal scholars have expressed the declarative theory of statehood that
permits statehood independent of recognition by other states if the given entity
meets the criteria as expressed in the Montevideo Convention. Article 3 of the
Montevideo Convention defines the political existence of the state as:
independent of recognition by the other states. Even before recognition
the state has the right to defend its integrity and independence, to
provide for its conservation and prosperity, and consequently to organize
itself as it sees fit, to legislate upon its interests, administer its services,
and to define the jurisdiction and competence of its courts. The exercise
of these rights has no other limitation than the exercise of the rights of
other states according to international law. 38

In 1930, in the context of this notion of state recognition, Mexican foreign
minister, Genaro Estrada argued that governments should recognize states and
not specifically align this recognition to the governments that operate the state
in question. This is to say, simply because one state may take exception to the
character of the government of a state, it does not preclude the former state
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from recognizing the existence of the latter.

Additionally, another definition of a state is one whereby a political entity is
recognized as the highest political authority for a specific territory by other
states and is thus afforded equal footing by the international community.
According to this definition, diplomatic recognition by other states is not
required. 39 However, since the founding of the United Nations it has
generally been recognized that state validity is aligned with general
acceptance by the United Nations as is manifested in the form of
membership in this international body. This is particularly true in relation
to recognition by the United Nations Security Council which can veto any
request for entry by a proposed state. Such is the case for Kosovo, which
has received wide support from many Member States of the United
Nations but to date (2012) has not been successful in securing the support
of the five permanent members of the Security Council which retain the
veto power.

A major facet of the state is the reality that most states retain and exercise
considerable control over the conduct of their citizens. Max Weber described
the political organization as an entity in which “administrative staff
successfully upholds the claim to the monopoly on the legitimate use of
physical force in the enforcement of its orders”. 40 According to Weber, a state
exists where a political community possesses:

1) an administrative and legal order that is subject to change by
legislation; 2) an administrative apparatus that conducts official business
in accordance with legislative regulation; 3) binding authority over all
39
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persons (citizens) and most actions taking place in the area of its
jurisdiction the legitimation to use force within this area if coercion is
permitted or prescribed by the legally constituted government.41
A state’s endurance, to a large extent, requires the ability to secure
compliance from its population and control over its territory as well as the
ability to gain extensive recognition from the international community. 42
According to Christopher Clapham states have:
historically derived from various specific and by no means
universally realized conditions, and the global political system has
until recent times comprised areas under the control of states, areas
regulated by other forms of governance, and areas with no stable
governance at all. The idea that the state is a universal form of
governance is of very recent origin, and rests on uncertain
foundations. 43
Irrespective of the foregoing, the reality is that the world is in fact divided
into states, and this is recognized as the universal norm. Many of these
new states, especially those which received independence from colonial
powers, were not sufficiently strong enough to exercise full authority over
their territories and populations, and in some instances this remains the
case. 44

Notwithstanding the importance of territorial integrity and the requirement that
states actually control their territory, the emergence and formation of so many
varied states following the Second World War has made these stipulations
more problematic due to the challenges presented by pre-colonial boundaries
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that for the most part took no account of linguistic, religious, cultural and
topographic differences.

Although financial resources are required to maintain a state, statehood is not
exclusively a matter of economics. 45 It has been argued that societies with a
long history of statehood display obedience and discipline in relation to the
nation, which is difficult to replicate in places where statehood has been
recently imposed. 46

A considerable number of African states have experienced problems of state
formation, including Somalia, Sierra Leone and the Democratic Republic of
Congo, to name but a few examples. The historic weakness within an absence
of the state has been complicated and the problem exacerbated by a lack of
development in the area of human welfare.

Many of these failing states create problems for the international system. The
decline of governance capacity also reflects a broader inability to maintain
institutional structures that had been created throughout the colonial era, 47 such
as a well-trained indigenous public sector and a satisfactorily functioning
judiciary. Ultimately, power derives from the ability of a state to make binding
decisions that are adhered to by the respective society. They must also provide
infrastructure and ensure security; this must include the ability to exude its
power and influence into territories in order to implement the prescribed state
agenda. 48
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1.2 Emergence of the Modern State System

The emergence and formation of so many states in the twentieth century has
created unique and enduring challenges to international law and facilitated the
emergence of a number of conflicts. Within the context of international
diplomacy, states more often than not recognize states rather than
governments, as noted above in reference to the Estrada Doctrine of 1930. For
example, in 2011 and 2012, many Western countries recognized the National
Transitional Council of Libya in Benghazi as the new legitimate government of
Libya long before the autocratic ruler Colonel Muammar Gaddafi was actually
removed from power and killed by rebels.

Most states function with an executive, a bureaucracy, courts and other
institutions with the ability to generate revenue and operate security forces
including domestic law enforcement as well as a military force. These states
can range in size, from enormous China to tiny Andorra, while others such as
Poland disappear and re-appear. Others may be amalgamated and then
separated as was the case for Czechoslovakia. States can also fail, as has
occurred in Somalia and Afghanistan where their governing institutions
disintegrated due to a multitude of factors including civil war and associated
internal strife. 49
The modern state has always been a work in progress. 50 Since its inception, the
United Nations, with its Universal Declaration of Human Rights which
represents a global expression of human rights for all people, has permitted the
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emergence on stage of sovereign states, many receiving independence from
colonial countries.
The United Nations General Assembly also assisted with the independence of
many of these colonial entities and their subsequent emergence as independent
states with the 1960 Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial
Countries and Peoples 51. The vote took place at the General Assembly rather
than in the Security Council given that some states worried that a permanent
member could veto the Declaration. The Declaration provided the legal and
moral assistance to those entities and peoples that sought to achieve
independence from their colonial states.
It was not very long after the invocation of the Declaration that many of these
new states actually received their independence. Others states, such as Angola,
Mozambique and several Portuguese colonies did not receive independence
until the dictatorial regime in Portugal was overthrown in 1974.
Since the milestone Resolution 1514 of the United Nations General Assembly,
it has been and still remains as challenging to “justify colonialism as it is to
justify slavery or racism”. 52 It is against this backdrop of the modern state, with
its legal obligations as enunciated by the United Nations Charter, that an
analysis and thorough understanding of state success or failure must take place.
As Jennifer Milliken and Keith Krause have observed:

Concern over the possibility of state failure thus often has as much to do
with dashed expectations about the achievement of modern statehood, or
the functions that modern states should fulfil, as it does with the
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empirically-observed decomposition or collapse of the institutions of
governance in different parts of the world. 53
The modern state, exemplified in its charters, treaties, conventions and the
emergence of human rights law, as noted above, is a relatively recent
development. European state formation after the conclusion of the Second
World War has for the most part been relatively peaceful, with the glaring
exception of the dissolution of the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia.
Legal scholars, such as Rosa Ehrenreich Brooks, take a critical view of state
formation in developing countries and note that:

Weak, failing, and failed states are not the exception in many parts of the
world. They are the norm, and have been since their inception...such
states rarely exercised anything approaching a monopoly on violence
within their territories; to a significant extent, their borders were
unmanageably porous, and the reach of government authority often
barely extended beyond their capital cities and a handful of other urban
centers...During the Cold War, these faux states were propped up by the
competing superpowers; with the end of the Cold War, many were
revealed as the houses of cards they had been all along...If the "descent"
into failed state status requires some prior period as a functioning state,
places such as Sierra Leone and Afghanistan can hardly be considered
failed states. They never really were states to begin with. 54
It is therefore not entirely surprising to discover that state failure occurs in
places where the prerequisite for state formation is already weak and at risk. It
is legitimately argued that state formation is critical to the understanding of
state success and failure. However, central to the analysis of state failure is not
only the historical context of such a development but also the structural
competency of the given state. As noted, failed states invariably create a power
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vacuum, resulting in misery for their people. As a result of the emergence of
globalism, these developments also constitute regional and international risks
for peace and security far beyond the borders of these states. What is invariably
true, as history has repeatedly demonstrated, is the fact that reconstruction of
failed states is an enormously challenging endeavour to state the obvious.
1.2.1 The Principle of State Sovereignty

The principle of state sovereignty is fully enshrined in international law as
outlined within the United Nations Charter. Much of the twentieth-century
literature on the principle of state sovereignty has focused on the Westphalian
notion of the state as a unitary agent. However, it is significant to note that in
the context of failed states, the more recent and emerging body of research
focuses upon the compatibility of state sovereignty with other international
legal norms. Within international legal and political architecture, the existence
of state failure can affect the behavioural framework of other states towards the
failed state and lead to belligerent acts between bordering states or, in severe
circumstances, to intervention.
James Crawford has observed that “[i]f a state is, and becomes an international
person through recognition only and exclusively, then rules granting any right
to statehood are a priori impossible”. 55 He further notes that “[a] state is not a
fact in the sense that a chair is a fact; it is ... a legal status attaching to a certain
state of affairs by virtue of certain rule”. 56 Each of the 193 Member States of
the United Nations has the benefit of international legal recognition as
conferred by the United Nations Charter. However, notwithstanding the
general criteria for state sovereignty, collective recognition by the United
Nations can only happen with the required nine votes of the Security Council
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and the approval of the five permanent members, hence the reason that Kosovo
has yet to receive coveted membership in the United Nations.

The international community’s recognition of legitimate sovereign states as
manifest in their right to United Nations membership status has not been
consistent. This was illustrated on 19 September 1992, when the Security
Council adopted Resolution 777, which did not permit the Federal Republic of
Yugoslavia (Serbia and Montenegro) to claim membership on the basis of prior
membership of the former Yugoslavia, therefore requiring that they apply for a
new membership to the United Nations. 57 This specific example resulted in
further complication in that some regions of the former Yugoslavia have been
recognized as states while others such as Kosovo have not. It is to be noted
that at the time of admission Bosnia did not meet the traditional requirements
of having a stable population and effective control of its territory and yet it was
admitted to the United Nations as a member state.

The dissolution of the republics of the Soviet Union also created a myriad of
legal issues for the United Nations. By virtue of successor state status Russia
could legitimately its right to essentially retain a Security Council seat. This
assertion was not challenged by Member States of the United Nations.
However, the United States and the European Union assumed a much different
approach to application of traditional criteria in respect of recognition of
certain states from the Soviet Bloc. The United States announced that in
addition to the traditional criteria, “recognition should be accorded only in the
light of, inter alia, the prospective state's adherence to democracy and the rule
of law, including respect for the Helsinki Final Act and the Charter of Paris”. 58
The Charter of Paris for a New Europe seeked to provide an opportunity for
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integration in the wake of the former communist bloc states being dismantled;
however, it is important to note that this would take place within a Western
ideological framework.

The European Community also issued the Declaration on the ‘Guidelines on
the Recognition of New States in Eastern Europe and in the Soviet Union’,
which enunciated their predisposition to recognize new States which “have
constituted themselves on a democratic basis, have accepted appropriate
international obligations and which have committed themselves in good faith
to a peaceful process including with respect to negotiations”. 59

In this manner, the newly emerged states from the dissolved Soviet bloc were
assigned more restrictive criteria than those ascribed to Russia. Internationally,
there is no legal obligation to recognize new states based simply on their status
as democratically constituted entities. However, as the number of democratic
states seemingly increases, there is almost certainly going to be a considerable
trend towards democratic legitimacy as an important factor in the recognition
of new sovereign states.60

Although substantial consequences may result, large scale recognition reversal
is unlikely, regardless of however many other sanctions respecting a modified
course of state development may emerge. The case of Zimbabwe is one where
clearly many countries within the international community take issue with the
manner in which the country has developed, or more specifically, with the
administration of the state by the Zanu-PF Government of Robert Mugabe.
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While issue is taken with the government of the country itself, even those
concerned with Mugabe's rule do not fail to recognize the existence of
Zimbabwe or suggest it not be recognized as a state within the international
community.

Sovereignty, in accordance with the Westphalian concept, provides for a level
of certainty in international relations as sovereign states at least prima facie are
legally regarded as equals irrelevant of their size or wealth. This principle of
the ‘sovereign equality’ of states is enshrined in Article 2.1 of the United
Nations Charter. As well, as stated in the Responsibility to Protect report,
sovereignty denotes:
the capacity to make authoritative decisions with regard to the people
and resources within the territory of the state. Generally, however, the
authority of the state is not regarded as absolute, but constrained and
regulated internally by constitutional power sharing arrangements. 61
Enshrined in international law are the concepts of both “sovereign equality of
all its Members” 62 and of non-interference in the sovereignty of another state,
as “[n]othing contained in the present Charter shall authorize the United
Nations to intervene in matters which are exercise exclusive and total
jurisdiction within its territorial borders.” 63 According to the International
Commission on Intervention and State Sovereignty (ICISS) report, if that
principle is violated:
the victim state has the further right to defend its territorial integrity and
political impendence. In the era of decolonization, the sovereign equality
of states and the correlative norm of non-intervention received its most
emphatic affirmation from the newly independent states. 64
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Today, the trend in international law has been to move away from the state
absolutism of the Westphalia model and towards an international system that
embraces legitimacy, good governance and respect of human rights as a basis
to promoting international peace and security.

There are of course serious contemporary challenges to the absolute integrity
of state sovereignty. The reality of geopolitics has manifested itself more
clearly in the last decade (2001-2011). The United States-led invasion of Iraq
in 2003 was undertaken with what was most assuredly a tenuous resolution of
the United Nations which the so-called ‘Coalition of the Willing’ invoked to
justify their prima facie violation of Iraqi sovereignty. Many states took
exception to the rationale for the invasion including the use of the UN
resolution and the entire episode certainly raised issues relating to how states
should respond to illegitimate government conduct (Saddam Hussein's regime),
state sovereignty, the limits of internationally sanctioned use of force and the
notion of building a coalition of states to rationalize a violation of sovereignty.
Most of these questions remain unresolved even with the final withdrawal of
United States forces from the country in late 2011 and early 2012.
1.2.2 Principle of Self-determination

With the crumbling of the European empires in the twentieth century came the
expectation that democracy would act as a force for integration capable of
consolidating failed states.65 The principle of self-determination is in many
respects directly associated with nationalism as it emerged in the wake of the
First World War.
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United States President Woodrow Wilson’s Fourteen Points 66 argued for an
adjustment to colonial claims of self-determination. Although the points put
forward by Wilson did not materialize as fully as he would have envisioned,
they were included in several international legal instruments following the
Second World War, which led to the decolonization of many parts of Africa
and Asia. Ironically, in the context of the foregoing, the meetings of the Grand
Alliance at Yalta in February 1945 represented perhaps the worst of
geopolitical horse trading over spheres of influence and concurrently the
reduced importance of state sovereignty that consumed copious amounts of
debating time on issues such as the new Polish border, where leaders often
referenced the 'Curzon Line' of Lord Curzon of Kedlestone notoriety dating
back to the post-World War I era. 67

With the ratification of the United Nations Charter and its two Covenants, the
principle of self-determination was inserted into the framework of international
law. Chapter 1, Article 1.2 of the United Nations Charter states that the
purpose of the Charter is to “develop friendly relations among nations based on
respect for the principle of equal rights and self-determination of peoples, and
to take other appropriate measures to strengthen universal peace”.

Common article 1 of both the International Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights (ICCPR) and the International Covenant on Economic, Social and
Cultural Rights (ICESCR) states that “[a]ll peoples have the right of selfdetermination. By virtue of that right they freely determine their political status
and freely pursue their economic, social and cultural development”. This
fundamental principle of self-determination of peoples extends to nations the
right to freely decide upon their sovereignty, although it does not specify what
66
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form this is to assume. Similarly, it does not point to a full independent state
as the only means of self-determination nor to what the outcome should be, nor
indeed even to what constitutes a nation. 68

Many hoped that the International Court of Justice 2011 opinion on Kosovo
would have served to provide clarity with respect to this concept. 69 On 17
February 2008, the Assembly of Kosovo declared Kosovo an independent
Republic. 70 Following the declaration, the Serbian government requested that
the United Nations General Assembly ask for an advisory opinion from the
International Court of Justice on the issue of Kosovo’s unilateral declaration.
Serbia, the previous parent nation, does not recognize the unilateral declaration
of the independence of Kosovo and considers Kosovo an integral part of its
territory as approved by the Constitution of Serbia which was adopted by the
National Assembly on 30 September 2006. 71

On 8 October 2008, the resolution sought by Serbia was adopted by the United
Nations. 72 On 22 July 2010, the International Court of Justice issued a
nonbinding advisory opinion, which stated that general international law did
not prohibit declarations of independence and so Kosovo’s declaration of
independence did not violate general international law. 73
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In requesting an advisory opinion from the International Court of Justice,
various Member States of the United Nations sought to receive clarification
and support for their positions from the Security Council. The issue of the
Republic of Kosovo, which has been recognized as an independent state by 79
Member States of the United Nations, 74 has left members of the North Atlantic
Treaty Organization, the European Union and the United Nations Security
Council divided with respect to the matter.

Before the International Court of Justice opinion on the Kosovo declaration of
independence, international law had not addressed the possibility that a noncolonized state might be able to secede from its parent state. Previously, the
general rule in international law had been that ethnic minorities or peoples
within a state could not claim the right to secede absent evidence of
discrimination or colonization. 75 The United Nations Declaration on Friendly
Relations,76 adopted in 1970, “disfavoured secession so long as the government
of a State is ‘representing the whole people belonging to the territory without
distinction as to race, creed, or colour.’” 77

There have been a few examples of severe and systemic human rights abuses
and undue restrictions upon a community’s right to self-determination within a
state, but international law had been silent on the issue of non-oppressed
groups of people successfully attaining their independence. 78 In fact,
international law contains no systemic codification for self-determination.
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Indeed, while the right to secede in such cases is not expressly permitted by
international law, neither is it expressly prohibited. Hence, it is an area of
uncertainty, although certain guiding principles may apply. The ‘freedom
principle’, stemming from the ‘effectivity principle’, which is often invoked by
states when there is a legal void, is generally seen as the default rule when
there is no prohibitive rule in place. According to this principle:

the freedom to act outside of all pre-established rules is the fundamental
principle of public international law. Only specific voluntary restrictions,
or those established by undisputed custom, can affect it. What is not
forbidden is legally permissible. 79
While the freedom principle may arguably be invoked by non-colonized
territories wishing to separate, such an outcome may indeed be tempered by
other principles. For example, the uti possidetis principle, which was
formulated in order to maintain the borders of former colonies that had recently
acquired their independence, “has been referred to in non-colonial contexts and
with respect to both historical external and internal boundaries.” 80

In reference to the Province of Québec, the Supreme Court of Canada
considered the existence of a right to self-determination under international
law:

International law contains neither a right of unilateral secession nor the
explicit denial of such a right, although such a denial is, to some extent,
implicit in the exceptional circumstances required for secession to be
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permitted under the right of a people to self-determination, e.g., the right
of secession that arises in the exceptional situation of an oppressed or
colonial people. 81
The court concluded that:

international law places great importance on the territorial integrity of
nation states and, by and large, leaves the creation of a new state to be
determined by the domestic law of the existing state of which the
seceding entity presently forms a part. 82
The ramifications of the International Court of Justice’s advisory opinion on
the Kosovo declaration have been the subject of intense debate, with some
taking the view that a change in law has occurred by establishing that unilateral
secession is not contrary to international law. However, in reality the International Court of Justice took great care to limit its analysis to the Kosovo
situation and avoided taking a position on more general issues related to
declarations of independence and secession. According to one commentator,
“[t]echnically, [the ICJ judges] are not confirming that the declaration of
independence made by the Kosovo Assembly on 17 February 2008 is legal.
Nor are they ruling on whether Kosovo is a State today”. 83 In fact, the International Court of Justice asserted only that “general international law contains no
applicable prohibition of declarations of independence”. 84

It would appear likely then that secessionist movements around the world will
strive to rely on this part of the advisory opinion. For example, a Belgian jurist
has said that the opinion “opened the door” for Flemish separatists. 85
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According to Stéphane Beaulac, Constitutional Law Professor at the Université
de Montréal, this opinion is “a slight evolution in international law that applies
in extreme circumstances”. 86 He added that the opinion could be used to aid
separatist movements in such places as Québec, Scotland and Catalonia, but
only in cases in which “the door has not been shut to unilateral declarations”. 87
However, like the International Court of Justice, Beaulac cautions that the
precedential value of the advisory opinion is limited:

[T]he decision regarding Kosovo’s independence does not constitute a
precedent for all other cases. The situation in Kosovo was such that it
made sense to acknowledge its independence as a fait accompli. This
situation does not exist in Québec, Catalonia or Scotland. 88
François Crépeau, International Law Professor at McGill University, was
cautious to specify that “the Court said only that nothing prohibited secession;
it did not, however, say that secession was permitted”. He added that “when a
country exists politically, international law does not oppose it. When secession
occurs, international law acknowledges it”.

The International Court of Justice, the principal judicial body of the United
Nations, successfully demonstrated that, in general, international law contains
no applicable prohibition on declarations of independence and, therefore in the
opinion of the International Court of Justice, Kosovo’s declaration did not
violate general international law.

At present, the Kosovo opinion appears to cast aside the need for negotiated
independence settlements, instead legitimizing unilateralism as a principle of
86
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international law. Moreover, as noted previously the opinion will undoubtedly
be invoked by separatist movements in support of their objectives. Already,
several websites and blogs supporting the Palestinians and Tamils are hailing
the International Court of Justice advisory opinion as an important step towards
their own unilateral declarations of independence. 89 However, notwithstanding
the opinion, unilateral declarations of independence will continue to constitute
substantial challenges. These include the successful pursuit of membership in
the United Nations since any member of the Security Council can veto United
Nations membership, some of these states being for a variety of reasons predisposed to do so.

In the post-Cold War era, the debate on self-determination has grown
significantly and is multifaceted. Tensions have increased between assorted
groups which claim self-determination as a right and also amongst states that
argue for territorial integrity as stipulated by international law. Contributing
further to these tensions is the heightening debate associated with the rights of
minorities, especially as it relates to political rights.

Political theorists such as David Miller argue that nations are ‘ethical
communities’ and that states are the most effective co-ordinating mechanisms
for nations and therefore the best available institutions for social justice, and
the justification for wanting to be politically self-determining. 90 The argument
elicits several questions in response to the claim that only nation-states
constitute the best institutions to provide justice for their citizens. 91 Kamal
Shehadi has argued that the international community must balance the
principle of territorial integrity as defined by international law with the
89
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aspirations of aggrieved nations and additionally that there should be a
settlement according to the rule of law and not of force. 92 However, this also
demonstrates the great difficulty of reconciling the self-determination of
peoples within a world comprised of states.93

Concepts of self-determination and the decolonization of several states
illustrate through this process just how ingrained statehood has become in the
modern imagination. 94 Accordingly, statehood has left many scholars to render
it as the only achievable form of governance for the world despite the ‘pseudostatehood’ of several of the candidate states. 95 Most colonial states that were
secured independence did not qualify for statehood under customary
international law as they lacked, namely, “the existence of effective
government, with centralized administrative and legislative organs”. 96
However, shortly after independence, these new governments took on
authoritarian and dictatorial powers and were treated by other governments as
legitimate representatives of national communities. 97 Post-colonial states in
Africa resulted in the formation of what Robert Jackson has called ‘quasistates’:

... more a personal- or primordial-favouring political arrangement than a
public-regarding realm. Government is less an agency to provide
political goods such as law, order, security, justice, or welfare and more
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a fountain of privilege, wealth and power for a small elite who control it.
98

The governments in such ‘quasi-states’ are unable or unwilling to enforce the
rule of law throughout the state, rendering these states merely collections of
allegiances and identities akin to those that existed in medieval Europe.99
Brooks takes the view, noted above, that these former colonial failed states
were never really states in the first place, as exemplified by the Democratic
Republic of the Congo, Sierra Leone and Somalia:
With their boundaries often drawn by colonial and imperial powers,
these faux states made for tidy maps and possessed seats at the United
Nations and had international juridical personalities, but they rarely
possessed the attributes of robust states in anything other than a purely
formal legal sense. 100
One notes with interest the fact that many of the relatively new former colonial
states in Africa that were constituted after the founding of the United Nations
have reasserted the importance of the principle of state sovereignty over that of
self-determination. A significant attribute of the Organization of African
Unity 101 was the extent to which state sovereignty was privileged amongst its
members. Of the seven core principles affirmed by the Organization of African
Unity, four sought to prohibit any form of external interference. 102 The
preceding is noted notwithstanding that many of these newly emerged states
inherited flaws associated with the colonial partition of their territories; the
fragility and navigational perils of the post-Cold War economic and political
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terrain also contributed to their circumstances, and a number of these flaws still
haunt many of them. 103
In the nineteenth century, boundaries were described by Lord Curzon of
Kedlestone as:

the razor’s edge on which hang suspended the modern issues of war or
peace, of life and death to nations, adding that just as the protection of
the home is the most vital care of the private citizen, so the integrity of
her borders is the condition of existence of the State. 104
A boundary can be expressed as “an alignment, a line described in words in a
treaty, and /or shown on a map or chart, and/or marked on the ground by
physical indicators such as concrete pillars or cairns of stone”. 105 In the African
Great Lakes region that includes Rwanda, Burundi, Uganda and eastern
Democratic Republic of the Congo, for example, ethnic groups such as the
Tutsis and Hutus confirm the arbitrary character of state boundaries where
“ethnic fault lines tend to replicate across national boundaries, thus creating a
deadly potential for conflict to expand and escalate”. 106 Eight years after the
war that claimed the lives of approximately five million people, the eastern
Democratic Republic of the Congo continues to be plagued by armed groups
which attack civilians as well as United Nations peacekeepers. The crisis is
often characterized by a changing “short-term alliance between different armed
groups keen to use instability to control land and resources”. 107
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Post-colonial states across the African continent often include boundaries that
were established by a colonial power but which were never fully accepted.
The disdain with which these boundaries were viewed attracted even more
intense antipathy when independence occurred, and the resultant new states
have had considerable difficulty enforcing these demarcations. 108 The colonial
political configuration has significantly contributed to many of the current
crises existing in Africa. 109 It has also, however, afforded combatants an
all-too-convenient alibi for ruthless dictatorial regimes to “hide their
incompetence and indifference to the suffering of their people”. 110
Moreover, colonial political structures have also contributed to conflict
within the state premised upon ethnic or religious differences. 111

In Somalia, the Somaliland and Puntland regions both assert claims to selfdetermination. Somaliland maintains it has established independence as a
sovereign nation identified as the Republic of Somaliland, although this entity
has no international recognition. 112 Puntland remains part of greater Somalia,
but, generally speaking, administers its own affairs with its own military force
and government architecture.113 The two regions have, however, “fought for
years over the Sool and Sanag regions, part of which Puntland claim[s] on an
ethnic basis, while Somaliland says [the regions] are part of its territory under
the colonial border Britain left”. 114
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Somaliland’s ‘capital’ city of Hargeysa maintains a government which includes
a legislative branch, a police force, a currency, passports and a constitution
which received ratification in 2001. 115 The dependence of Somaliland on the
Port of Berbera for revenue significantly undermines its claim to sovereign
status. 116 As a result of the fact that there is virtually no recognition of
Somaliland as an independent state outside the region, there has been no
foreign aid or benefits of note to Somaliland. 117

Puntland, in the northeast of Somalia, is the domain of the Majerteyn, a sub-clan
of the Darod clan. 118 It is comprised of many supporters of the former
Transitional Federal Government's president, Abdullah Yusuf Ahmed, who left
office in late 2008. The self-declared Puntland State of Somalia was
established in 1998, and while it did not declare full independence, it functions
as a virtual ‘state’ independent of the alternative forces within Somalia. 119 Due
to the ongoing dangers posed to foreign aid workers, there is no appreciable
external assistance received in this region. 120
Walter Clarke and Robert Gosende raise the question of how Somalia with its
apparent common cultural traditions, language and religion has emerged as a
failed state. Conceivably, they argue that “it never constituted a single coherent
territory, having been part of the colonial empires of two suzerains, with other
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Somalis living outside the boundaries of the two colonies”. 121 However, as has
been previously noted, the clan-specific loyalties characteristic of the Somali
people has ensured allegiance to these groups rather than to any central state.
Self-determination in many parts of the world was won, as observed by
Michael Ignatieff, “on the cruelest possible terms: they have been simply left to
fend for themselves. Not surprisingly, their nation-states are collapsing.” 122
One of the problems confronting states with boundaries established by colonial
administrations is “the dogma of the preservation of colonially inherited
boundaries” 123 which fashions diverse people into groups defined by their
inhabitation of given territories and which is clearly artificial in nature and
difficult to sustain.

The struggle for national self-determination and the so-called politics of
belonging, along with membership to a particular state, remains very
prominent. There are a number of modern states that have diverse communities
with no national homogeneity but which retain a community of citizenship
rather than national membership. 124 Nevertheless, even in functioning states
with strong structural competency, such as Canada and Belgium, there remain
internal groups (aboriginal or linguistic) that aspire to some form of selfdetermination.
In international law the principle of state succession is easily recognized when,
as noted by Daniel Patrick O’Connell, “one State ceases to rule in a territory,
while another takes its place”. 125 When a new nation emerges from state
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failure, loss of sovereignty, revolution or civil war it is still in many cases held
responsible for the consequences of its predecessor’s acts. 126 There are scholars
who argue for the ‘clean slate’ (tabula rasa) thesis for new or reconstructed
states, 127 while others maintain that there is indeed flexibility in international
law governing the doctrine of state succession, as “the substance of the law of
State succession ... seems to come down to an obligation to negotiate”. 128
James Crawford emphasizes the distinction between the principle of State
continuity and State succession where in principle State succession is
dependent upon the conclusion as enunciated by State personality, such as
identity and continuity. 129

1.2.3 State Formation

The role of the state as a provider of goods to its citizens is paramount to
the creation and sustenance of state stability as well as pivotal in retaining
loyalty to the state. As noted above, several scholars have demonstrated
that when states failure occurs, this loyalty is generally absent.
Consequently, state formation must focus upon “the utility of the states”. 130
Grotius defined the State in terms that could be characterized as more
philosophical than legal when he wrote, “a complete association of free men,
joined together for the enjoyment of rights and for their common interest.”131
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The American historian Joseph Strayer argues that in order to have state
formation, there must also be a belief in the state, for “[a] state exists chiefly
in the hearts and minds of its people; if they do not believe it is there, no
logical exercise will bring it to life”. 132 Jens Meierhenrich, who has written
on the subject of genocide in Rwanda, asserts a complimentary position to
Strayer when he references the requirement of a belief in the values of the
state as essential. Meierhenrich maintains that “[s]tate formation is about
the inculcation of values. It is not the state per se that matters in changing
societies, but rather the state's presumed future, that is its potential value as
a social institution as perceived by interacting agents”. 133
The rule of law, a functioning independent justice system and a
bureaucracy are all essential components of state formation as are the
attitudes of citizens in general and the elite members of a given society or
entity. In both cases, there can be a desire to “‘lock in’ stakes for those who
stand to lose from the reformation of a state”. 134 As well, law has an
important “symbolic value in state formation after state failure”. 135
Strong institutions based upon the principles of the rule of law and protection
and respect for human rights, as well as on the provision of public goods by
agents which endorse these principles, are essential to state formation.
Whenever there has been an atmosphere of state failure, the result has been
“elite attitudes and behaviour such that they preferred to pursue short-term
private interests rather than to adopt long-term goals involving the provision of
public goods”. 136
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Institutional capacity that is well developed is “a minimum requirement for
state formation … In the absence of administrative capacity, enforcement
of any kind is difficult”. 137 Following the realization of independence, a
disturbing number of African nations failed to realize a functioning
bureaucracy or institutional structure. In such circumstances, the
likelihood of state failure is dramatically increased.

State formation is a process not without considerable challenges. Scholars like
Michael Mann have used the Weberian definition of the state to consider the
power relations within the modern state as:

a differentiated set of institutions and personnel embodying centrality, in
the sense that political relations radiate to and from the center, to cover a
territorially demarcated area over which it exercises some degree of
authoritative, binding rule making, backed up by some organized
physical force. 138
In his extended study in The Source of Social Power, Mann further
differentiates between the two forms that state power can take, either
“infrastructural or despotic”. 139 He explains that:
[i]nfrastructural power refers to the state’s institutional capacity to
implement decisions, whereas despotic power refers to the distributive
power of state elites over civil society. In terms of despotic power, the
modern state is relatively weak. This, moreover, is a direct consequence
of its expanded infrastructural power, which, by bringing the state and
civil society into a closer and more direct relationship, enables civil
society groups more opportunities to influence the state’s activities. 140
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In the Spring of 2011, considerable upheaval across the Arab world
demonstrated in strikingly practical terms the inherent issues illuminated in
Mann's notion enunciated above. The conflict between despotic power,
infrastructural power and how this had manifested itself in civil society was
characterized by instability, reactionary brutality, revolutionary activities and
upheaval. In several instances, these events resulted in regime change.
However, in many of these cases, the emphasis was upon change in regime
rather than state failure, which has not occurred. It is important to note that in
early 2012 there remains in many of these states a mood of instability and
uncertainty. The extent to which this uncertainty translates into weakness and
potential challenges to a state remains to be seen.
A primary example of this is the status of the Syrian state in February 2012,
where insurrection continues and international intervention remains minimal in
view of domestic Syrian resistance and, more importantly, a lack of consensus
on action primarily manifested in the positions adopted by United Nations
Security Council members China and Russia. The Syrian state has certainly
been weakened but to date (February 2012) appears unlikely to fail in the
definitional sense, irrespective of what is occurring on the ground.
Weak states, according to Mann, experience a conflict between despotic and
infrastructural power.
James Crawford, in seeking to clarify an understanding of how the state
appears under international law and of what it consists, has referenced
statehood in the context of effectiveness. 141 He further argues that
“‘effectiveness’ is and should be a necessary, but not a sufficient criterion for
statehood”. 142 It has also been argued that legality and legitimacy determine
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statehood. However, in an age of globalization, the criterion of effectiveness is
not absolute, as “no state, facing interdependence and powerful business and
financial actors, is fully effective”. 143

On 27 August 1991, a commission was established as a result of the effective
disintegration Yugoslavia. The commission's objective was to provide legal
advice on the Yugoslav situation. The commission, chaired by French Minister
of Justice Robert Badinter, provided opinions pertaining to legal issues on state
formation and self-determination. The Arbitration Commission of the Peace
Conference on the Former Yugoslavia (commonly known as Badinter
Arbitration Committee) defined the state as a “community which consists of a
territory and a population subject to an organized political authority [and] that
such a state is characterized by sovereignty”. 144 The Commission further noted
in its advisory opinion that “[t]he existence or disappearance of the state is a
question of fact; that the effects of recognition by other states are purely
declaratory”. 145
According to leading Chinese international legal scholar Ti-Chiang Chen, in
“the declaratory theory, recognition of a new State is a political act, which is,
in principle, independent of the existence of the new State as a subject of
international law”. 146 Crawford, also noting the importance of recognition,
cites the following passage of United States Chief Justice Taft’s famous 1928
Tinoco decision:
The non-recognition by other nations of a government claiming to be a
national personality is usually appropriate evidence that it has not
143
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attained the independence and control entitling it by international law to
be classed as such. But when recognition vel non of a government is by
such nations determined by enquiry, not into its de facto sovereignty and
complete governmental control, but into its illegitimacy or irregularity of
origin, their non-recognition loses something of evidential weight on the
issue with which those applying the rules of international law are alone
concerned...Such non-recognition for any reason...cannot outweigh the
evidence disclosed...as to the de facto charter of Tinoco’s government,
according to the standard set by international law. 147

Therefore, in the light of these observations, determining statehood does not
turn on the issue of legality or even legitimacy as, according to Dionisio
Anzilotti148 writing in 1928, “there are no legitimate and illegitimate states.
The legitimacy of the state resides in its existence”. 149 This also affects the
view of secession in that it is “neither prohibited nor allowed by international
law. Secession happens in an international legal vacuum. ‘Lawfulness’ is
simply no category for evaluating secession”. 150

In considering the legal conditions that prevent statehood from being achieved
through use of force, Anne Peters notes that:
If these principles are violated in the course of an attempt to statebuilding, no state can come into existence, despite being effective in the
sense of functional. Put differently, these standards of legality have
worked as a barrier impeding the acquisition of statehood. They are thus
additional, negative criteria of statehood. The two cases that gave rise to
this new rule were Southern Rhodesia and the Turkish Republic of
Northern Cyprus. 151
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In the case of Southern Rhodesia in 1965, she writes that the principle of selfdetermination:
had been disregarded. The foundation of that political entity, based on a
racist ideology, violated the right of the (black) majority population. The
entity was therefore no state in the sense of international law, although it
was initially fully effective. The Security Council stated that Rhodesia’s
‘declaration of independence had no legal validity.’ The political entity
was considered to be an ‘outlaw’ not capable of being recognised as a
state. 152
There are a number of other examples of how declarations of independence
that violate the principle in international law of self-determination lead to their
effective non-recognition as states by both the United Nations General
Assembly and the Security Council. Included in these examples are “the
homelands (Transkei, Bophutswana, Venda and Ciskei), created as a kind of
reservation by the South African Apartheid regime for blacks, and declared to
be independent states in 1976, 1977, 1979, and 1981 respectively”. 153 The
republic of Transkei, for example, was set up by the South African apartheid
regime and lacked any legitimacy or credibility in the international community.
Under international law, it is generally considered to be true that state
formation cannot occur by force. The principle prohibiting the use of force is a
jus cogens norm. As can be seen in the case of the Turkish Republic of
Northern Cyprus (TNC):
Because the Turkish invasion was an unlawful use of force, the republic
proclaimed in 1983 is not a state, although it has enjoyed a high degree
of effectiveness (in the sense of stability) until today, and is inevitably
taken into account as a political player in the negotiations on the
territorial questions in Cyprus. 154
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The prohibition on the use of force was similarly manifest in the case of the
Baltic States, which never ceased to be states, despite the 1940 annexation by
the Soviet Union. 155 To explain how these two principles have come into such
prominence, it must be shown that:
[t]he doctrinal justification for elevating these two principles to negative
indices of statehood is that these principles pertain to the body of jus
cogens. If a treaty violating these rules is void, then the creation of a
political-territorial entity which violates them must be a legal nullity
also, and its result as well. The product of a nullity cannot be an
international legal person, and hence no state in the sense of international
law. In that sense, ‘wrongful birth’ precludes statehood. 156
In the case of Cyprus, Security Council Resolution 541, “[c]alls upon all States
to respect the sovereignty, independence, territorial integrity and nonalignment of the Republic of Cyprus; Calls upon all States not to recognise any
Cypriot state other than the Republic of Cyprus”. 157 Another example,
previously referenced but worth restating, is the unlawful state formation of
Southern Rhodesia in 1965. At that time, the government led by white minority
leader Ian Smith unilaterally declared independence from the United
Kingdom. 158 However, the doctrine of self-determination did not apply in this
case as it lacked legitimacy and the British Government continued to be in the
eyes of the international community the legitimate power.159 Rhodesia
(renamed Zimbabwe) would only become a recognized independent state in
1980, after the United Nations admitted the new country and declared its
legitimacy.

These framework of norms of international law concerning territorial
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sovereignty are challenged by the ongoing dispute concerning Western Sahara.
The former Spanish colony is principally under the control of Morocco with
the remainder of the territory under controlled by the Polisario Front (Frente
Popular para la Liberación de Saguia el-Hamra y de Río de Oro) and
administered by the so-called Sahrawi Arab Democratic Republic. The United
Nations Mission for the Referendum in Western Sahara (MINURSO) was
established by Security Council Resolution 690 160 to assist with a transitional
period within which a referendum for the people of Western Sahara would
choose between independence and integration with Morocco. The right of selfdetermination is a fundamental principle of international law, yet Western
Sahara remains a non-self-governing territory in 2012.
In 1975, the United Nations General Assembly adopted Resolution 3292,
requesting the International Court to provide an advisory opinion on the
following questions:
I. Was Western Sahara (Río de Oro and Sakiet El Hamra) at the time of
colonization by Spain a territory belonging to no one (terra nullius)?” If
the answer is negative, the ICJ should address, “II. What were the legal
ties between this territory and the Kingdom of Morocco and the
Mauritanian entity? 161
The Court decided negatively on the first question, since at the time of the
Spanish colonization the territory was not terra nullius:
In law, ‘occupation’ was a means of peaceably acquiring sovereignty
over territory otherwise than by cession or succession; it was a cardinal
condition of a valid ‘occupation’ that the territory should be terra nullius.
According to the State practice of that period, territories inhabited by
tribes or peoples having a social and political organization were not
regarded as terrae nullius: in their case sovereignty was not generally
considered as effected through occupation, but through agreements
concluded with local rulers. The information furnished to the Court
160
161
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shows (a) that at the time of colonization Western Sahara was inhabited
by peoples which, if nomadic, were socially and politically organized in
tribes and under chiefs competent to represent them; (b) that Spain did
not proceed upon the basis that it was establishing its sovereignty over
terrae nullius: thus in his Order of 26 December 1884 the King of Spain
proclaimed that he was taking the Rio de Oro under his protection on the
basis of agreements entered into with the chiefs of local tribes. 162
For the latter question, the Court decided that there were legal ties of allegiance
between this territory, the Kingdom of Morocco and the ‘Mauritanian entity’.
The Court defined the meaning of legal ties to be obtained in the object and
purpose of Resolution 3292:
It appears to the Court that they must be understood as referring to such
legal ties as may affect the policy to be followed in the decolonization of
Western Sahara. The Court cannot accept the view that the ties in
question could be limited to ties established directly with the territory
and without reference to the people who may be found in it. 163
The Court also examined the resolutions adopted by the General Assembly on
the subject in the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial
Countries and Peoples 164 and concluded that the:
decolonization process envisaged by the General Assembly is one which
will respect the right of the population of Western Sahara to determine
their future political status by their own freely expressed will. This right
to self-determination, which is not affected by the request for advisory
opinion and constitutes a basic assumption of the questions put to the
Court, leaves the General Assembly a measure of discretion with respect
to the forms and procedures by which it is to be realized. 165
Predictably, the Court Advisory Opinion was interpreted in different ways by
each party, Morocco and Mauritania both finding that the Court had
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established legitimate and historical recognition of their claims while the
Polisario Front found that the Advisory Opinion did not hinder the ongoing
referendum for self-determination.
The process of state formation in many of the world’s failed states bears the
imprint of the legacy of colonialism, and it is against this background and in
response to this assumption that the following chapter defines the various
structural competency issues of state failure.
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Chapter 2: Failure of State Formation - International Dimensions

State failure, whether narrowly or broadly defined, has significant
consequences for the international community.

The terminology of state

failure varies and is often subject to when and where it is applied. State failure
ranges in degree from weak, failing to fully failed state.

There are of course a myriad of terms that run the gamut with respect to the
broader issue of state failure. These include those noted above, although many
writers also use terms such as collapsed or fragile, amongst others. The
specificity of the terminology is not as relevant as the conditions it describes
which are inherently similar in character. The primary focus of this thesis is not
overly concerned with descriptive explanations or nuances associated with
terminology, but rather the reasons why these states have in fact failed or are in
the process of failing.

The degree of state failure, the indicators that suggest failure and the process
by which failed states can realize restoration is eminently more important and
is directly linked to the structural competency of the state.

State failure can be attributed inter alia to historical factors such as colonialism
and also to exclusively internal considerations of the state. This study presents
ten broad categories by which state failure is to be defined. These are
comprised of the essential structural competency areas. They are: (1) absence
of rule of law; (2) political instability and lack of legitimacy; (3) economic and
social instability directly contributing to poverty; (4) lack of security and/or the
presence internal conflict; (5) authoritarian rule and clan loyalty; (6) impunity
and an ineffective justice system; (7) loss of internal territorial control (de jure
and de facto sovereignty); (8) gross and systematic violations of human rights;
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(9) loss of social cohesion and development; and (10) corruption and weak
institutions. The last factor would include for example a weak or weakening
bureaucratic structure. These categories are intended to foster a better
understanding of the causes and consequences of state failure.

As noted, there are many terms referenced both within the academic realm and
beyond that identify the notion of failing and failed states. It is preferable in the
context of this paper to use the two headings of ‘failing’ to refer to weak and
fragile states and ‘failed’ to reference fully failed or collapsed states.

Furthermore, failing states should be understood in the context of the absence
of core structural competency as defined above, affecting their stability and
thereby creating a host of security concerns for the international community. It
is understandable that there be broad interest in and concern about failed states
given their proliferation since the conclusion of the Second World War,
concurrent with the many challenges presented to these troubled emerging
states. In order to secure a more comprehensive understanding of the
development of state failure, it is necessary to examine structural competency
and the prevailing literature associated with the subject.
2.1 Defining State Failure
Among the first analysts to employ the phrase ‘failed states’ were Gerald
Helman and Steven Ratner who in 1993 used it to describe the emerging
phenomenon of a given state becoming “utterly incapable of sustaining itself as
a member of the international community” 166 and, as a result of such
circumstances, threatening both its own citizens and the international
community through political instability and warfare.
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Throughout the 1990s, the concept of weak and failed states was increasingly
linked to international insecurity and non-traditional security threats. Helman
and Ratner brought attention to this phenomenon and sought to point out the
security implications of failed states. 167 After the attacks on 11 September
2011, ‘failed state’ transformed a considerable degree into the prevailing term
in academic and national security circles used to describe the phenomenon. 168
The events of 9/11, as it came to be known, created a sense of urgency in
respect to addressing the challenges of state failure and the threats failed states
pose to the international security. 169

In failed states, human security is constantly threatened with widespread
violence, internal conflict and, at the extreme spectrum, civil war and
terrorism. These conditions inevitably lead to a loss of territorial control and
political instability attributed usually to authoritarian rule that lacks legitimacy
among the population, with no separation of powers and with an ineffective
justice system. Under such circumstances, there is a provision of impunity to
those who commit serious criminal violations of human rights.

Failed states result from temporary or prolonged loss of the structural
competency of the state to provide security and basic political goods. Adding
to the seemingly overwhelming misery of the situation is widespread poverty,
rampant corruption and a loss of social cohesion and development.

The characteristics of state failure are not homogeneous and vary from region
to region. Failure is attributed to the structural incompetency of the state and its
genesis is to be found in the historical realities of both Cold War politics and
167
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the effects of colonialism. Leaders who have lost the legitimacy to govern and
who provide for no social and economic development, using clan and elite
sections of society to maintain power, have also undoubtedly paved the way for
state failure.

By way of example of the forgoing, in Zaire (now the Democratic Republic of
the Congo), President Mobutu Sese Seko's three decades of authoritarian rule
annihilated the infrastructure of the state. This was also the situation in Sierra
Leone during President Siaka Stevens rule from 1967 to 1985 as well as in
Somalia during the tenure of President Mohamed Siad Barre from 1969 to
1991. Their seemingly insatiable greed and blatant disregard for the security
and well being of their people was a preordaining factor in the almost
inevitable destruction of their states. 170

According to Stephen Walt of Harvard University, “[w]hen governments
collapse, the resulting anarchy often triggers large-scale migration, economic
chaos, and mass violence”. 171 These humanitarian and national security
challenges in states that have failed, such as Sierra Leone, Liberia, Rwanda,
Afghanistan and Somalia, create instability, mass migration and terrorism.
State failure in these countries not only constitutes an undeniable threat to the
lives of the people living within them but also poses a considerable threat to
world peace as has been demonstrated by the conflicts that followed 9/11.
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In order to define state failure, it is essential that one comprehend the pattern of
state formation in both a contemporary and historical context as well as the
way in which the state is characterized.
Robert Rotberg’s book, When States Fail: Causes and Consequences, 173
resulted from a five year project by Harvard University’s World Peace
Foundation Program on Intrastate Conflict, involving more than forty
collaborators. The study sought to address all aspects of state failure in its
research. For Rotberg, states exist as a means of delivering political goods:

Political goods are those intangible and hard to quantify claims that
citizens once made on sovereigns and now make on states. They
encompass indigenous expectations, conceivably obligations, inform
the local political culture, and together give content to the social
contract between ruler and ruled that is at the core of
regime/government and citizenry interactions. 174
Rotberg and his colleagues state that strong states perform well in all levels
of competency. They control their territories and provide security as
“[c]itizens depend on states and central governments to secure their persons
and free them from fear”. 175 Strong states or functioning states provide for
political freedom and respect human rights, the rule of law and the delivery
political goods. As well, these states create physical and commercial
infrastructure, which establishes a set of criteria according to which states
may be judged strong, weak, failed and collapsed. 176
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Strong states perform well by international indicators such as the Human
Development Index, which is prepared by United Nations Development
Programme. The Index (HDI) 177 ranks countries by levels of human
development, measuring life expectancy, literacy, education and standards
of living. The Index notes that functioning states provide peace and order
while failed states are unsuccessful in delivering both. 178 State failure,
however, is not necessarily a result of violence or civil war, although such
violence certainly constitutes at least a failure in some basic sub-components of
state function in the provision of peace and security throughout the state. 179
States fail for a host of reasons, as outlined above, stemming from a failure
to meet structural competency levels of a functioning state resulting, inter
alia, in a loss of security and legitimacy. The inability to provide security
and political goods is, according to Rotberg, what leads to failure. Rotberg
is seen by many observers as the pre-eminent authority on the subject of
state failure, and he expands the meaning of the failed state by establishing
a hierarchy of political goods, the most critical of these being the supply of
security, particularly human security, that serves:
to prevent cross-border invasions and infiltrations, and any loss of
territory; to eliminate domestic threats to or attacks upon the national
order and social structure; to prevent crime and any related dangers
to domestic human security; and to enable citizens to resolve their
differences with the state and with their fellow inhabitants without
recourse to arms or other forms of physical coercion. 180
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Rotberg enunciates several characteristics of failing states from endemic civil
wars, inability to control peripheral regions, increased criminal violence and
lawlessness and rampant corruption to dramatically declining economic growth
and loss of political legitimacy. 181

The performance criteria of the nation state is measured and ranked by
Rotberg and his team to encompass the principles of strong, weak, failed or
collapsed states which he describes as a rare and extreme version of a failed
state. 182 He classifies weak states as those that may be inherently weak due to
geographical or economic constraints. It has been generally noted that
failed states are predominantly ruled by despots who support various forms
of divisiveness, such as on ethnic, linguistic or religious differences. 183
Many scholars stress the importance of the symptoms of violence, civil war
and the growth of terrorist organizations as critical to state failure. 184
Accordingly, Rotberg and his associates incorporate security as the
benchmark for state success and failure, observing that failed states are
“tense, deeply conflicted, dangerous, and bitterly contested by warring
factions. In most failed states, government troops battle armed revolts led by
one or more rivals”. 185

Both Rotberg and Erin Jenne note that North Korea with its authoritarian
regime, Iraq under Saddam Hussein and even Libya before Resolution 1973
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do not fall readily into any category, given that these states enjoy a
monopoly on the use of force and were at least capable of controlling at
one point in some cases their territories. 190

In the case of Libya, the analysis provided by Rotberg and Jenne was made
prior to the 2011 United Nations Security Council Resolution 1973. The events
in Libya during the 2011/2012 civil strife, as well as the human rights
abuses, eventually led to instability, popular uprising and loss of territorial
control, which would easily classify it as a failed state. However,
notwithstanding the failed state categorization that was present during the
period of the popular uprising against Gaddafi that eventually contributed
to his removal from power, the Libyan National Transitional Council
quickly established a number of structural competencies and was given a
seat at the United Nations Security Council on 16 September 2011. The
General Assembly, as well, adopted a motion to extend to the National
Transitional Council, formed seven months earlier in the wake of popular
protests, successor rights to represent Libya at the General Assembly with
full voting privileges. 186 As evidenced in Libya, these authoritarian states
can easily slide from weak to failed but, as has been noted earlier in this
paper, the characteristics of failed states can be broad, and some remain in
this defined state for a relatively short period.

In Sri Lanka, the internal conflict in the northern and eastern parts of the
country endured for 26 years until the defeat of the Liberation Tigers of Tamil
Eelam in May 2009. Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon has stressed the need for
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a “credible national accountability process” 187 following the conclusion of the
strife in Sri Lanka.

A United Nations panel of experts on accountability have found credible
reports that both Government forces and the LTTE committed war crimes
during the final months of the war. 188 The conflict was due in part to the
discriminatory policies of the Sri Lanka government.189 Jenne prefers to
classify Sri Lanka as a fragmented state rather than a failed state given that it
provides public services and was able to cope with problems of territorial
control. 190 However, not to exhaust the endless adjectives that are used to
describe the structural competency of functioning, weak and failed states, a
fragmented state (referring to Jenne’s terminology) is in fact a symptom of a
weak state. As noted above, there is no single universal definition for weak
state or failed state. State weakness has been described as the erosion of the
state’s capacity to govern effectively. Taken to the extreme, the result is a
complete collapse of state power and function. 191

There have been differing references in several works with regard to the fact
that that failed states suffer from an “enduring character” of violence, with
“disharmonies between communities” 192 and with rulers that “prey on their
own constituents” 193 and also “exhibit flawed institutions ... deteriorating or
destroyed infrastructures ... corruption flourishes ... a nation-state also fails
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when it loses legitimacy” 194 and is able to provide only “limited quantities of
other essential political goods”.195

In Rotberg’s description of violence in failed states he maintains that it is
not “the absolute intensity of violence that identifies a failed state. Rather,
it is the enduring character of that violence”. 196 In places such as Sierra
Leone, the Democratic Republic of the Congo, Chad and Sudan, where the
state does not have the competency to provide any safety net of security for
its people, there is an inevitable loss of legitimacy in the view of their
people as “[t]he social contract that binds inhabitants to an overarching
polity becomes breached”. 197 Immense profits are often realized by the ruler
and a select few in failed states while corruption flourishes and thrives on
an unusually destructive scale. 198

In addition, in many cases of state failure legitimacy is lost and
individuals turn to clan leaders or warlords for assistance; it is under these
circumstances that “terror can breed along with the prevailing anarchy that
naturally accompanies state breakdown and failure”. 199
Some scholars have argued that the inability of state leaders to achieve
predominant presence in large areas of their countries relates directly to the:

capacity of the state (or incapacity, as the case may be), especially the
ability to implement social policies and to mobilize the public, relates to
the structure of society. The ineffectiveness of state leaders who have
faced impenetrable barriers to state predominance has stemmed from the
nature of the societies they have confronted-from the resistance posed by
194
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chiefs, landlords, bosses, rich peasants, clan leaders. 200
Others, such as Michael Ignatieff, have adopted a more narrow understanding
of state failure, stating that it occurs when “the central government loses the
monopoly of the means of violence”. 201 Ignatieff, Simon Chesterman and
Ramesh Thakur have noted that one of the most important conditions of
making states work is the creation of:
apolitical bureaucratic structures (civil service, judiciary, police, army)
supported by an ideology that legitimate the role of neutral state
authority in maintaining social order through prescribed procedures and
the rule of law. 202
Understanding of state social structure is fundamental to the structural
competency of the state and the understanding of state capabilities.

Professor Ira William Zartman uses the term ‘state collapse’ in referencing
state failure as a “deeper phenomenon than mere rebellion, coup, or riot. It
refers to a situation where the structure, authority (legitimate power), law, and
political order have fallen apart and must be reconstituted in some form, old or
new”. 203 Zartman adopts Hobbes’ narrative of the social contract theory, noting
that state failure occurs when the basic functions of authority, law and political
order have failed and the state no longer performs its requirements. 204 Zartman
further observes that states fail when:
the basic functions of the state are no longer performed...as the decisionmaking center ... order is not preserved ... As a territory, it is no longer
200
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assured security and provisionment by a central sovereign organization.
... it has lost its legitimacy, which is therefore up for grabs, and so has
lost its right to command and conduct public affairs. 205
Both Zartman and Rotberg approach state formation as the creation of a
provider of public goods and make a distinction between the various services
they provide, such as security, infrastructure and social services. Several
scholars have presented an alternative view to that of Zartman and Rotberg,
arguing that these authors define state function and failure in terms that are
simply too narrow for utility.

Laura Tedesco, by way of example, views Zartman’s and Rotberg’s analysis as
lacking any historical account and maintains that it merely constitutes a label
that encourages cosmetic solutions,
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while others, such as Nelson Kasfir,

comment that state failure is used as a means to override sovereignty. 207
As previously noted, a failed state that “exhibits a vacuum of authority”, 208
such as Somalia, Bosnia, Lebanon, Afghanistan, Nigeria and Sierra
Leone, 209 is noted for sub-state actors seizing control over regions that
were once part of the state. Their conduct is generally characterized by the
establishment of their own security forces.

Additionally, international relations are characterized by disorder and the
presence of criminal enterprises such as arms and drug trafficking that
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operate in conjunction with external terrorist networks. 210 However, there
are scholars who have cautioned that these designations are neither static
nor terminal, as exemplified by Lebanon, Nigeria, and Tajikistan, all of
which recovered from collapse and are now categorized as weak. Neither
weakness nor failure is inevitable, rather it is the structural competency
flaws of a weak and failed state and the unfortunate decisions that are
made by those in positions of authority that are at the root of the problem.

Even states that inherited weaknesses at the onset of their independence from
colonial rule often manage to succeed in spite of the many challenges. The
common denominator associated with such success is the presence of political
will and exceptional leadership. Botswana presents a suitable example of this
phenomenon. 211 In contrast, Zimbabwe is an example of a once strong African
state that has as a result of President Robert Mugabe’s autocratic rule and
abuse of power fallen into failure, with massive poverty, hunger, loss of
legitimacy and rampant violence. 212

While several scholars have subscribed to the importance of the security
paradigm in analysing state failure, others such as Lisa Chauvet and Paul
Collier define failed states in economic terms:
[A] failing state is a low-income country in which economic policies,
institutions and governance are so poor that growth is highly unlikely.
The state is failing its citizens because even if there is peace they are
stuck in poverty ... Through various routes the state may become a
hazard to its neighbours and conceivably to the world. 213
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Chauvet and Collier note the example of Equatorial Guinea which in the
application of their criteria is not considered to have failed due to the high
income levels enjoyed from oil revenues. 214 This position is problematic to say
the least given that wealth is in no way equitably or evenly distributed and the
overwhelming majority of the Equatorial Guinea's residents live in poverty.
Equatorial Guinea was ranked 117th among world nations by the UNDP
Human Development Index. 215 In a study regarding corruption, Transparency
International, which ranks 180 countries, listed Equatorial Guinea at the
bottom of their rankings, in 168th place. 216

Robert Kaplan presents a number of African states as excellent examples of
‘the coming anarchy’ and suggests that the path to state failure is to be found
within the chaos that emerges in the face of a fading central government and
the consequent ascendancy of tribal domains which, due to scarcity, crime,
overpopulation, tribalism, and disease, are rapidly destroying the social
fabric. 217 Kaplan provides an overview of the discourse on failed states by
issuing a warning to Western governments with respect to the regressive
developments in West Africa of “the withering away of central governments,
the rise of tribal and regional domains, the unchecked spread of disease, and
the growing pervasiveness of war”. 218 He concludes that state failure and
collapse are manifested by “disease, overpopulation, unprovoked crime,
scarcity of resources, refugee migrations, the increasing erosion of nation-
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states, irrational borders, and the empowerment of private armies, security
firms, and international drug cartels”. 219

There have been a number studies and task forces charged with examining the
issue of state failure, including the 1994 State Failure Task Force that was
commissioned by the United States government at the request of Vice
President Al Gore.220 The Task Force established a panel of distinguished
academic social scientists, experts in data collection, and consultants in
statistical methods. The Task Force was chaired by Ted Robert Gurr, an
authority on political instability. It noted that state failure consists of:

sustained military conflicts between insurgents and central governments,
aimed at displacing the regime…sustained policies by states or their
agents and, in civil wars, by contending authorities that result in the
deaths of a substantial portion of members of communal or political
groups…major, abrupt shifts in patterns of governance, including state
collapse, periods of severe regime instability, and shifts toward
authoritarian rule. 221
The Task Force also identified 136 instances of state failure between 1995 and
1998 in countries with populations in excess of 500,000 people. It further
defined state failure as a “range of severe political conflicts and regime
crises” 222 and as categorized by a “total or near-collapse of central political
authority”. 223 Included in the analysis were four types of events that lead to
state failure:
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Revolutionary wars. Episodes of sustained violent conflict between
governments and politically organized challengers that seek to overthrow
the central government, to replace its leaders, or to seize power in one
region. Ethnic wars. Episodes of sustained violent conflict in which
national, ethnic, religious or other communal minorities challenge
governments to seek major changes in status. Adverse regime changes.
Major, abrupt shifts in patterns of governance, including state collapse,
periods of severe elite or regime instability, and shifts away from
democracy toward authoritarian rule. Genocides and politicides.
Sustained policies by states or their agents, or, in civil wars, by either of
the contending authorities that result in the deaths of a substantial
portion of a communal or political group.224
Of the four categories that the Task Force identified, adverse regime change
emerged as the most prevalent causal factor of state failure, followed by ethnic
war, revolutionary war, and then genocide. 225 The Task Force also identified
partial democracy, trade closure and poor economic well being as indicated by
high infant mortality rates as contributing primary causes of state failure. 226
In addition to this Task Force, the United States government maintains a
commission sponsored by the Centre for Global Development that seeks to
address issues associated with weak states. The Commission on Weak States
recognizes many of the assumptions of failed states enunciated by the
previously noted Task Force and defines weak states as those with:
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governments unable to do the things that their own citizens and the
international community expect from them: protecting people from
internal and external threats, delivering basic health services and
education, and providing institutions that respond to the legitimate
demands and needs of the population. 227
The Commission’s 2004 report also classifies 50 to 60 countries as weak states
based on their failure to provide physical security, social welfare, and
legitimate institutions.

Each year, the Fund for Peace releases its Failed States Index, which is found
in Foreign Policy magazine. The 2011 report is very comprehensive,
measuring 177 countries across 12 indicators to determine the rating for each
state. The 12 indicators include: (1) democratic pressures; (2) refugees and
internally displaced persons; (3) group grievance; (4) human flight; (5) uneven
development; (6) economic decline; (7) delegitimization of the state; (8) public
service; (9) human rights; (10) security apparatus; (11) factionalized elites; and
(12) external intervention. 228

The Failed States Index grades states in direct correlation to their susceptibility
to political instability and violence, using computer software that scans news
articles, United States State Department reports, independent studies and
corporate financial filings, noting the number of positive and negative ‘hits’ for
each country. 229 In the Failed States Index, a higher value denotes a higher
level of state weakness and failure, while lower values represent a more
functional state. Although the Failed States Index precludes the inclusion of
significant factors associated with the rule of law along with impunity in regard
to structural competency failures of a state, which are in fact major causes of
227
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state failure, it is still an important undertaking with respect to understanding
the causes and impact of failed states.

Meanwhile, the World Bank classifies 25 very poor and troubled developing
countries in its Low Income Countries under Stress (LICUS) report as
determined by low scores on the World Bank’s Country Policy and
Institutional Assessments (CPIA) organization. However, there are two glaring
inadequacies associated with the World Bank’s approach. 230 The first relates to
the fact that the LICUS designation is restricted to those countries eligible for
financial grants from the Bank’s International Development Association (IDA)
and therefore omits an important number of other weak and failed states. A
second issue relates to fact that the CPIA depends significantly upon economic
components of governance and consequently ascribes reduced importance to
security, political, and social considerations. 231

The Organization for Economic Co-Operation and Development/Development
Assistance Committee (OECD/DAC) provides a forum for member states to
discuss issues surrounding development. According to OECD definition, the
fragility or weakness of state formation is attributed to a lack of political will
as well as a lack of “capacity to provide the basic functions needed for
eliminating poverty, such as, education, development, and a safeguard to the
security and human rights of their populations”. 232 State weakness therefore
results when citizens’ expectations of the state and the state’s expectations of
its citizens fall out of equilibrium with the state’s capacity to deliver services.
Disequilibrium can be caused by extreme incapacity, elitist behaviour and a
loss of legitimacy. It can occur suddenly or result from slow erosion over time
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and may be the result of either internal or external factors. If a state does not
possess effective political mechanisms, there is a significant threat that it may
be unable to manage the consequences of its inability to meet social
expectations. 233

The concept of ‘service entitlements’ is common in the discourse of failed
states between scholars, international bodies and national governments
focusing on the willingness of a state to provide positive goods to its people.

The United Kingdom’s Department for International Development and the
OECD retain complementary definitions of fragile states, which also focus on
service entitlements. The Department defines fragile states as places where the
government is unwilling or unable to deliver core functions to the majority of
its citizens, particularly the poorest of its residents. It is noted that “[t]he most
important functions of the state for poverty reduction are territorial control,
safety and security, capacity to manage public resources, delivery of basic
services, and the ability to protect and support the ways in which the poorest
people sustain themselves”. 234 Once again, the definition is premised upon the
fundamental structural competency failure of states and is not specifically
related to the performance of the functions necessary to subscribe to the basic
expectations of statehood. The Centre for Research on Inequality and Social
Exclusion also defines fragile states as “failing or at risk of failing, with respect
to authority, comprehensive service entitlements or legitimacy”. 235

Recognizing the complexity and the constricted view present when using the
term ‘failed states,’ the Crisis States Research Centre at the London School of
233
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Economics (LSE) lists three categories of state vulnerability and effectiveness
as fragile, crisis and failed. Accordingly, a fragile state is significantly more
susceptible with respect to institutional arrangements which embody and
preserve the conditions of crisis during the period in which it is under acute
stress. In such a situation the reigning institutions must contend with serious
contestation and are potentially unable to manage conflict and shocks.

Finally, a failed state, according to LSE Research Centre, is in a condition of
state collapse when it can no longer perform its basic security and development
functions and has lost control of its territory and borders. 236 It has been
suggested that the term ‘failing state’ is a more appropriate categorization than
‘failed state’, as the former is more flexible, allowing for different degrees of
failure along a continuum as the state governing capacity weakens. 237 Human
rights groups now increasingly favour the much broader terminology of
‘fragility’. The challenge with respect to these approaches is that they nuance
the complexity of the situation associated with state failure and delay any
possible response that may be required from the international community.

In the post-Cold War era, many researchers have approached the phenomenon
of state failure from a ‘Third World’ perspective; this was mainly attributed to
the sheer number of weak states in Africa:
Thirty-four years after 1960, the symbolic year of ‘Africa's
independence’ many African countries continue to experience serious
difficulty in the process of consolidation of their statehood ... Some
African nations have in the past few years reduced themselves to a state
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of ‘suspended statehood’ in which there may still be recognised
frontiers, but everything inside has become anarchy and lawlessness. 238
There is concern in the capitals of many Western nations that the potential
exists ever increasingly that failed states will transform to transnational threats.
A 2003 report by the European Security Strategy identifies the “alarming
phenomenon’’ of state failure as one of the main threats to the European
Union. 239 The European Security Strategy is the document that is referenced by
the European Union to clarify its security strategy and which defines state
failure as “[c]ivil conflict and bad governance - corruption, abuse of power,
weak institutions and lack of accountability - corrode States from within”. 240
The report notes that a failed state leads to a “collapse of state institutions” and
“undermines global governance and adds to regional instability”. 241

Similarly, state failure has been portrayed “as the Achilles’ heel of collective
security”. 242 United Nations Secretary-General Kofi Annan declared in his
2005 report, In Larger Freedom, that ‘‘if states are fragile, the peoples of the
world will not enjoy the security, development, and justice that are their
right’’ 243 In 2006, member States of the United Nations endorsed the creation
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agency known as the Peace Building Commission 244 to ensure that war-torn
states do not collapse once again into failure. 245 Further review of conflict
prevention and development in the context of the primary challenges they
present to peace-building will be undertaken in this study.

The concept that failing and failed states should be broken down into subcategories, along with the grading of states, can be a useful tool in identifying
state failure. Furthermore, the definition and the language employed represent
imperatives to the contemporary discourse on state failure in terms of their
inclusion. In the post-Cold War period, the terms ‘failed states’ and ‘state
collapse’ have commonly and often interchangeably been utilized to describe
the failure to meet structural competencies, which is invariably the product of a
“collapse of the power structures providing political support for law and order,
a process generally triggered and accompanied by “anarchic” forms of internal
violence”. 246 United Nations Secretary-General Boutros Boutros Ghali
described this situation accordingly when he wrote:
A feature of such conflicts is the collapse of state institutions, especially
the police and judiciary, with resulting paralysis of governance, a
breakdown of law and order, and general banditry and chaos. Not only
are the functions of government suspended, but also its assets are
destroyed or looted and experienced officials are killed or flee the
country. This is rarely the case in inter-state wars. It means that
international intervention must extend beyond military and humanitarian
tasks and must include the promotion of international reconciliation and
the re-establishment of effective government. 247
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In March 1995, the United Nations Congress on Public International Law was
convened with the theme, “Towards the Twenty-first Century: International
Law as a Language for International Relations”. It brought together
approximately 600 lawyers from 125 countries who, in their summary paper,
maintained that the issue of failed states was a:
significant challenge to the juridical conception of the State is the
problem of States that fail to provide minimum social order and are
unable to meet the basic needs of their peoples. The challenge posed by
so-called failed States arises, inter alia, from the problems of defining
the rights and obligations of other States or international organizations in
dealing with the breakdown of the social order or with the unmet needs
of the people of the failed State.248
When the basic functions of the state are debilitated and there exists a lack of
structural competency in respect of the provision of basic political goods, a
state is not able to create and enforce laws that provide for social cohesion, nor
is it able to assure the security of its territory. As well, its political institutions
defer all legitimacy. 249

The OECD expresses a similar concept to that of Zartman and Rotberg in its
report on state fragility when it asserts that “[s]tates are fragile when
governments and state structures lack capacity - or in some cases, political will
- to deliver public safety and security, good governance and poverty reduction
to their citizens”. 250
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According to United Nations Development Programme - Human Development
Index (UNDP/HDI), the preferred terminology is ‘fragile states’ and is defined
as:
applying to a country that is failing or at high risk of failing and we
differentiate between three dimensions of such fragility: authority
failures, service failures, and legitimacy failures. We take a dual-level
approach by differentiating between failure and the risk of failure. Both
types of differentiation are important because appropriate aid policy is
likely to differ according to the dimension of fragility and between
countries that are actually failing in one or more dimensions, and those
that are at risk of failing. Fragile states are thus to be defined as states
that are failing, or at risk of failing, with respect to authority,
comprehensive basic service provision, or legitimacy. 251
As a consequence, a view of state failure must consider the conflicts that have
provoked the collapse of the social contract. 252 As indicated by several scholars
and institutions, state failure has multiple attributes as well as key indicators
that address an expansive range of elements of structural competency. From
loss of control of territory and security, to erosion of legitimate authority and
the inability to provide public goods and services, “states can fail at varying
rates through explosion, implosion, erosion, or invasion over different time
periods”. 253

Notwithstanding the flaws in measuring state weakness and failure, there is
merit in seeking to measure state performance by the delivery of fundamental
political goods and by structural competency, as failed states do share several
common attributes.
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Finally, it is important to note that structural indicators as well as designations
of state failure are not necessarily terminal, as demonstrated historically by
examples of state failure in places such as Colombia, El Salvador, Lebanon and
Tajikistan, which, although weak have in fact recovered.

2.2 Causes and Structural Indicators

Each state possesses its own intricate history and was formed with both
internal and external power influencing its structure. Taken in the context of
both a political and legal perspective, a failed state can be said to possess
specific

geographical,

political,

and

functional

characteristics. 254

Geographically, failed states are essentially associated with internal and
endogenous challenges, despite incidental cross-border impacts. Politically,
failed states must contend with an internal collapse of the rule of law while
functionally they lack both the instruments which would afford them the
capability to represent themselves at the international level and the capacity to
accept external influence. 255

A failed state still retains legal capacity but has lost the ability to exercise it as
“[t]here is no body which can commit the State in an effective and legally
binding way, for example, by concluding an agreement”. 256 A failed state has
limited control over the use of force by coordinated institutions, an inadequate
functional governmental authority, no security for its residents and no control
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of its borders. 257 Functioning states serve as the foundation of the international
system, whereas failed states threaten the very structure of international
relations.

They are liabilities in virtually every regard; the unbridled criminality, along
with humanitarian disasters and domestic conflicts afflict failed states and also
affect neighboring states, the surrounding region, and the world as a whole. 258
As previously stated, state failure presents considerable challenges to the
international community as a result of the deterioration of the said state and the
concurrent humanitarian crisis that results specifically from poverty, disease,
violence and the creation of refugees. As well, failed states emerge as bases for
the activities of terrorist groups which avail themselves of the vacuum that
such failure creates. 259

These states are characterized by economic inequality, violence and
competition for resources. Also, in the absence of effective government
control, terrorist groups seek advantage from the resultant anarchy. 260 States
such as Somalia, Afghanistan, the Democratic Republic of the Congo and Haiti
have experienced the results of a lack of central power in terms of a structural
vacuum that invariably finds itself filled by a variety of nefarious groups and
individuals.
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Also to be considered is the virtually universal international legal practice that
equates sovereign power with control of the capital city of a given state.261 For
example, in the former Belgian colony of Zaire (the Democratic Republic of
the Congo) in the mid-1990s, Mobutu Sese Seko was recognized as the ruler of
the state even though he eventually exercised control over little more than the
capital city of Kinshasa. 262

In many instances it is the army and not the civilian population that controls
the levers of power. In cases where fractious violence, extreme poverty and, at
times, foreign governmental interference in support of rebel forces exists, these
states are precluded from performing positively with respect to the provision of
goods such as health, education, security and governance to their inhabitants.
The resulting power vacuum creates circumstances where people fall victim to
competing factions and criminal conduct. As this occurs, humanitarian
disasters results, followed by state failure. The Democratic Republic of the
Congo has been described as a place where there has been a catastrophic
diminishing of standards of living and as a state where both the abuse of
authority and corruption remain prevalent.263

Much of the African continent is littered with historical structural competency
issues that have resulted in weak states becoming failed states. From Sierra
Leone and Guinea Bissau to Côte d’Ivoire, these failed states are plagued by
ethno-regional violence, influxes of refugees, major environmental disasters,
widespread criminal activity and economic hardship. 264
261
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The Democratic Republic of the Congo is arguably the most extreme example
of a failed state, with rival factions waging wars on behalf of six states and
with four semi-autonomous territories, three of which are controlled by rebel
groups; “[i]n a sense, statelessness conveys a more realistic picture of the
rampant anarchy in many parts of the country”. 265

These battlegrounds and proxy wars have caused the country's considerable
resources to be needlessly plundered and wasted and have resulted in the
destruction of the economy. Repairing the structural competency of the state is
made all the more difficult as the chaos has served the interests of the
interveners. In 2002, almost half of the Democratic Republic of the Congo was
under the control of rebel groups receiving direct military assistance from
Rwanda and Uganda, making it the only African nation with half its territory
under foreign military occupation. 266

According to Amnesty International and the International Rescue Committee,
since 1998, the death toll in the Democratic Republic of the Congo may well
have reached over 3 million people, while disease, starvation and homelessness
have affected roughly one-third of the total population of 50 million. 267 As the
history of the Democratic Republic of the Congo demonstrates, the failure of
one set of institutions is not enough to explain systemic collapse. 268

The Leopoldian system and its brutality, along with the horrors of the Mobutu
regime, accounts for the failure of the state to a large degree. It is worth
considering at this point that it was with the assistance of the Belgian and
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United States governments that the assassination of Patrice Lumumba took
place in 1961. This action facilitated the ascendancy and long reign of
Mobutu.269 Furthermore, Mobutu's reign is distinguished from other neopatrimonial rulers by virtue of his “unparalleled capacity to institutionalize
kleptocracy at every level of the social pyramid and his unrivalled talent for
transforming personal rule into a cult and political clientelism into
cronyism”. 270

The failure of the Zairian state system was facilitated by its use of corruption
as a means to reward supporters and to “set its own limitations on the capacity
of the state to provide political (public) goods, institutionalize civil service
norms, and effectively mediate ethno-regional conflicts”. 271 In deconstructing
the causes and structural competency indicators of state failure, there is a need
to recognize that not all state systems are equally vulnerable. Zartman poses
the question of why states collapse, which he answers by stating that “they can
no longer perform the functions for them to pass as states”. 272 State failure is
therefore often characterized as a downward spiral. 273

State failure is inseparable from failed leadership and represents a risk to
neighbouring states; however, even a change in leadership does not always
produce political stability. This was eminently evident in the case of the
Democratic Republic of the Congo when Laurent Kabila assumed power after
overthrowing Mobutu. The threat to surrounding states is clearly evident in the
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example of the civil war in Liberia and the subsequent flow of refugees, which
facilitated the acceleration of the destruction of Sierra Leone.

As well, the aftermath of the 1994 genocide of the Tutsis in Rwanda led to an
explosion of violence and resulted in the exodus of 1.2 million refugees to
eastern Democratic Republic of the Congo.274

Failing states result, inter alia, from the collapse of political institutions that
provide the rule of law and when absent lead to violence and disorder within
the state. When states fail, warlords or sub-state actors take control of regions
within a nation-state and build their own local security apparatuses, assuming
the trappings of a new ‘quasi state’, such as Somali. 275 According to Herbst,
state failure in Africa is generally attributed to the inability of these states to
effectively control their hinterland given the artificial nature of the state
boundaries and the low population density. 276 Another cause of the excess of
state failure of many countries in the Great Lakes region of Africa is simple
greed.

The enormous profits derived from the rich natural resources in these countries
are not re-invested into local populations but rather find their way into the
personal fortunes of the relative few. This has led to the virtual extinction of
social services in places like the Democratic Republic of the Congo. For
example, the education system is in utter disrepair, with many schools having
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closed and enrolment having plummeted. 277 The social marginalization of
young people and the prevailing sense of hopelessness is the fundamental
cause of the proliferation of armed militias collectively referred to as MaiMai. 278

Sudan, a product of colonialism by Ottoman Egypt, has since independence
convulsed in civil war with the state more often than not using terror, torture
and ethnic cleansing against its people, including the murder of over 2 million
people and the internal displacement of another 4 million inhabitants.
Since its beginning, Sudan has always been either a failed or weak state. 279
Adding to the crisis, the Sudanese state is absolutely incapable of providing
either security or public order as evidenced by the large number of war
casualties and displaced persons as well as the staggering number of women
and children who have been abducted and enslaved.287 Sudan is rich in oil and
even though the country continues to negotiate with the new nation of South
Sudan over oil revenues, it has rarely used the revenues for the benefit of its
people. Sudan continues to score low on the UNDP Human Development
Index. 280

As noted above, states are exceptionally varied and complex and, therefore, the
concept of state failure has to be considered within the context of the failure of
several if not all of the structural competencies of a state. Notwithstanding
some of the limitations associated with definitions, it is possible to identify a
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number of causes that afford explanations as to why some states fail. The
following sub-sections will analyze the ten broad categories that are used to
define failed states, commencing with an analysis of rule of law. It is important
to recognize that state failure is intrinsically political and is characterized by
policies pursued by leaders which create instability and structural competency
failures.

2.2.1 Absence of Rule of Law

Rule of law is an established principle of international law and a fundamental
foundation upon which the good governance of a state can be determined. In
order to fully comprehend the spectrum of state failure, the fundamentals of
rule of law must be addressed.

In contemporary thought it is reasonably argued that strong institutions with a
legal framework are essential to stability, legitimacy in the minds of citizens of
a state and economic growth. 281 Rule of law is not solely a legal principle;
however, some legal scholars have proposed a series of features that are
common to the concept, including:
1) Powers exercised by officials must be based upon authority conferred
by law. 2) The law itself must conform to certain standards of justice,
both substantial and procedural. 3) There must be a substantial
separation of powers between the executive, the legislature and the
judicial function. 282
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Rule of law is conferred legitimacy when it is based upon justice and respect
for human rights. States that exhibit weakness and failure harass civil society
as they do not respect rule of law, have no independent judicial system and are
frequently ruled by despots. 283 Several of these autocratic rulers control
dissent, lack legitimacy and in extreme cases such as in North Korea permit
their people to starve. Cambodia under Pol Pot and Iraq under Saddam
Hussein also qualify, as do contemporary Belarus, Turkmenistan, and
Libya ruled by Gaddafi. Many would argue legitimately that Syria in
February 2012 under Bashar al-Assad falls into this category.

In recent times, the list of states that are fundamentally weak but appear to
be strong is ever more extensive. 284 States that provide predictable and
systematic means of resolving disputes and regulating the behaviour and
values of a society with an enforceable body of law and an effective
judicial system are the antithesis of state failure. 285
It is important to take account of failed states that seemingly operate with
flawed institutions and broker no democratic debate while maintaining a
strong executive along with a judiciary that exists in name only:
The Judiciary is derivative of the executive rather than being
independent, and citizens know that they cannot rely on the court
system for significant redress or remedy, especially against the
state. 286
In Haiti, for example, political, economic and social rights, along with the rule
of law, are all tenuous and were so long before the earthquake that took place
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there in 2010. Along with the tragic loss of over 200,000 people, most of the
state infrastructure that did exist was destroyed by the earthquake.

Furthermore, Haiti has yet to ratify the International Covenant on Economic,
Social and Cultural Rights. According to United Nations independent expert
Michel Forst, ratification of the Covenant would be a clear signal to Haitians
that their government is in fact determined to combat social and economic
inequalities, seek international and bilateral technical assistance and make a
commitment to co-operation to “provide universal access to education, a viable
health-care system, drinking water and sanitation services, adequate housing as
well as guaranteed employment income and training”. 287

The Forst report outlines six human rights concerns with respect to Haiti
including the country’s penitentiary situation and prison overcrowding,
violence against women, lynching, human trafficking, deportation and the lack
of economic, social and cultural rights.

Forst also expressed concern, in his 2011 report, about the reinstatement of
police officers with questionable records of conduct and the restoration of a
problematic penal system:
[I]n the midst of the cholera epidemic, latrines in several prisons are no
longer emptied, and that the supply of food is almost no longer
assured...This is profoundly shocking, not to mention the risk of an
explosion of violence that the inaction of the state entails when inmates
no longer receive food.288
Haiti has commenced its commitment to confronting appalling levels of
violence against women by ratifying important regional and international
287
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treaties as well as establishing domestic laws to address this issue. Irrespective
of this fact, although rape and indecent assault may be dealt with under
provisions of the Haitian Criminal Code, there is concern that sexual
harassment is in practice tolerated by society in general and the state in
particular.

Many victims are dissuaded from reporting such incidents by the perpetrator,
the perpetrator’s family, or even by their own family members who fear
reprisals. 289 Many instances of so-called vigilante justice have been reported,
often in the form of the murder of those who are accused of committing theft,
murder, kidnapping, witchcraft and other criminal acts. The application of
extra-judicial punishment originates from the profound lack of confidence in
the police force and justice system generally found amongst Haitians. 290

Human trafficking is another significant problem, especially in the border
regions between Haiti and the Dominican Republic. Children are especially at
risk. Many births in the region go unregistered, exacerbating issues such as
kidnapping, adoption and forced child labour. 291

A system of domestic servitude also exists, which the United Nations considers
a “modern form of slavery”. 292 Establishing the rule of law in Haiti is a
necessary precursor to improving human security. It is only when this occurs
that it will be possible to contemplate the country’s sustainable development
and in so doing ignite the required reform of the police force and the judiciary.
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It is essential that reforms in these two areas be implemented equitably and that
neither take precedence over the other. 293

Any efforts at precluding state failure will be enormously challenging in the
absence of institutional accountability, promotion of the rule of law, security,
and provision of the most basic human needs. It should be understood that
“[t]he promotion and construction of legality and bureaucracy are the most
important tasks in state formation after state failure”. 294 The restoration, or
indeed creation of the rule of law is critical to state formation after state failure
as it represents both a barometer, so to speak, of what can be reasonably
expected from the state and an aura of badly needed legitimacy.

It also must be recognized that the development of administrative institutions is
a minimum requirement for state formation, as the absence of these is one of
the principal contributors to state failure. The rule of law imposes limits on the
political regime and indeed upon the state itself. 295 It is also to be remembered
that the legal systems and their agents within failed states protect neither
individual nor property rights; however, the law can represent a commitment to
the reduction of violence and exploitation 296
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A lack of the rule of law within failed states, as well as prevailing political
instability, often results in armed revolts and/or civil unrest. 297 Civil wars that
characterize failed states generally originate with inter-communal differences,
such as those based on ethnicity, religion or language. However, the failure of
states cannot be attributed singularly to such differences, nor can these explain
the oppression of minority groups by a given majority, although they may well
be an important contributing factor.298 Citizens depend upon the state to
insulate them from arbitrary violations of their personal security.

When states neither provide minimum services nor meet the core structural
competencies of ensuring the rule of law and security, they fail to fulfil the
matrix of a nation state. By way of a practical example of the foregoing, the
UNDP's Rule of Law and Security Programme (ROLS) in Somalia notes that
“the absence or weakness of the state is at the root of Somalia's endemic
conflict”. 299 The government is unable to exercise authority, which is made
worse as the total “collapse of those structures designed to administer justice,
including law enforcement and the protection of human rights, continues to
hamper progress towards the establishment of formal mechanisms for the rule
of law”. 300
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Walter Clarke and Robert Gosende ponder how it is that Somalia with its
strongly cohesive culture, language, and religion could reach the point of
collapse. Perhaps “it never constituted a single coherent territory, having been
part of the colonial empires of two suzerains, with other Somalis living outside
the boundaries of the two colonies”. 301 Somalia has always had a strong clan
system, and it is important to note that a strong central government was never
able to mature. Rather, the rulers pandered to the clan and sub-clan system and
indeed utilized it to support their power. This conduct inevitably set in motion
the failure of the Somali state, as far as it existed.

In states such as Burundi, the majority-minority war has impeded its capacity
to perform as a state, and for a decade it has been fatally crippled by majoritybacked insurgencies against autocratic minority-led governments. 302

Burundi and Somalia are still experiencing many challenges to the rule of law,
with traditional justice systems that predate the colonial era still operating
today, regardless of their seeming ineffectiveness. For instance, “[i]n Burundi,
the bashingantahe system deals mainly with civil matters, whereas in Somalia,
the xeer system is used to regulate inter-clan relationships”. 303 These types of
informal justice systems 304 fail to meet international human rights law
standards. The Islamic Courts Union, a group of Sharia Courts united as a
political group to form a rival administration to the Transitional Federal
Government in Somalia, deploy a comparatively harsh interpretation of Sharia
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law. All factors have combined alongside the continuing insurgency to create
increased alienation from the local population. 305

Failed states are beset by weak national institutions that undermine the
legitimacy of state.306 In Sri Lanka, the violent civil war was in part due to:
community fragments as one or more identifiable groups no longer
recognizes the legitimacy of the central state. A violent struggle ensues
in which different groups contest either control of the central state or the
right to secede from it. The state fails in the sense that insurrections
prevent it from enforcing its authority and laws over a significant
proportion of its territory. The central state may, however, remain strong
in the regions under its control, which it may continue to administer
strenuously. Indeed, in longstanding civil wars, the central state is
usually relatively healthy, except for its ability to control some (large)
part of the country. 307
It is especially troubling that corrupt autocratic regimes operate with
neither strong legal norms nor an independent judiciary. The rule of law
has two fundamentally different ways of setting legal limits in both the
civil and political realms. Although the rule of law is not the only necessary
component for stability, it is clear that without the existence of such a
paradigm, the state potentially disintegrates rather rapidly. 308

States that fail to establish legal limits and that are in essence weak or
unable to control violence and destruction, permit those in power to act
with impunity. These states rapidly come to realize that such circumstances
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lead to further violence and create a fragile democratic state that can be
undermined by its failure to limit private lawlessness. This can certainly
result in state failure. Establishing rule of law will entail either a
strengthening of state capacity or a weakening of state power.

The scholar Rotberg argues that there is a hierarchy of political goods. None of
these is more critical than the supply of human security in preventing threats to
the state, enforcing the rule of law and preventing crime and domestic threats
or attacks. This is because they enable the delivery of a range of other desirable
political goods. 309 In essence then, the rule of law is necessary in order to avoid
violence and chaos. It is essential to take note of the fact that weak and failed
states and corrupt leaders who ignore the rule of law create political instability
which inevitably leads to a loss of legitimacy in the eyes of the people. This
will be explored in more detail in the next sub-section.
2.2.2 Political Instability – Lack of Legitimacy

The concept of political legitimacy is an integral condition for governing.
Locke has argued that a government is not legitimate unless it governs with the
consent of the governed, 310 while Weber identified the three sources of
political legitimacy as charismatic, traditional and rational-legal authority. 311
Legitimacy is not a new element of state formation; however, in the modern
construct of the nation state, failure of legitimacy has consequences that lead to
significant internal conflict and humanitarian challenges.
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As rulers lose political legitimacy, states descend into chaos and violence,
creating political instability that effects not only their own population but also
the surrounding region. As an extreme example, the political instability in
Somalia is particularly intense as there is no functional government, and this
has been the case for quite some time. At the political level, the current Somali
government appears to have a working cabinet; however, in reality, the cabinet
has no real departmental support and there are no public servants serving in
staff positions of any kind.

Of particular significance, this cabinet lacks almost any of the financial
resources such a body would require to function. 312 Additionally, the functional
services generally associated with working government departments are
entirely absent. 313 Subsequently, it is entirely accurate to assert that the
defining characteristics of the Somali government, as it operates essentially in
name only, are corruption and criminality.

The lack of central governance has also afforded the opportunity for the
establishment of small fiefdoms. Inherently unstable, these fiefdoms more
often than not undergo rapid and unpredictable transitions in leadership. For
example, in the capital city of Mogadishu, multiple groups compete politically
and militarily for control of specific neighborhoods and even for dominance
over particular streets. The effort to control Mogadishu is heightened by its
status as a port, which affords considerable financial opportunities to those
who are able to establish dominance over it.

Although the Transitional Federal Government (TFG) was formed in 2004
under President Abdullahi Yusuf, a radical group known as the Islamic Courts
312 Jason McLure, “The Troubled Horn of Africa: Can the War-torn Region Be Stabilised?,” 3 CQ
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Union (ICU) effectively established their control of Mogadishu in June of
2006. 314 On 28 December 2006, Ethiopian troops, in support of the TFG,
helped push the Islamic Courts Union out of Mogadishu. The Transitional
Federal Government is now an Islamist regime led by President Sheikh Sharif
Sheikh Ahmed, 315 who was elected by the Somali Parliament in January
2009. 316 His power, however, nominally extends no farther than the capital city
of Mogadishu.

In coordination with the military wing known as al-Shabaab, the Islamic
Courts Union assumed control from the TFG over central and southern
Somalia. 317 As a result, the Transitional Federal Government is now
completely disconnected from central Somalia. 318 Irrespective of this control,
Somalis living in the central and southern regions do not support al-Shabaab
and the Islamic Courts Union. In essence, what exists are fiefdoms, criminal
gangs and ineffectual political institutions, all of which are accompanied by
ludicrous conflicts over seemingly minute areas of territory or other issues.

Intervention by foreign countries aimed at assisting Somalia in the restoration
of a central government and in quelling internal strife has only served to further
exacerbate the domestic conflict. 319 Ethiopia’s intervention in 2006 led to more
chaos and instability in the country, with humanitarian, political and security
conditions further deteriorating across south-central Somalia. 320 As a result,
Ethiopia withdrew from Somalia in January 2009. 321
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Regrettably, in a variety of African countries:
the banning of opposition parties and the end of multiparty politics
enabled political elites to adopt and retain economic policies that harmed
farmers, even though in many states the rural producers formed a majority of the population. Because politicians competed for the favour of the
state house rather than for the backing of citizens, the numerical
supremacy of Africa's rural population posed no threat to those in power
and so failed to alter their choice of policies. 322

Too often, in many African countries, members of the political elite discard
security and stability in favour of personal enrichment and engage in the
predation of their citizens, robbing them of the opportunities presented by an
abundance of natural resources. 323

Political instability is a major concern in the analyses of state weakness and
failure. In Haiti, for example, political instability has taken place almost from
the beginning of its independence from France. The former colonial structures
of control were never replaced following Haiti’s independence but were simply
maintained under a new domestic force, while rival leaders of the liberation
began to fight amongst themselves. 324 The country’s new rulers actually
became more powerful after determining that some labour and economic
discipline had to be restored in order to preserve the plantation economy.
Haitians feared that if they failed to generate sufficient income to pay the
required indemnity, the former colonial powers would use this as an excuse to
reacquire the island.
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By the 1900s, the role of the United States in Haiti had grown steadily,
culminating with overt intervention in Haitian affairs between 1911 and
1915. 325 During this period, the United States witnessed great instability in
Haiti. Seven Haitian presidents were either assassinated or overthrown during
these four years. 326 The Haitian-American Treaty of 1915 327 established a UScontrolled police force, or gendarmerie, made up of both Americans and
Haitians. The Treaty gave the United States control over Haiti’s finances and
provided for direct American intervention on the island whenever the United
States saw fit to exercise this power. 328 Haiti’s political structure during the US
occupation featured a succession of de facto regimes that were essentially
political instruments of the United States. 329 Election results were clearly
manipulated. 330

The entire period of the United States occupation of Haiti was demoralizing to
Haitians, especially after having been the first country to achieve independence
from a colonial power in the previous century. The years succeeding the
withdrawal of the United States in 1934 saw the formation and collapse of no
less than eight governments in Haiti. Some were civilian while others were
military in nature, but all were doomed to failure. Their demise was largely the
result of greed, corruption, oppression and profound self-interest.
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In 1957, President François Duvalier (Papa Doc) rose to power. Duvalier used
manipulation and oppression much more effectively than his predecessors and
was therefore able to quickly consolidate power.331 In 1961, Duvalier won the
general election as the only candidate on the ballot, and just prior to his death
in 1971, he ensured familial succession by naming his son, Jean-Claude
Duvalier (Baby Doc), the next Haitian president for life, even though he was
only 19 years old at the time. 332 Baby Doc’s tenure was marked by unfulfilled
commitments to reform, both domestically and internationally. Opposition
leaders were arrested and in some cases killed, which led to even more
instability. He eventually escaped to France with his family on 7 February
1986. 333 He re-emerged in January 2011, following the disastrous earthquake
that destroyed most of the capital, and was subsequently charged with
corruption. 334 The impact of his return on Haiti remains to be seen, although it
is more likely than not that his presence will create greater instability. 335

In Haiti’s 1990 general election, Jean-Bertrand Aristide, a former Jesuit priest,
was elected president with 67% of the vote.336 However, in a matter of months
Aristide lost the confidence of the Chamber of Deputies and the Haitian
Senate, which eventually led to the military launching a coup led by General
Raoul Cedras. 337
Thomas Franck noted that the 1991 effort by the Haitian military to overthrow
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the elected President of Haiti, Jean-Bertrand Aristide, was condemned by the
international community, which imposed sanctions and continued to recognize
the exiled President. Both the Organization of American States and the United
Nations General unanimously “approved a ground-breaking resolution
demanding the return of Aristide to office, full application of the Haitian
Constitution and full observance of human rights in Haiti”. 338 Franck argues
that the recognition by other states of the legitimacy of a government depends
on those states having the consent of the people. He proposes the emergence in
international law of a right to democratic governance. 339 Franck acknowledges
that government legitimacy:
depends on meeting a normative expectation of the community of states.
This recognition has led to the emergence of a community expectation:
that those who seek the validation of their empowerment patently govern
with the consent of the governed. Democracy, thus, is on the way to
becoming a global entitlement, one that increasingly will be promoted
and protected by collective international processes. 340

Frank does not suppose that the international community has attained this
benchmark yet but notes that there are developments in international law and
that, as a consequence, the legitimacy of each government “will be measured
definitively by international rules and processes ... we can see the outlines of
this new world in which the citizens of each state will look to international law
and organization to guarantee their democratic entitlement”. 341

Although there was much enthusiasm in 1996 when Haitians elected René
Préval and again in May 2006 when he began his second five-year term as the
President of Haiti as well as at this time noting that he had become the first
338
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elected president to have completed a five-year term uninterrupted, 342 political
instability did not subside. For example, Parliament was dissolved in 1999 and
Préval ruled by decree for the remaining twelve months of his presidency. In
2000, Aristide was restored to power with 92% of the vote in an election that
was boycotted by all major opposition parties. 343 A multinational peacekeeping
force struggled to hold nominal control as a dramatic increase in the number of
homicides and kidnappings led to a complete meltdown in the political
system. 344

Between 2000 and 2004, the political situation deteriorated even further. The
president contributed to the problems by making rhetorical speeches and using
the militia to intimidate and murder opponents. Armed offensives started to
occur throughout the country, and Haiti descended into chaos.345 Aristide was
forced to leave the country in 2004 and the newly formed United Nations
Stabilization Mission in Haiti (MINUSTAH) was charged with restoring
stability to the country. 346 In the absence of structural competency in Haiti,
weak institutions, political instability, human rights abuse, violence and
economic paralysis added to the country’s failure to address “rampant rates of
poverty, crime, violence, drug trafficking, unemployment, illiteracy, infant
mortality, AIDS, deforestation, and overpopulation”. 347
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The fundamental principle of legitimacy is one of the essential elements of
representative democracy and includes the separation of power among
branches of government, with state institutions being subordinate to the legally
constituted civilian authority. 348

Rule of law and legitimacy are the core principles and building blocks of good
governance. Although there is not always consensus over what makes a state
legitimate, the modern notion of statehood “has entailed a series of different
attempts to resolve the question of how states and regimes could be made
legitimate in the eyes of the people”. 349

Before the United Nations Security Council resolution on Libya, US Secretary
of State Hillary Clinton stated at the United Nations Human Rights Council
that “Qaddafi has lost the legitimacy to govern, and it is time for him to go
without further violence or delay”. 350 In March 2011, the General Assembly, in
an unprecedented move, suspended Libya from the Human Rights Council.
Many of the Member States of the United Nations spoke in favour of the
resolution as being in compliance with international law and the protection of
human rights. United States Ambassador Susan Rice believes that the
unprecedented suspension of Libya from the Human Rights Council was a
rebuke by the General Assembly. She stated that the General Assembly “had
come together, to speak with one voice to Libya’s unrepentant rulers. When the
only way that a leader could cling to power was to violate the human rights of
his own people, he had lost all legitimacy to rule”. 351
348
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The prospect of state failure always exists in exceedingly regimented states,
such as Egypt during the Mubarak regime, Libya under Gaddafi, Iraq
throughout Saddam Hussein’s rule and North Korea. All have imploded once
the regimes were overthrown, with the exception of North Korea, which
remains ruled by Kim Jong-un, the son of recently deceased leader Kim Jongil. Erin Jenne suggests that such states are:
held together entirely by repression and not by performance, an end to or
an easing of repression could create destabilizing battles for succession,
resulting anarchy, and the rapid rise of non-state actors. In nation-states
made secure by punishment and secret intelligence networks, legitimacy
is likely to vanish whenever the curtain of control lifts. 352
In December 1999, the democratically elected President of Côte d’Ivoire,
Henri Konan Bédié, was overthrown by a military coup headed by General
Robert Guéï. 353 After several demonstrations and an election in October 2000,
Laurent Koudou Gbagbo was elected President. His mandate was to end in
2005, but he delayed the election several times and refused to give up power
after the 2010 election, which he lost. 354 As seen in the above examples,
political instability is one of the key indicators of state failure. Addressing this
issue is critical to the rehabilitation of a failed state.

Political stability and legitimacy are important characteristics of a modern state
and depend upon rule of law. In the following subsection, examples will be
provided as to of how the absence of these attributes can also lead to economic
and social instability.
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2.2.3 Economic and Social Instability

State stability is rooted in the distribution of power and resources within
society. Failed states are ineffective at delivering essential services and are
easily recognized by their loss of control over political and economic
spheres. 355 Corruption compounds these realities. According to Transparency
International’s 2010 Corruption Perceptions Index (CPI), which measures the
perceived level of public-sector corruption in 180 countries around the world,
nearly three quarters of the 178 countries in the Index score below five on a
scale from 10 (highly clean) to 0 (highly corrupt). Countries such as Somalia,
Myanmar, Afghanistan, Iraq, Uzbekistan, Turkmenistan, Sudan, Chad, the
Democratic Republic of the Congo, Haiti and Côte d’Ivoire are perceived to
suffer from serious levels of corruption. 356

Both economic interests and the recognition of the state as an economic entity
are important to the progress of a secure, functioning state. As noted above, it
is only as a result of stable and strong structural competency of the state and
respect for the rule of law that the fundamental human needs of food, health,
education and security be achieved. It is clear that “[j]ust as the company is
the most effective form of organization in a competitive economy, the state is
the most effective and economical way of organizing the security and wellbeing of a population”. 357
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A 2002 study of Côte d’Ivoire by Frances Stewart and Graham Brown
concluded that a reason for failure in Côte d’Ivoire is that “socio-economic
inequalities and political exclusion forms an extremely explosive sociopolitical situation”. 358 These socio-economic and socio-political conditions
provide a “fertile context for violent group mobilisation”. 359 As a result of the
civil war in 2002, which was spurred by ethnic and regional differences, there
has been in excess of 750,000 internally displaced persons and a division of the
country into two parts; the south, which is government-controlled, and the
north, which is rebel-controlled.

These two themes of poverty and corruption are directly relevant to the
contemporary discussion of state failure. Economic growth cannot thrive where
there is instability and lack of governance and cannot happen at all without
strong institutions. 360 Such structural competency failures create dire effects,
such as poverty, unemployment, child mortality, illiteracy, and corruption.
They also limit the capacity of a state to provide political goods, which is even
further compromised by autocratic and corrupt leadership.

Paul Collier has advanced the notion that many governments and members of
the international community have neglected to consider the economic
dimensions of civil wars and the fact that past and ongoing civil wars have
been principally caused by economic factors. 361 His assertion is based on the
premise that poverty and inequality are not the main factors that lead to civil
conflicts:
358
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Inequality does not seem to affect the risk of conflict. Rebellion seems
not to be the rage of the poor. Indeed, if anything, rebellion seems to be
the rage of the rich. One way in which rebel groups can lock in to
predation of primary commodity exports is if they can secede with the
land on which the primary commodities are produced. 362
These illegal commercial networks thrive in the absence of rule of law and fuel
conflicts across the regions. 363 For example, the Revolutionary Armed Forces
of Colombia (FARC) earn millions of dollars from drugs and kidnapping.
Collier claims that “ninety five percent of global production of hard drugs is
from conflict countries”, 364 which are prosperous in the absence of rule of law.
However, there are also those who argue that what is at the heart of the
proliferation of armed militias is youth marginalization, such as in the
Democratic Republic of the Congo where younger generations of Congolese
join one Mai-Mai faction as their only means of escape from poverty.

The course of state failure is illustrated by the examples of Afghanistan,
the Democratic Republic of the Congo, Liberia, Sierra Leone, and Somalia.
Once the spiral downward begins, the political cost of statehood may
become unacceptably high, as has been the case in many states in Africa.
States have been, to a large extent, a cause of much suffering. 365 Political
violence in Africa has rarely achieved the goals of state creation; more
often, it has led to state failure. In Sierra Leone, it was the greed for profits
from control of the lucrative illegal diamond trade that became a key factor
fuelling the rebellion and, by implication, the progressive undermining of the
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state system. 366

States such as Angola, Sierra Leone and others have not simply been “cursed
by their abound diamonds but also cursed by their inability to add value to
these resources”. 367 During the period in which Charles Taylor held power,
while his people were living in poverty, he netted millions of dollars as a result
of the exploitation of the country’s natural resources and from bringing into
being the Liberian Strategic Commodities Act, which gave him sole power to
negotiate contracts for the exploitation of all natural and mineral resources, as
well as cultural and historical items. 368

The Democratic Republic of the Congo, which is roughly the same size as
Western Europe, has profited enormously from the extraction of natural
resources, but none of it has been invested in the local economy, leaving a
crumbling infrastructure, from schools to hospitals. 369 Additionally, it is
estimated that between “1998 and 2007, some 5.4 million Congolese were
killed by violence, disease, and malnutrition, while armies, warlords, and
assorted gangs pilfered hundreds of millions of dollars in gold, diamonds, and
coltan”. 370 The collapse of the Democratic Republic of the Congo into a failed
state not only affects its population but also destabilizes the entire region and
supports criminal and terrorists groups as well as arms traffickers. 371 In 2011,
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Foreign Policy identified the Democratic Republic of the Congo in its ‘Failed
States Index’ as the fourth most unstable country in the world, after Somalia,
Chad and Sudan. 372
The economic issues, including corruption, that lead to poverty and misery
overlap. For example, the Democratic Republic of the Congo is one of the
poorest countries in the world yet has a wealth of mineral deposits that are
being appropriated by local and foreign militia who fight for control of
these deposits. In 2010, the Democratic Republic of the Congo was ranked
168th out of the 174 countries on the UNDP's Human Development Index,
with life expectancy at 48 years. 373

According to a study by the Danish Institute for International Studies, which
uses the World Bank Governance Indicator 374 to measure states, weak and
failed states rank in the bottom twentieth percentile in the control of corruption.
Afghanistan is an example of how corruption, and a burgeoning poppy
industry, can threaten the creation and growth of stable institutions. 375 Out of
the 180 states that Transparency International’s Corruption Perception Index
measures, Afghanistan ranks 179th (falling 63 places from its position in 2005),
faring better only than Somalia, the most corrupt country in the world. 376
Political, economic and social stability has been further damaged by the
increased cultivation and consumption in Afghanistan of opium poppies.
According to a United Nations report:
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Opium production forms a significant part of the Afghan economy -production alone makes up nine per cent of the country's gross domestic
product (GDP). This does not include manufacturing and trafficking
profits, which fuel corruption and funding of insurgent groups.377
Both the production and trafficking of narcotics has led to more insecurity and
corruption in Afghanistan. 378

In Somalia, greed, corruption and clan loyalty have made it very difficult for
any economic progress to take place. These examples, as well as numerous
others, suggest that many states in Africa have been candidates for state failure
for some time. Some, such as “Chad, arguably began their independent
existence as a failed states”.379 In numerous African states:
regimes are odious and fail to do for all what one thinks a state should
do. But they may have supporters and provide non-excludable benefits to
at least some in society. 380
Somalia is one of the few countries in which economic development is
reverting to the conditions of the last century. In the last few decades, there has
been no:
internationally recognized polity; no national administration exercising
real authority; no formal legal system; no banking and insurance
services; no telephone and postal system; no public service; no
educational and reliable health system; no police and public security
services; no electricity or piped water systems; weak officials serving on
a voluntary basis surrounded by disruptive, violent bands of armed
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youths. 381
It is of no wonder that Somalia is lowest on the Human Development Index,
with life expectancy at 41 years and the mortality rate for children under five
exceeding 25 percent. In addition, the drought in 2011 killed thousands of
people and displaced many more. Antonio Guterres, head of United Nations
High Commissioner for Refugees called it the “worst humanitarian disaster on
earth”. 382
Analysis on the impact of economic crises, past or present, and on conflict,
fragility and social stability shows that there are various channels and levels
through which the economic downturn could affect social stability.
Social stability is an important ingredient in economic growth and in
putting an end to conflict and corruption. Violence and civil wars limit the
ability of states to tackle issues of high unemployment and poor
development, particularly when many of the regimes in failed states prefer
to spend their national revenues on weapons rather than on their people.
The following subsection examines the issues surrounding lack of internal
security as it contributes to state failure.

2.2.4 Lack of Internal Security

The linking of security and development to the notion of failed states has since
9/11 come to establish the overall framework for debate on weak and failed
states. It is argued that security is needed in order to reduce poverty and that
poverty and conflict in one part of the world will create problems of insecurity
381
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and instability in other regions. 383 This overlapping relationship of security and
development is often referred to as the ‘security-development nexus’, which:
provides the overall framework for the fragile states debate. It reflects a
dual claim, on the one hand, that security is fundamental for reducing
poverty; and on the other hand, that a lack of development causes
conflict...one cannot be pursued in isolation from the other. 384
This has been the predominant view adopted by many NATO countries in
order for them to justify their mission in Afghanistan to their respective
populations. Many liberal democracies argue that human security also requires
democratic reform and support of human rights. Fragile states, as argued by
many, have difficulty in fulfilling these values and therefore become failed
states. State fragility is caused by bad governance, and integrated approaches
are required to deal with both the causes and effects of such fragility. 385

Many regimes in African countries fail to provide political goods, although
they do have some supporters to whom they provide exclusive benefits. 386
Ranging from Sierra Leone to the Democratic Republic of the Congo, all
African countries rank low in the UNDP’s Human Development Index, with
severe poverty despite vast natural resources. In the Democratic Republic of
the Congo, “most of the country was reduced to subsistence living”, 387
despite the fact that it has valuable deposits of diamonds, gold, cobalt,
coltan, and copper. 388 It was, and still is, difficult to have development
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without security, given that before “the economy could grow, the conflict
had to end and inflation needed to be brought under control”. 389

Most weak and failed states:
share bleak socioeconomic indicators-from GDP per capita levels
typically half that of low-income countries; child mortality rates twice as
high as other low income-countries; mortality rates plummeting by up to
thirty years as HIV afflicts over 42 million; and over 200 million lacking
access to improved water and sanitation. Fragile states are the main
barrier impeding international efforts to meet the United Nations'
Millennium Development Goals-which include eradicating hunger,
reducing child mortality, and achieving universal primary education-by
2015. 390
In Afghanistan, for example, al-Qaeda took advantage of a weak government,
finding sanctuary in ungoverned territory; “[t]he lack of institutional
mechanisms to deal with crises suggests that the costs of terrorism are greater
in fragile states – a conclusion too obvious to debate”.391 The lack of internal
security provides an explanation of how Afghanistan became a failed state.

Throughout the Cold War period many weak and failed states were propped up
in order to maintain their allegiances. However, in the post-Cold War period
the need for allegiance vanished as did much of the concern for the less
fortunate. Today, Western governments are not to a great extent concerned in
putting in place regimes that are potential allies but rather those that can govern
well, promote economic development and safeguard human rights within their
territory.
The lack of internal security that leads to anarchy renders the state
389
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incapable of providing security to individuals. These security dilemmas
are:
constructed out of units that can act upon the fears of their
members....The nature of state failure may produce new and less
accepted groups that supplant pre-existing entities, or permit new
illegitimate warlords with access to arms to replace culturally
sanctioned leaders. 392
Often, these prolonged internal conflicts create economic stagnation,
decaying national infrastructure and the erosion of all state institutions
and authority. Michael Klare argued that it is possible for an:
effective leader or leadership group to reverse the process and avert
full state collapse; even without such leadership, an ailing state can
remain in a weakened condition for many years without slipping into
total disarray. But a state's capacity to resist failure can decline
rapidly when armed militias emerge or the official security forces
break up into semi-autonomous bands. Once established, these bands
and militias tend to compete with one another for control of territory,
population, and resources-thereby subjecting the country to recurring
bouts of violence and disorder. Under these circumstances, the
transition from failing to failed state is usually irreversible. 393
The state has a duty to protect its population from violence, and when it is
unwilling or unable to provide such protection, when it loses its monopoly
over the legitimate use of violence, or when its authority is weakened, then
failure and decline are to be expected. 394 The emergence of semiautonomous militia in a fragile and divided state only leads to an increase in
violence, a considerable decline in state authority and the distribution
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throughout society of small arms and light weapons. 395

Once paramilitary groups emerge in a country of this sort and acquire
substantial stocks of arms and ammunition, that country is destined to face
severe stress and trauma. The government involved may be able to avert
total failure, but it is almost certain to lose control of significant areas of
the countryside. 396 In the Democratic Republic of the Congo, anarchy and
violence are rampant, resulting in shocking human loss. According to the
International Rescue Committee, the death toll since 1998 could be as high as 3
million. 397

From the end of the twentieth century and continuing into the beginning of this
century, states such as Côte d’Ivoire, Liberia, Sierra Leone, Somalia, Rwanda,
the Democratic Republic of the Congo and Sudan have all endured protracted
conflicts. In Sierra Leone, the struggle and brutal violence of the Revolutionary
United Front (RUF) wreak terror on a defenceless population. Since the
independence of many of these colonial states, problems such as wealth
disparities between rich and poor, lack of education, impoverishment, and
inadequate security and development have never been properly addressed. In a
2011 meeting with United Nations Secretary-General, President Alassane
Ouattara of Côte d’Ivoire discussed the potential of United Nations support in
addressing the fragile, ongoing security situation and the cross-border threats
from Liberia, as heavily armed militiamen had crossed over and attacked and
killed civilians. 398
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In the 1990s, Sierra Leone produced 300 to 450 million dollars worth of
diamonds annually, almost all of which were smuggled through Liberia and
Côte d’Ivoire. 399 Sierra Leone’s inability to provide for the structural
competency in security and the delivery of political goods stems from the fact
that “rulers intentionally destroyed state capacity to provide public goods”.400

The Truth and Reconciliation Commission for Sierra Leone, which was
established in 2002 in the aftermath of the conflict, acknowledged the
important role that diamonds played in the conflict, as they yielded tremendous
revenues that were used to buy weapons and that led to the enslavement of
individuals to work in the mines. 401

In the same way in Angola, powerful members of the elite have grown wealthy
from diamond trafficking, while in Afghanistan and Colombia it is the profit
from illegal drug trafficking by warlords and paramilitary groups that prolongs
the conflict and instability. Sierra Leone, one of the poorest countries on earth,
has had its economy devastated by the conflict. The gruesome attacks on
civilians and the overwhelming destruction of property was accentuated by
diamond sales, as the quantity mined was high and rebels had no trouble
selling them. 402

Charles Taylor, who served from 1997 to 2003 as president of Liberia, is on
trial before the Special Court for Sierra Leone for his involvement in crimes
committed in backing the Revolutionary United Front reign of terror by
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supplying arms in exchange for diamonds. 403 External actors and states also
play a role in destabilizing the security and development of another state. The
lack of security and development was experienced by many youth who viewed
themselves as victims of corrupt political elites and who were further
victimized by the armed conflict, many being forced to become child soldiers.
The social damage of state failure with no alternative vision creates:
a class of unemployed, desperate youth who have been abandoned by
elite political classes, who see joining armed gangs as one the few
remaining ways to improve their personal situations, and who then
become the means of advancing the interests of organizers, who pursue
their own objectives. 404
Secretary General Kofi Annan, in his speech to the Security Council,
acknowledged the importance of addressing the issue of child soldiers when he
stated that:
The question of children and armed conflict is an integral part of the
United Nations' core responsibilities for the maintenance of international
peace and security, for the advancement of human rights and for
sustainable human development.405
There are several legal frameworks that spell out the rights of children in
armed conflict and in peacetime. The 1989 Convention on the Rights of the
Child, the Optional Protocol to the Convention on the Rights of the Child was
adopted by the General Assembly on 25 May 2000 and clearly sets the
minimum age for compulsory recruitment. This objective is clear in Article 1
of the Optional Protocol that “states Parties shall take all feasible measures to
ensure that members of their armed forces who have not attained the age of 18
403
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years do not take a direct part in hostilities”. 406 As well, The 1998 Rome
Statute of the International Criminal Court, Article 8(2)(b)(xxvi) defines such
conscription as the enlistment of children under 15 by national armed forces or
armed groups in order to use them to participate in hostilities as a war crime.
In 2006, Thomas Lubanga Dyilo, former leader of a militia group at war in the
North Eastern Ituri district of the Democratic Republic of the Congo, was
charged by the Prosecutor of the International Criminal Court with enlisting
and conscripting children under the age of 15 and using them to participate
actively in hostilities. This was the first time that an individual had been
brought before an international court solely on the basis of these crimes. 407

Failed states are tense, conflicted, and dangerous with shared characteristics
such as high levels of criminal and political violence, loss of sovereignty, civil
war, the use of terror against their own citizens, high levels of corruption and
poverty. 408 Endemic civil conflicts undermine the “accountability, capacity and
legitimacy of the state”,409 leading weak states to failure and loss of control
over their territory. In Haiti, for example, the government has been associated
with deep failures in public security services—failures that are derived in
“large part from a traditionally weak Haitian state incapable of effectively
addressing the country's needs”. 410 The trafficking of narcotics has been a
serious problem in Haiti since the 1980s, with the government either unwilling
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or unable to prevent the smuggling of drugs. 411 Moreover, the prevailing
political turmoil and poor economic conditions have caused an increase in
crime and violence, which the police and judiciary have been unable to tackle
effectively. 412 Despite over 2 billion US dollars spent on international efforts to
develop an independent police force in Haiti, this goal has yet to be
achieved. 413 Haiti’s failure in public security has long hampered development.
Haiti’s weak institutions and political paralysis has resulted in high crime rates,
violence, drug trafficking, unemployment and poverty. 414

In Equatorial Guinea, civil conflict led to the deaths of an estimated 80,000
people out of a population of 300,000. 415 The country has experienced several
coups, including a 2004 attempt carried out by mercenaries to replace the
President. 416 A 2011 United Nations panel report on mercenaries in Equatorial
Guinea called for greater regulation of mercenaries and private military groups:
Outsourcing security creates risks for human rights...The report on
Equatorial Guinea noted that the 2004 coup attempt was the most widely
reported incident clearly involving mercenaries, some of them
employees or former employees of private military and security
companies from several countries, illustrating ‘possible close and
disturbing links’ between mercenaries and such companies. 417
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The panel report asked that all mercenaries be held accountable for their
actions.

The Security Council has also expressed concerns over the lack of security in
the Central African region, particularly in respect to the flow of illicit small
arms, border security and the threat posed by Lord’s Resistance Army (LRA).
The LRA is listed by the United States as a terrorist organization that now
operates beyond northern Uganda and is a regional problem, operating in
countries such as South Sudan, Central African Republic and the Democratic
Republic of the Congo. 418

Without a functioning state, it is impossible to provide for either security or
development as such environments are not conducive to the growth of
economic opportunity. The achievement of human development, human rights
and human security are related by a range of structural competencies of the
state. Unfortunately, as shall be noted in the next subsection, most failed states
are ruled by autocratic regimes or leaders whose only concern is retaining
power.

2.2.5 Authoritarian Rule and Clan Loyalty

Many of the present states that are suffering under authoritarian rule were once
products of the colonial period that created an environment of conflict using
the fragmentation of society and brute force to control the population. For
societies such as Sierra Leone:
colonial rulers used their advantage in power to direct resources and
authority and to enforce sanctions in ways that deeply affected how
418
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indigenous forces reconstituted social control. They gave scattered
strongmen the wherewithal to build their social control in fragments of
the society. 419
During the Cold War, authoritarian rule was often overlooked by the
superpowers, which had other geopolitical interests, with each side providing
weapons to various factions and further destabilizing the states. In Somalia
during the Cold War, the Soviet Union provided weapons to the Siad Barre
regime, and the world humanitarian community supplied food in sufficient
quantities to serve the needs of the people; however, by the time the Cold War
ended the Barre regime had lost all-important foreign and domestic allies. 420
The collapse of his regime was seemingly inevitable, and when it collapsed in
1991 and the clans fought to take his place, there were no foreign champions
available to assist the people of Somalia in restoring their state.421
One of the greatest barriers to resolving the conflicts within the failed state of
Somalia is the deeply entrenched and dysfunctional clan system that is often
broken down into sub-clan rivalries. A major element of Somalia’s internal
conflict “has been fuelled in large part by distrust and competition between the
country’s Byzantine network of clans and sub-clans and by warlords with a
vested interest in instability”. 422 Two of the autonomous regions, Somaliland
and Puntland, are based on this clan system and have enjoyed relative peace,
while the south of the country has been mired in anarchy since the 1991
ousting of the dictator Mohamed Siad Barre. 423 The situations in Somaliland
and Puntland and, indeed, previously under the Barre regime exemplify that
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stability and peace can be maintained in such circumstances provided there is a
functional national government that manages these clan alliances effectively.
In failed states, there is a propensity to feel allegiance to a tribe or clan rather
than to a state with which people have few feel a connection:
It is difficult to overestimate the enduring importance of patronage
networks in societies that are still largely organized within ethnic
communities and along kinship lines...where political offices can no
longer be farmed out, the political class may simply choose to do
without the state and to profit from a war economy instead 424
In Somalia, as in many other failed states, different clans compete for state
control and use the formal institutions of the state for their own self-interest. 425
However, those who are not in power perceive the state as:
illegitimate and seek to bypass it. ... cliques of various backgrounds
compete to take advantage of the general lawlessness in society to
siphon off money ...In such cases, identity divisions may be manipulated
for short-term personal or political gain, widening the gulf between
groups.426
Siad Barre concentrated power in the hands of his clan; eventually, the other
Somali clans organized themselves in resistance to this structure and he was
overthrown in 1991.

In Zaire (the Democratic Republic of the Congo) during the Mobutu years, the
Forces Armées Zaïroise were used as a place to install the members of his
family, incur ethnic favouritism for the purpose of corruption and elicit the
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growth of personal wealth. In the Army the highest ranks were divided among
members of his family as well as members of his tribe:
Kinship played a key role in strengthening loyalty, and merit and competence were of secondary importance to personal devotion to Mobutu.
In return for their political loyalty, the army high command was given a
free hand to engage in lucrative commercial activities. While some were
involved in smuggling operations, others sold military equipment, spare
parts, and military fuel on the black market. Embezzling salaries
intended for the troops was a standard practice among officers, a fact
that goes a long way toward explaining the exactions and indiscipline of
the troops.427
As Rotberg observed, Mobutu's “kleptocratic rule extracted the marrow of
Zaire and left nothing for the mass of his national dependents”. 428

Many of these authoritarian dictators, including Mobutu, came to power with
the assistance of the same Western governments that constantly speak of the
principles of human rights and democracy. 429 In many African nations,
strongmen have also contributed to state failure. In Sudan, political parties
identify with their various clans and religious groups, the north with its
predominant Muslim population and the south with its Christian residents.
These strong identities led to a civil war and eventually to the division of the
country into two states. Gissel Quist, however, argues that Sudan’s situation is
unique because the “differences between its various components are not simply
tribal. They are civilizational”. He also does not believe that the perception of
Sudan being torn between Christians and Muslims is true:
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The real conflict in the Sudan today is not between a Muslim north and a
Christian and animist south, but between the approximately 30 percent
of the population who are Arab-identified and everyone else. 430
It is still much too early to judge whether the partition of the state of Sudan
will lead to a lasting peace. Since Sudan’s independence in 1956, the Sudanese
state has been weakened by a civil war over ethnic identity and natural
resources such as oil, which has enabled the government to double its military
instead of investing in its people.

431

Robert Mugabe’s struggle against white minority rule, which eventually led to
Zimbabwe’s independence, made him a hero throughout the country and the
African continent. But once in office he concentrated power around him and
tried to build a cult of personality. Mugabe led “Zimbabwe from strength to the
precipice of failure, his high-handed and seriously corrupt rule having bled the
resources of the state into his own pockets, squandered foreign exchange,
discouraged domestic and international investment, subverted the courts and
driven his country to the very brink of starvation”. 432

Failing states are often ruled by despots who, elected or not, harass civil
society and in the examples provided by Zimbabwe and North Korea allow
their people to suffer terrible deprivations. 433 As those in power oppress the
majority while affording privilege to a minority group, “[t]he typical weak
state plunges toward failure when this kind of ruler-led oppression provokes a
countervailing reaction on the part of resentful groups or newly emerged
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rebels”. 434

Jennifer Gandhi and Adam Przeworski note that “although democratic leaders
have properly constituted institutions and rules by which they form coalitions,
the channels through which autocrats consolidate support remain opaque”. 435
To better understand authoritarian rule, it is helpful to look at the manner in
which autocrats remain in power and the challenges with which they contend.
According to Gandhi and Przeworski:
Autocrats face two types of threats to their rule: those that emerge from
within the ruling elite and those that come from outsiders within society.
Authoritarian rulers often establish narrow institutions, such as
consultative councils, juntas, and political bureaus, as a first institutional
trench against threats from rivals within the ruling elite. 436
There are a number of these institutional trenches used to eliminate or reduce
threats to authoritarian rule, which Gandhi and Przeworski detail in their study.
One of the forms they can take includes:
a legislature that encapsulates some opposition, a party that mobilizes
popular support for the dictatorship, or even multiple parties. Hence,
whenever they need to, autocrats govern with political institutions. The
decision to institutionalize is an important one for rulers in nondemocracies. They must accurately perceive the strength of the threat
and respond with a sufficient degree of institutionalization. If they err—
as a result of misinformation, idiosyncratic beliefs, or hubris—and under
institutionalize, their tenure is drastically curtailed. When autocrats
evaluate their conditions and institutionalize correctly, they defend
themselves regardless of the intensity of the threat. And if these
institutions do matter for their survival in power, they must entail policy
compromises and thus have consequences for other outcomes. Hence,
there is a reason to think that institutions do matter under authoritarian
regimes. 437
434
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As noted above, failed states are ruled by authoritarian rulers, 438 with many
coming to power with the support of Western governments, although today
China is also supporting many autocratic regimes in Africa in exchange for
access to natural resources. As will be examined in the following subsection,
impunity is also rampant in failed states, with authoritarian regimes rarely
challenged by ineffective justice systems.

2.2.6 Impunity and Ineffective Justice Systems

Failed states demonstrate flawed institutions with almost no safety nets for
their people and are either unwilling or unable to perform the essential
functions of a nation-state. The legislative and judicial branches of government
have no independence from the executive, and while the armed forces may not
be as dysfunctional, they are often highly politicized. 439 In extreme cases,
failed states are characterized by a vacuum of authority, such as in Somalia.

The preamble of the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court,
establishes that State Parties to this Statute affirm:
that the most serious crimes of concern to the international community
as a whole must not go unpunished and that their effective prosecution
must be ensured by taking measures at the national level and by
enhancing international cooperation. Determined to put an end to
impunity for the perpetrators of these crimes and thus to contribute to the
prevention of such crimes. 440
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Bringing to trial those who have committed serious crimes is an important
endeavour, essential to the re-establishment of the rule of law and the
facilitation of national reconciliation in a post-reconstruction failed state.
However, the road to reconciliation and justice is complicated, even more so
for those who are attempting to restore a sense of normalcy to the failed state.
As Adama Dieng, Registrar of the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda,
stated:
Impunity has political, juridical and moral aspects when the offences
committed are of a serious nature. It prevents peaceful co-existence
between national communities, and constitutes a major obstacle to the
evolution of democracy. Gone are the days when people believed in
wiping the slate and starting anew. 441
The establishment of the International Criminal Court in 2002 has allowed, for
the first time in history, a permanent court to have universal jurisdiction over
instances of leadership criminality in failed states. Consequently, leaders who
commit genocide, crimes against humanity, war crimes, and crimes of
aggression are now actually being prosecuted for their crimes. United Nations
Secretary-General Kofi Annan articulates the significant historical and
monumental role the establishment of the International Criminal Court can
play in “the promise of universal justice”. 442

The Nuremberg and Tokyo trials, the Convention on the Prevention and
Punishment of the Crime of Genocide and the establishment of the
International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia (ICTY) have all
helped in fundamentally advancing the pursuit of international criminal justice,
the forming of extemporized tribunals, and the creation of an accountability
paradigm and the Rome Statute for the International Criminal Court. The
441
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ICTY has become a fundamental component of post-conflict peace-building in
the former Yugoslavia.

There have been several detentions to date of individuals who were implicated
in the atrocities of several failed states, the most notable being Thomas
Lubanga, Germain Katanga, Mathieu Ngudjolo Chui, Jean-Pierre Bemba,
Callixte Mbarushimana and Liberian President Charles Taylor, who has been
tried the International Criminal Court. In addition to the International Criminal
Court, there has also been the establishment of the International Criminal
Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia and the International Criminal Tribunal for
Rwanda.

Many legal scholars have been critical of involving senior officials who
committed crimes against their people in the process of implementation of a
peace accord.443 The focus on reconciliation with too weak an effort in
prosecuting those who have committed such crimes has been criticized. This
criticism was especially evident after the signing of the Comprehensive Peace
Accord (CPA) in Liberia when it appeared that the perpetrators of these crimes
were not going to be held accountable:
Liberia's present CPA does precisely that; it focuses exclusively on
reconciliation. Ultimately, positive change is far more likely in Liberia
through the use of judicially punitive mechanisms such as prosecution in
a hybrid Special Court of law. 444
However, as of late, the situation in Liberia has improved, especially after the
election in Liberia of the first female president on the African continent, Ellen
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Johnson Sirleaf, 445 and the indictment of Taylor in 2003 by the Special Court
for Sierra Leone prosecution on eleven counts for war crimes and crimes
against humanity committed during the conflict in Sierra Leone.

Holding those who commit crimes against their people responsible is necessary
for any effort to put to an end the culture of impunity. Rwanda’s ‘culture of
impunity’ has been cited for years as one of the central causes of the 1994
genocide. The International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda (ICTR) mentioned
the ‘culture of impunity’ as one of the causes of genocide:
African countries must absorb the lessons of the Rwanda genocide in
order to avoid a repetition of the ultimate crime” on the continent. Weak
institutions in many African countries have given rise to a culture of
impunity, especially under dictatorships that will do anything to cling to
power. 446
The International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda also has defined impunity as
“the failure to punish violations of established norms”. 447

Rwanda’s Prosecutor General Gerald Gahima stated in an interview that:
genocide was possible in part because of a culture of impunity that had
taken root in our society since 1959, so after the genocide in 1994, by
and large our society felt that there had to be accountability for the
genocide if we [wanted] to end this culture of impunity, [but] you could
not have accountability oblivious to this involvement of large numbers
of members of our society. So we started, back then in 1995, thinking
about this problem: how to have accountability, but at the same time, in
a manner that would help to bring about stability and reconciliation and
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peace. Because if you dealt with it strictly as a legal matter, you’d create
more instability, more conflict. 448
Despite the challenges associated with ending impunity, on 29 September 2011
the appeals chamber of the United Nations International Criminal Tribunal for
Rwanda (ICTR) upheld 25-year jail terms imposed on Lieutenant Colonel
Ephrem Setako and Yussuf Munyakazi for crimes of genocide.

Opposition to the culture of impunity necessitates strong determination from
the international community and the reinforcement of judicial instruments. In
Haiti, one of the unfavourable circumstances leading to impunity is that the
judicial branch remains inaccessible to large segments of the population and is
lacking in resources, credibility, and competence, as judges who are often
threatened with assassination in many cases elect to protect themselves rather
than uphold the law. 449 The incapacity of the legal system to tackle crime and
provide legal redress has often led to mob justice and increased cycles of
violence, testing the inability of an already weak state. 450

Judicial and penitentiary reforms are required. At present, both lawyers and
judges abuse the use of pre-trial detention, the average length of which is about
two years for felonies. In Haiti, prisoners held in pre-trial detention constitute
80% of the prison population. 451 The prisons lack hygiene and health care and
are generally dangerous. Many prisons lack medicine and food as well.
Moreover, because many Haitian prisons have been destroyed as a result of
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political and environmental crises, there has been an increase in prisoners
detained at police stations that are ill-equipped for this task. 452

Young offenders are especially vulnerable. In some cases, juveniles have been
remanded in custody for up to two years due to the lack of children’s
magistrates in certain districts. Juveniles are also required to share
accommodations with adult prisoners. According to Forst, Haiti needs to
establish alternative measures for juveniles, such as rehabilitation and
reintegration programs. 453 A complete judicial overhaul is long overdue.

In Pakistan, blasphemy laws relating to the desecration or denigration of holy
personages, items and places of the Islamic faith have widely been misused to
harass and victimize minorities. Attempts to reform or repeal the blasphemy
laws have been met by repression and, in extreme cases, murder, such as the
assassination of Punjab Governor Salmaan Taseer. The perpetrators of these
offences, particularly Mumtaz Qadri, who was employed as a bodyguard for
Governor Taseer when he committed the assassination, have been greeted with
adulation instead of condemnation.

In fact, during Qadri’s court appearance, there were loud cheers and rose petals
thrown at him. 454 As well, when Member of Parliament Sherry Rehman
attempted to put forward a motion at the National Assembly to repeal the
blasphemy law, she was forced to withdraw it after being harassed and having
her life threatened. 455 Others, such as Shahbaz Bhatti, Pakistan’s first Federal
Minister for Minorities, were highly critical of Pakistan’s blasphemy law; he
was assassinated on 2 March 2011.
452
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Pakistan’s blasphemy law prohibits and punishes anyone who speaks against
Islam, with sentences ranging from prison terms to the death penalty.
Thousands of Christians, Ahmadi Muslims and other religious minorities
remain in custody, charged with violations of the blasphemy laws. More than
one thousand religious minorities have been charged under blasphemy laws
between 1986 and 2011, and 32 have been killed extra-judicially by angry
mobs and individuals. 456 Although religious minorities represent only a small
fraction of Pakistan’s population, they account for more than 50 percent of
prosecutions under blasphemy laws.

457

The culture of impunity in Pakistan has been seriously condemned by several
leading human rights organization; the Jinnah Institute, for example, has asked
that Pakistan:
[r]emove impunity in a systematic manner for prayer leaders in mosques,
particularly those controlled by the state and under the respective
provincial and federal Auqaf departments, for incitement to hatred on the
basis of religious affiliation. 458
In addition, the Institute has asked for parliamentarians to create a consensus
for “regulating madrassas and mosques to prevent their use for the promotion
and propagation of anti-minority propaganda and hate speech against nonMuslims”. 459

Leading organizations such as the Asian Human Rights Commission (AHRC)
have also expressed their concern about the endemic nature of human rights
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violations in Pakistan. 460 The AHRC refers to the reports of thousands of
people being tortured and suffering forced disappearance by law enforcement
agencies. In the Balochistan province between 2002 and 2005 more than 4000
people have been detained, yet less than 200 have been presented before the
courts, with the remaining detainees held incommunicado. 461 As well, honour
killing is still prevalent, with reports of up to 500 women being killed per year,
as many as 20 percent of whom were minors. 462

Other states have been embroiled in a bitter and destructive civil war. The civil
war in Sri Lanka, between the majority Sinhala government and the Tamil
minority, eventually led to the killing of the rebel leader of the Liberation
Tigers of Tamil Eeelam (LTTE). The world is still waiting to see how this state
will deal with post-conflict reconstruction. Several reports by various human
rights organizations, including the Office of the High Commissioner for
Human Rights, have been critical of the lack of judicial independence in Sri
Lanka. 463 Impunity for those who committed gross and systematic violations of
human rights will make it impossible to achieve the reconciliation that is
needed between the Sinhalese and the Tamil communities.

Sovereignty implies legal autonomy and constitutional independence, and
when states fail in their ability to control their territory, it certainly poses a
challenge to the effective pursuit of justice. The next subsection examines the
concept of state sovereignty, recognized as a legal principle which is codified
by the United Nations Charter.
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2.2.7 Lack Territorial Control – de jure and de facto Sovereignty Gap

States require both de jure and de facto sovereignty in order to enforce and
maintain authority and achieve the structural competency of a functioning
state. Sovereignty as understood by Westphalian model signifies the “legal
identity of a state in international law”. 464 It is this notion, as suggested by the
International Commission on Intervention and State Sovereignty, that provides,
“order, stability and predictability in international relations”. 465 Closing the gap
between the two is essential to meeting security needs and creating legitimacy.
Although de jure sovereignty grants a state the right to exclusive power over its
territory, when a state suffers from instability, illegitimacy, and loss of rule of
law and is unable to fulfil the attributes of central government to effectively
exert control over its own territory, de facto sovereignty remains absent,
greatly hindering progress.466

In failed states the physical control of the territory is compromised, generally
through civil conflicts, terrorism and high levels of violence. State failure
suggests that when states lose territorial control, various factions vie for power
and institutions begin to lose legitimacy. 467

In order to deal with this breach of territorial sovereignty, scholars have
suggested that a paradigm shift is needed to address the critical gap between de
jure and de facto sovereignty. Accordingly, this new paradigm implies the need
464
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for the integration of various types of international assistance in order to focus
on closing the sovereignty gap by harnessing “the international system behind
the goal of enhancing the sovereignty of states – that is, to enhance the capacity
of these states to perform the functions that define them as states. Long-term
partnerships must be created to prepare and then implement strategies to close
this sovereignty gap”. 468

It has been argued that the concept of sovereignty as a capacity rather than as a
legal right forms a hierarchy of sovereignty in which some states are deemed to
be more sovereign than others. As previously mentioned in reference to state
formation, the approach of a hierarchy of sovereignty was expanded by Robert
Jackson, who characterized post-colonial states as ‘quasi-states’ since many of
these new states lacked the structural competency to regulate and develop their
societies. In Jackson's view, these states possessed the international legal right
of de jure sovereignty but lacked the domestic capacity to administrate and
therefore create de facto sovereignty. For Jackson, this ‘negative sovereignty’
ensuing from this gap between the de jure and de facto nature of many states is
defined as follows:
negative sovereignty: a normative framework which uphold the de jure
legal sovereignty of states in the developing world (in contrast to
‘positive sovereignty’ in Europe which had emerged after states were
consolidated). Such states, in theory, enjoy legal freedom from outside
interference but they lack the ability to meaningfully function or provide
public services, including order.469
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Jackson described these weak ‘quasi-states’ as having been incorporated into
the international community even though they were “juridical more than
empirical entities” 470

The following subsection concerning human rights suggests, as noted by the
International Commission on Intervention and State Sovereignty, that “[s]tate
sovereignty implies responsibility, and the primary responsibility for the
protection of its people lies with the state itself”. 471

2.2.8 Gross and Systematic Violations of Human Rights

Some human rights advocates argue that the state is the problem.
Notwithstanding this argument, this study maintains that it is the state which is
the principal defender of human rights and that failed states pose a threat to this
responsibility. One of enduring attributes of failed states is the level of gross
and systematic violence committed by both state and non-state actors,
including sexual violence, murder, extra-judicial killing and, in extreme cases,
war crimes, crimes against humanity and other breaches of international
humanitarian and human rights law. William Schabas has maintained that, in
the hierarchy of crimes, genocide “belongs at the apex of the pyramid.” 472
These violations of human rights inevitably lead to the internal displacement of
people and entire communities as well as refugee flows to neighbouring states.
Professor Payam Akhavan views with merit Schabas’ observation and goes on
to address in his book the simple but overlooked question of whether genocide
is in fact the ‘ultimate crime’, pointing to “the ongoing debate over whether
470
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Cambridge:

atrocities committed by the Sudanese government in Sudan constitute
genocide,” 473 in order to illustrate the relevance of such a question.

It has also been noted that sexual violence continues to be a problem in several
of the world’s major conflicts, presenting a challenge for international efforts
to eradicate it. Just over ten years ago, the Security Council of the United
Nations adopted what was meant to be a landmark Resolution 1325 requiring
parties in conflict situations to respect women's rights and to participate in
peace negotiations. 474 In 2008, the Security Council adopted Resolution 1820,
which recognized sexual violence as a tactic of war and stated its intent to
consider sanctions against responsible parties. The Security Council Resolution
notes that:
civilians account for the vast majority of those adversely affected by
armed conflict; that women and girls are particularly targeted by the use
of sexual violence, including as a tactic of war to humiliate, dominate,
instil fear in, disperse and/or forcibly relocate civilian members of a
community or ethnic group; and that sexual violence perpetrated in this
manner may in some instances persist after the cessation of hostilities;
Recalling its condemnation in the strongest terms of all sexual and other
forms of violence committed against civilians in armed conflict, in
particular women and children. 475
The Security Council demanded the “immediate and complete cessation by all
parties to armed conflict of all acts of sexual violence against civilians” 476 and
expressed “its deep concern that, despite repeated condemnation, violence and
sexual abuse of women and children trapped in war zones was not only
473
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continuing, but, in some cases, had become so widespread and systematic as to
reach appalling levels of brutality”. 477 In 2009, the Security Council expanded
its scope of influence regarding children in armed conflict to include the
killing, maiming or raping of children. 478
Earlier that year, another resolution called for substantive action by the
Secretary-General, including the establishment of a Special Representative on
Sexual Violence in Conflict and the creation of a team of rule of law experts
that could be sent to assist weak states in combating sexual violence. The
Council requested the Secretary-General to provide detailed reports on parties
suspected of committing acts of sexual violence against which the Council
could then impose sanction. 479
Eleven years after its adoption, Landmark Security Council Resolution 1320
has yielded very little results for women and children in many failed states. It is
known that in Sudan “rape has long been identified as a weapon of war in
Darfur” 480 and, although the Darfur peace negotiations contributed to a
decrease in violence, “clashes that did continue between the government and
various rebel factions have been accompanied by cases of rape, gang rape and
other physical assaults thought to be carried out by all sides”. 481

Additionally, in the last couple of months, in light of South Sudan’s
independence, there has been an upshot in violence in Darfur. Adding to this:
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Humanitarian agencies have been denied access to areas between North
and South Darfur, and IDP populations – especially women and children
– are thought to be particularly vulnerable. 482 The situation in Sudan is
aggravated by the systematic denial of the government of the extent, or
even of the existence of widespread sexual violence. The government is
prone to accuse international NGOs of fabricating a problem that they
then use to obtain funding from their western donors for whom this is a
popular cause. 483
Louise Arbour, President of the International Crisis Group, noted in her
presentation to the Canadian House of Commons in 2011 that, notwithstanding
the Comprehensive Peace Agreement between the North and South, one recent
study has suggested “that women continue to suffer rape and other forms of
gender-based violence. Sexual violence is carried out with impunity by the
police and armed forces since soldiers feel a sense of entitlement as liberators
above the law”. 484 Specifically, in the towns of Juba and Torit, a number of
females in the marketplaces are victims of rape and sexual assault at the hands
of security forces. 485 Furthermore, the deadly attacks in Jonglei in March and
April of 2009 are evidenced to have been specifically intended to harm women
and children. 486
Gender equality and gender rights must be viewed as more critical in order to
prevent such human rights abuses. The government of Afghanistan, along with
its international supporters, is unable to secure and protect the equal rights of
women (and girls) as outlined in the Afghan constitution. Their inability to do
482
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so must be viewed critically, as “[t]hese shortfalls can’t be scrubbed away by
reference to Afghan cultural norms. They should be seen in the context of an
American-led international intervention in which justice and meaningful efforts
to build rule of law institutions have been largely absent”. 487 Similar
circumstances can be found:
In Haiti, Sudan and Afghanistan, as well as in the eastern provinces of
the Democratic Republic of Congo, entrenched patterns of abuse against
women intersect with newer trends emerging from social breakdown
associated with armed conflict. 488
It is very important to consider that work concerning sexual violence is often
subcontracted to civil society or humanitarian organizations, and while this is
often times perceived as necessary, either because the state refuses to take part
in resolving such concerns or is itself implicated in such crimes, “law
enforcement and justice are basic public goods and, therefore, the preserve of
state actors. The extent to which they can be contracted out to civil society
groups is limited. NGOs can open clinics but not courts”.489 It is necessary to
take into account that:
[w]hile civil society groups – or peacekeepers – may be able to provide
short term protection and assistance to victims, their work must be
complemented by longer term development of state capacity to prevent
sexual violence and punish perpetrators. And this is of course part and
parcel of a larger effort at building state institutions in the justice sector,
broadly defined. 490
In Haiti, for example, sexual violence was pervasive:
even before the earthquake and the subsequent humanitarian disaster, as
the rule of law was weak and years of development efforts had failed to
487
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construct a functioning criminal justice system. The crisis has further
increased the vulnerability of many women and girls. Data is unreliable,
but widespread abuse and rape has been reported in the 1,200–1,300 IDP
camps in the capital which house over one million residents. 491
A United Nations report on South Sudan alleges that violations of international
law, crimes against humanity and war crimes are being committed in the
Kordofan state and attributes this to Sudanese Armed Forces (SAF). The
reported alleges violations included:
extrajudicial killings, arbitrary arrests and illegal detention, enforced
disappearances, attacks against civilians, looting of civilian homes and
destruction of property...a series of extrajudicial killings targeted at
people who were affiliated with the SPLA-N and SPLM, most of whom
allegedly were from the Nuba communities. 492
As noted above, failed states create instability for the international community
as people become displaced or become refugees as a result of gross and
systematic human rights violations. Individuals become victims of state
oppression when international treaties are not respected. In Sudan, human
rights agencies have charged that the government supports and participates in
slavery as well as in attacks against its own people. 493

A report published in 2011 by a coalition of human rights groups warned of
rising levels of violence in Darfur. The conflict has been going on for a number
of years. In 2006, the Darfur Peace Agreement was signed by the Sudan
Liberation Movement and the Government, which called for the disarmament
and demobilization of the Janjaweed militia. The Agreement has since been
supplanted by the Doha Agreement of 2011. The coalition, which included
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Human Rights Watch, African Centre for Peace and Justice Studies, and The
Enough Project, insists that the situation is getting worse and has urged the
United Nations Security Council to “insist on regular public reports on the
humanitarian and human rights situation in Darfur and throughout Sudan in
order to monitor the situation on the ground adequately”. 494

In Sierra Leone, state failure has led to the establishment of a class of
downtrodden youths who see joining armed gangs as one of the only ways to
improve their own lives. 495 In Chad, rebel forces are destabilizing the country,
creating hundreds of thousands refugees and internally displaced persons
(IDP).496 The list of human rights violations in failed states is too excessive to
be fully and effectively analyzed in this thesis.

Violations of human rights occur when any state or non-state actor breaches
any of the treaties that exist in international human rights and humanitarian
law. The violations of human rights and security in failed states inevitably lead,
as will be examined in the next subsection, to the loss of social cohesion and
development.

2.2.9 Loss of Social Cohesion and Lack of Development

Failed states are characterized, inter alia, by lack of development, which leads
to poverty and loss of social cohesion. Failure is often aggregated by a decline
in per capita income, with economic growth remaining impossible until state
494
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functioning is reinstated. This was the case in Angola where the economy was
ruined by both the colonial wars and the civil war that came after
independence, notwithstanding the fact that Angola is rich in natural resources
such as petroleum and diamonds.

In many African countries, due to corrupt and autocratic rulers, the state,
instead of being an instrument that provides benefits to the population,
has provided benefits to only the ruling few. Poor governance in many
African states that “destroyed or at least badly undermined the basis for
any kind of government at all” 497 is a root cause of loss of social cohesion
and development. Lack of social cohesion often results in conflict and
poor development. Often, the loss of social cohesion and conflicts are
internal, although it has been noted that external pressures can also be a
source of such problems.

In a functioning state, people “tend to obey the rules not because they are
worried about cops but because they have obligations to other people”. 498
Accordingly, some scholars have indicated that these formal and informal
procedures do not exist in failed states, and as noted by Robert Putman,
“defection, distrust, shirking, exploitation, isolation, disorder, and
stagnation intensify one another”. 499 Once such dysfunction occurs, social
cohesion disappears, creating a vacuum for those who have a stake in the
instability and structural incompetency of a state. 500
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When the state is unable or unwilling to provide security and development,
individuals often look for non-state actors. The manner in which the state
addresses the frailties of their development and security affects their
propensity for failure, 501 thus often strengthening the likelihood that the
security dilemmas within the state will escalate into war. 502 Some security
situations, such as the ones present in Sierra Leone and the Democratic
Republic of the Congo, allow non-state actors to emerge and thrive in the
absence of rule of law and social cohesion. The tendency becomes a reality
when:
nonstate leaders recruit followers and supply them with arms, the
arms having been procured from smugglers, on a black market, or
by theft or purchase from soldiers or official armories. Until this
decisive moment, weak states may appear to be failing. But
insurgent attacks, fuelled by newly obtain arms or provoked by
governmental errors or refusals to act (as in Côte d’Ivoire), plunge
a failing state into a crisis from which it may depending on the
official response - never recover. 503
As indicated above, lack of social cohesion within and between states
frequently results in conflict and poor development. The final subsection on the
structural incompetency of failed states suggests that state failure is also the
result of corrupt and weak institutions.
2.2.10 Corruption and Weak Institutions

The capacity of the state to mobilize its resources in order to provide for the
basic needs of its people is compromised by high levels of corruption and weak
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institutions. In Vienna, at the January 2003 United Nations General Assembly
Ad Hoc Committee for the Negotiation of a Convention against Corruption, it
was widely recognized that the impact of corruption is a “threat to the stability
of societies, the establishment and maintenance of the rule of law and
economic and political progress”. 504

The Committee concluded that in order to solve the problem of abhorrent
behaviour, the assets derived from corruption must be recovered, thereby
sending a message that such corruption will not be tolerated. 505

Corruption, ever the enemy of stability, remains one of the most important
challenges facing weak and failed states, threatening the integrity of state
systems, eroding rule of law and leading to criminal entrepreneurs who take
advantage of weak law enforcement, economic stagnation and poverty. It is not
unforeseen that many of the world’s most unstable and least governed states
are also those with the highest levels of corruption. 506

Benefiting from weak law enforcement and legal infrastructure, a culture of
impunity is produced, creating criminal enterprises that engage in drug
trafficking, human trafficking, and terrorist activities, which are among the
most threatening activities plaguing failed states. An example of this can be
seen in West Africa where the security institutions of states like Côte d’Ivoire,
Guinea Bissau, and Sierra Leone are hampered by corruption, making their
borders easily penetrable by cocaine traffickers who threaten the security of the
entire region. 507
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The nexus between corruption and weak institutions is not only present in
failed states. Generally speaking, both weak and failed states exhibit high
degrees of corruption. This manifestation is challenged by the absence of a
functioning bureaucracy and political will, which can significantly affect the
pace of challenging corruption. A 2002 United States National Security
Strategy report noted that “[p]overty does not make people into terrorists and
murderers. Yet poverty, weak institutions, and corruption can make weak states
vulnerable to terrorist networks and drug cartels”. 508 Weak and failed states
restrict people to enduring miserable lives. 509
Many of the pre-eminent flaws of failed states are directly connected to the
plethora of self-serving leaders and members of the elite who have taken
charge of the state for the sole purpose of creating state institutions that benefit
only themselves, breaching the social contract between the state and its
citizens. The state “does not deliver to its people and the people accordingly
have to turn to non-state communities (ethnic groups, clans, tribes, religion) for
the satisfaction of their material and non-material needs”. 510

When the downward spiral of state failure commences:
corrupt autocrats and their equally corrupt associates usually have few
incentives to arrest their state's slide since they themselves find clever
ways to benefit from impoverishment and misery. As foreign and
domestic investment dries up, jobs vanish, and per capita incomes fall,
the mass of citizens in an imperilled state see their health, educational,
and logistical entitlements melt away. Food and fuel shortages occur.
Privation and hunger follow, especially if a climatic catastrophe
508
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intervenes. 511
State failure covers several modes of political and economic decay that lead to
corruption and poverty. Lebanon from 1972 to 1979, Nigeria between 1993
and 1999 and Zimbabwe from 2001 to 2002 provide clear examples of how
corruption, violence and economic neglect can reduce the standard of living
and lead to failure. In some states, primarily in sub-Saharan Africa, there are
areas that lack state presence, with no administrative institutions; as a result,
the state is unable to project its authority, leaving these states, as some have
stated, in danger of “being hollowed out”. 512

Most of these failed states expend a considerably large amount of revenue
on their militaries, disproportionate to the very little spent on capacitybuilding and the provision of positive services to their populations. When
drought and famine are added to the equation, the state is rendered
incapable of assisting its population, leaving the international community
to provide assistance.

In Haiti, for example, combating corruption, especially that of the police, is
urgently required. Although slow, President Préval made a political
commitment to making the fight against corruption a strategic objective;
however, the proposed reform never materialized. Haiti was ranked 146th out of
176 countries surveyed in Transparency International’s 2011 Corruption
Perceptions Index. 513 The relationship between the Haitian people and the
National Police “...is still characterized by suspicion, accusations of brutality,
511
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human rights violations and complicity with criminal and corrupt elements”,
including “allegations of brutality, violence and rape by uniformed officers”. 514

As indicated above, the failure of one structural competency issue does
not necessarily lead to state instability and failure, but taken collectively
these broad structural categories inevitably lead already weak states to
failure. Adding to these challenges are the historical legacies of
colonialism and terrorism.

2.3 Legacy of Colonialism
The establishment and maintenance of colonialism in any territory has almost
always been primarily motivated by the desire to secure resources. This was
clearly the case in Africa, and it has therefore been noted that “any rudimentary
institutions that were built in colonial states were either incidental to this
central objective or designed to facilitate pacification and resource
exploitation. In these extraction colonies, coercive security was the central
focus of institution building”. 515

A fruitful discussion of the reasons why so many African states have failed can
be understood, in addition to the previously noted causes, within the context of
the manner in which they emerged as nations. Most faced the burdens and
challenges of building states based on the arbitrarily drawn borders of their
former colonial rulers. For the most part, African states were products of
European colonialism, with the exception of Sudan that was in part a product
514
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of colonialism by Ottoman Egypt.516 Sudan’s colonial borders were always
imprecise, and this would later affect the nature of Sudan’s fragmentation. 517
However, once the colonial borders were established, it was exceedingly
difficult to redraw them:
Once it was clear that the European nation-state would serve as the
organizing principle for African politics, it was probably inevitable that
African leaders would decide to retain the boundaries as created by the
colonialists. ...The African nationalists did not advocate returning to
precolonial practices because they knew that precolonial practices had
nothing to offer them when thinking of how to rearrange ‘Kenya’ or
‘Guinea.’ 518
The colonial pattern established by Belgian King Leopold, the sole ruler of the
Congo Free State, was brutal, and thousands died as a result of forced
labour. 519 The Belgian administration prevented Africans from assuming any
managerial positions and just before Zaire (the Democratic Republic of the
Congo) became independent in 1960, there were only “three African civil
servants among the country's 4,600 top officials and no African doctors,
dentists, pharmacists, professional lawyers, engineers, or even veterinarians. In
all, only seventeen Congolese had earned a university degree before
independence”. 520 This left the new state with a very limited capacity to deliver
any positive goods to its people.

Many African states began their independence under these extremely difficult
conditions. From Guinea Bissau, Burundi, the Democratic Republic of the
Congo, Somalia and Sudan to Sierra Leone, Guinea and Côte d’Ivoire:
516
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failed or failing states confront us with an all too familiar litany of
scourges--civil societies shot to bits by ethno--regional violence, massive
flows of hapless refugees across national boundaries, widespread
environmental disasters, rising rates of criminality, and the utter
bankruptcy of national economies. 521
In Africa, many “quasi-states” 522 were artificial creations of the European
colonial system, and their abrupt decolonization following the Second World
War caused them to experience extreme weakness in their infancy, which was
later worsened by the realities of the Cold War:
The ready assumption of the Cold War period that each superpower
needed to sustain its allies, often by military means, helped to foster
a level of militarization that, far from sustaining states, ultimately
helped to undermine them. Weapons escaped from the control of the
governments to which they were supplied-by capture from
government forces by insurgents within the state concerned, or as a
result of the support given by states to opposition movements across
their frontiers-and were used against states, rather than for them. 523
Charles Alao argues that Africa’s weak states and subsequent failures were a
result of the way African states were created by the colonial powers. These
new states were created by bringing an assembly of people from diverse ethnic,
political and religious affiliations together in order to forge a common sense of
citizenship. 524 Jeffrey Herbst argues a similar point in regards to the
decolonization of Africa as coming from the formal colonization of Africa and
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then being substituted with an artificial state system. 525 For Herbst, state failure
in many African states was due in part to the inflexibility imposed by the Cold
World and the rules of sovereignty expanded by the United Nations causes. 526

Although the founding of the United Nations began with the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights, many of the founding members were colonial
powers who at first prevented the Security Council from expanding its role in
colonial matters. However, this tendency was modified over time, and today
the United Nations plays a fundamental role in the process of decolonization.
In 1961, the United Nations established the Special Committee on the Situation
with regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of
Independence of Colonial Countries and Peoples, also referred to as
Committee 24, 527 to exclusively focus on monitoring the implementation of the
Declaration and providing information on the 16 Non-Self-Governing
Territories (NSGTs). 528 As well, in 1990, the General Assembly proclaimed
the first International Decade for the Eradication of Colonialism.

As noted above, the history of colonialism has a tremendous impact on the
formation and failure of post-colonial states. In the following subsection, the
nexus between terrorism and failed states will be explored. It is not that
terrorism only occurs in failed states but rather that these states provide an
environment in which terrorist groups are able to operate and expand.
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2.4 Terrorism

Many researchers maintain that while not all weak or failed states are afflicted
with terrorism, be it national or transnational, it is still a sound assertion that
weak or failed states represent a national and international security concern.

Threats of terrorism emanate from these states as they provide safe havens for
terrorists and create regional instability, threatening the rule of law, good
governance and stability. 529 Furthermore, terrorism can prolong state weakness
and failure, making it more difficult for countries to recover. Francis
Fukuyama has noted that “[s] ince the end of the Cold War, weak and failing
states have arguably become the single-most important problem for
international order”. 530 Terrorists groups, according to several analyses, base
their operations in weak and failing states, where they can benefit from an
absence of law which allows for the use of illicit economic activities to finance
their operations and facilitates their access to weapons and territory for training
purposes.531 In 2002, following the Sept. 11, 2001 terrorist attacks on the
United States, The White House National Security Strategy declared that:
weak states, like Afghanistan, can pose as great a danger to our national
interests as strong states...poverty may not turn people into terrorists, but
poverty, weak institutions and corruption can make weak states
vulnerable to terrorist networks and drug cartels. 532
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The reconstruction of rule of law, security and development in states such as
Afghanistan has been complicated by the various terrorist activities still taking
place after the fall of the Taliban. 533 Transnational terrorist organizations, such
as al-Qaeda, for example, benefit from state failure in Afghanistan and Sudan
which enables them to recruit members and build training camps for their
terrorist activities as well as provides them with a safe haven. 534 A United
States Congressional report notes that there is a link between transnational
crime and terrorist groups:
[T]he international community has seen a surge in the number of
transnational crime groups emerging in safe havens of weak, conflict
prone states... Criminal groups can thrive off the illicit needs of failing
states...rebel groups have been known to solicit the services of vast illicit
arms trafficking networks to fuel deadly conflicts embers of the
international community. 535
According to a World Bank report, the number of states that could provide a
breeding ground for terrorism jumped from seventeen in 2003 to 26 in 2006. 536
It is clear that when states do not provide for the basic social needs of their
populations, they present a ripe breeding ground for terrorist organizations to
recruit and radicalize disadvantaged youth.537

With renewed focus on terrorism after 9/11, failed states such as Afghanistan,
Somalia and Sudan, to name but a few, have gained international attention. In
Sudan, the United States “strongly pressured the government to co-operate
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against terrorism and, at the same time, became more involved in the peace
process”. 538

A prevailing fear within the world community is the failure of a state which
possesses nuclear weapons. 539 Several US national security advisors worry that
global terrorists are aggressively on the lookout for nuclear weapons. 540
Pakistan’s porous borders, as well as the terrorist bombings in several major
centres, have left many to question the safety guarantees of the country
regarding nuclear weapons. 541 Adding to the problem is constant political
instability and Taliban advancement in Pakistan and near the Pakistan - Afghan
border. The militant group known as the Pakistan Taliban have links to alQaeda and have attacked several military installations. 542

In her address to the United Nations General Assembly on 27 September 2011,
Pakistan Foreign Minister Hina Rabbani Khar expressed her country’s anxiety
concerning terrorism:
Our streets are filled with armed police posts. We cannot enter our parks
or shopping centres or churches or mosques without being searched and
frisked. Terrorists have attacked our military installations, attacked the
gravesites of our spiritual leaders, attacked our minorities, and attacked
the very idea of Pakistan. 543
In Pakistan, the ever-increasing militant insurgency of the tribal rebellion in the
Swat Valley, predominantly characterized in western media as actions of the
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Taliban occurring in the post-President Pervez Musharraf era, has undermined
the initial sense of optimism that briefly emerged following the election of Asif
Ali Zardari in September 2008. Since coming to power, the Zardari presidency
has been marked with increased instability both domestically and regionally. 544
This has occurred in the context of the erosion of human rights, rampant
corruption, tribal unrest, loss of control over many parts of its territory, and its
land being used by terrorists to launch attacks against its civilians as well as
neighbouring nations such as Afghanistan and India. 545 Much of these fights
take place in tribal areas and reflect the fact that most of their allegiances cross
seemingly invisible international boundaries, particularly between Pakistan and
Afghanistan.

It appears that Pakistan’s greatest internal threats stem from the dangerously
autonomous regions of the Swat Valley and Southern Waziristan, where
terrorist groups exploit instability and porous borders. Pakistan’s failure to
effectively control its territory provides a safe haven for insurgency groups
from both Afghanistan and Pakistan. 546 According to Anita Demkiv:
There are a myriad of political and military calamities throughout the
country that contribute to its near failed state status. Currently, Pakistan
is one of the least stable countries possessing nuclear weapons; the
economy is crippled; Kashmir remains contentious; the northwest
region, known as the Federally Administered Tribal Areas (FATA)
harbours exiled Taliban leaders and al Qaeda’s leadership; and there is
an ongoing radicalization throughout the country—not limited to the
FATA. As seen in the December 2008 attacks on Mumbai, the security
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of countries near and far could be gravely affected by Pakistan’s
inability to reign in terrorist elements. 547
Despite numerous denials by Pakistani government officials that Osama bin
Laden was in Pakistan, the Government of this country was profoundly
embarrassed when on 2 May 2011 the terrorist leader was shot and killed
inside a private residential compound in Abbottabad, Pakistan. Some officials
have accused Pakistan's security establishment of protecting bin Laden. 548 The
actions seriously undermine the Pakistani government’s claim that it is serious
in its efforts to tackle the Taliban. Doubts also remain over the army’s
willingness to fight those Taliban members involved in cross-border attacks in
Afghanistan. 549 Pakistan ranks high in Foreign Policy’s Failed States Index
due to its security concerns and loss of territorial sovereignty. 550

In September 2011, United States Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff,
Admiral Mike Mullen, blamed the Inter-Services Intelligence (ISI) of Pakistan
for involvement in support of the insurgents that attacked the American
Embassy in Kabul and for supporting the Quetta Shura and the Haqqani
Network based in tribal areas of Pakistan. According to Mullen, these
networks:
operate from Pakistan with impunity. Extremist organizations serving as
proxies of the government of Pakistan are attacking Afghan troops and
civilians as well as U.S. soldiers. For example, we believe the Haqqani
Network—which has long enjoyed the support and protection of the
Pakistani government and is, in many ways, a strategic arm of Pakistan’s
Inter-Services Intelligence Agency—is responsible for the September
13th attacks against the U.S. Embassy in Kabul. There is ample evidence
confirming that the Haqqanis were behind the June 28th attack against
547
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the Inter-Continental Hotel in Kabul and the September 10th truck bomb
attack that killed five Afghans and injured another 96 individuals, 77 of
whom were U.S. soldiers. 551
Terrorism is both a regional and international threat, with terrorist networks
operating in several failed states. In January 2009, al-Qaeda in the Arabian
Peninsula (AQAP) was formed by a merger between two regional Islamist
militants operating in Yemen and Saudi Arabia. 552 AQAP has taken advantage
of the state failure in Yemen which was a result of the 2011 uprising against
the government. 553

As noted above, since 9/11, the discourse regarding state failure has focused on
the security threats that it poses to the regional and international community,
and it is against this backdrop that terrorism has garnered considerable interest.
How state failure is evaluated and measured is also important to such
discourse, as will be enunciated in the following section.

2.5 Limitations in Measuring State Failure

Assessing and measuring the causes of failed states will always be an imperfect
practice. Although the concept of failed states is not new, it has suffered from
several analytical shortcomings and lack of agreement among both
policymakers and scholars over the particular characteristics that warrant such
designation. 554 There has also been criticism that it lacks clear criteria to define
failure, a tendency to apply the term to very different countries, and a failure to
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take into account the particular circumstances in such countries. As Charles
Call pointedly observed in 2006, the indicators scholars have proposed for state
failure often lean towards the idiosyncratic. 555 Jonathan Di John argues that the
central problem with ranking states according to a failure index is that it is
open-ended, pigeon-holes states, and is constantly being challenged. 556

However, it can be useful to index, measure and break state failure down into
sub-categories. As state failure is not accidental, analysing the structural
competency of a state offers an indication of whether that state is heading
towards weakness or failure. Taken together with a judicious assessment of
several structural competency issues, it can present qualitative warning signs.
At present, there exists no quantitative research that can be used to identify the
precise tipping points which transform a weak state into a failed state. While
institutional and structural flaws contribute to failure, these problems are noted
by several scholars as usually flowing from leadership errors. 557

Several policymakers and scholars have attempted to index state failure. For
example, Susan Rice, formerly of the Brookings Institution and appointed in
2009 as the United States ambassador to the United Nations, has indexed state
weakness in the developing world. Rice measures 141 developing nations
according to their relative performance in four critical spheres: economic,
political, security and social welfare. She has found that, in general, “state
weakness is strongly associated with poverty (which explains some 50% of
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variation in country scores) as well as government effectiveness, child
mortality, and recent conflict”. 558

Jean-German Gros differentiates five scenarios for failed states: chaotic,
phantom, anaemic, captured and aborted,559 which, in addition to the loss of
structural competency of the state, are the results of a variety of sources both
internal and external. Early warning theorists on the topic of state failure prefer
to monitor and focus attention on high-risk conditions for a predictable model.
There are a variety of predictable models which Dipak Gupta prefers to
classify as either data-based (time and effort intensive) or judgment based
(captures a broader qualitative significance) procedures. 560 Each model has its
own usefulness and in many instances overlaps with the work of other scholars.

State failure can occur in many forms, and cumulative indicators do not always
present information about the disparity of state competency across functions.
As outlined in the failure to meet the structural competency of statehood, states
descend towards failure when they lose legitimacy, are unable and unwilling to
deliver positive political goods to their people and are beset by internal
violence. In the contemporary global environment, where states represent the
foundation of world order, stability and predictability are difficult to achieve
due to the large number of states that are failing. 561

Other examples have been noted above and all have limitations in their
measure of state failure. However, as illustrated in this study, one possible
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solution is to broaden the criteria to encompass as many indicators as possible,
as suggested in the examples that were outlined in the measurement of the
structural competency of a state. This would allow policy makers, both in
national government and the international community, an opportunity to better
understand the structural problems affecting such states. As well, it will afford
them the opportunity to examine more thoroughly those states that are failing
their populations.
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Part II
International Human Rights Law and Security
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Chapter 3: International Human Rights Law
Predating the founding of the United Nations and the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights with its various human rights instruments, human rights were
regarded by states to be within their exclusive sphere and not subject to
international law. Notwithstanding this fact, there were already International
Humanitarian Law conventions in place as well as several decisions by the
Permanent Court of International Justice, including the 1927 judgement of the
Case of the S.S. Lotus (France v. Turkey) 562 and the 1923 Advisory Opinion on
the Nationality Decrees Issued in Tunis and Morocco (French Zone) 563
regarding state jurisdiction being subject to international law. Since then, there
has been an evolution in the codification of human rights law as a jus cogens
norm which binds states.
Following the horrors of the Second World War, several treaties came into
force designed to protect human rights. These treaties and other international
human rights instruments have contributed significantly to the understanding
and development of international human rights law and have imposed certain
obligations on states.
Human rights law has increasingly been integrated into treaties and customary
law both at the international and regional level. In spite of the great importance
that is attributed to the development of human rights law, a functioning state is
562
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still needed in order to defend these rights. What is required is state legislation
and administrative infrastructure for its implementation and to provide it
form. 564 As noted in Chapter 2, state failure is a result of the collapse of several
key structural competency indicators, and although failed states do not have to
perpetrate human rights violations to be classified as failed states, most do and
are unable to protect even the most basic of those rights.
Enforcement of international human rights law is challenged in failed states,
with many regimes ignoring treaty laws and conventions. However, states have
a duty to respect international law, and individuals can be held accountable, as
shall be noted in the following subsection on human rights instruments.
3.1 Human Rights Instruments

Since the Second World War, the affirmation of the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights (UDHR), although not a treaty, has become the principal and
fundamental international instrument elaborating on the United Nations
Charter. The Preamble of the Declaration proclaims the “...recognition of the
inherent dignity and of the equal and inalienable rights of all members of the
human family is the foundation of freedom, justice and peace in the world”. 565

International human rights law places obligations which states are bound to
respect. The United Nations Universal Declaration of Human Rights, for
example, declares in the preamble that Member States of the United Nations:
have pledged themselves to achieve, in co-operation with the United
Nations, the promotion of universal respect for and observance of human
rights and fundamental freedoms... a common understanding of these
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rights and freedoms is of the greatest importance for the full realization
of this pledge 566
As well, there are two multilateral treaties that further codify international
human rights norms: the International Covenant on Economic, Social and
Cultural Rights (ICESCR)567 and the International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights (ICCPR). 568 These two Covenants commit Member Nations to
respect individual civil and political rights. Article 1(1) of ICCPR notes that
“[a]ll peoples have the right of self-determination” 569 and Article 6 states that
“[e]very human being has the inherent right to life. This right shall be protected
by law”. 570 As well, Article 7 asserts that “[n]o one shall be subjected to torture
or to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment”. 571 In addition, the
United Nations Human Rights Council (UNHRC) has a Universal Periodic
Review that assesses the human rights situations in all 193 United Nations
Member States.

The adoption of these standard principles of state conduct and protection of
human rights has been one of the great achievements of the twentieth century.
Article 1(3) of the Charter commits Member States of the United Nations to
promote and encourage “respect for human rights and for fundamental
freedoms for all without distinction as to race, sex, language or religion”. 572

In 1984, the General Assembly adopted the United Nations Convention against
Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment,
566
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requiring states to take measures to prevent torture. It is asserted under Article
3(1) that “[n]o State Party shall expel, return ("refouler") or extradite a person
to another State where there are substantial grounds for believing that he would
be in danger of being subjected to torture”. 573 The Convention strictly prohibits
states from deporting or extraditing individuals where there are substantial
grounds for believing they will be tortured.574 This is especially important
given that people constantly flee areas of conflict in order to seek shelter in
neighbouring states. The African Union has also adopted the Convention for
the Protection and Assistance of Internally Displaced Persons in Africa
(Kampala Convention) 575 with the objective to prevent causes of internal
displacement and establish a “legal framework for solidarity, cooperation,
promotion of durable solutions and mutual support between the States Parties
in order to combat displacement and address its consequences”. 576

The preamble to the Convention also states that African Union Member States
are “CONSCIOUS of the gravity of the situation of internally displaced
persons as a source of continuing instability and tension for African states”.577
The significance of the Convention, given the lack of security and instability in
many African states, was certainly evident in Uganda during its severaldecades-long conflict which forced “2 million people to flee their homes ...
resulted in more than 100,000 deaths, and [in which] 25,000 children have
been abducted and forced into military service”. 578 Even after the signing of
the Cessation of Hostilities Agreement between the Government of Uganda and
573
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the Lord’s Resistance Army on 29 August 2006, most of the 2 million
internally displaced persons have returned to the areas they had fled; however,
years later, nearly 200,000 people remain in camps or transit sites. 579

Other regional treaties, such as the Inter-American Convention on The Forces
Disappearance of Persons 580 of the Organisation of American States, are
intended to combat the forced disappearance of people within the state. This
was an important treaty, particularly given the various recorded accounts of
forced disappearance during the reign of several dictatorships in Latin
America. Another internal legal instrument in combating forced disappearance
was the adoption of Resolution 47/133 581 by the United Nations General
Assembly in 1992.

In the Responsibility to Protect report, the International Commission on
Intervention and State Sovereignty notes that:
Together the Universal Declaration and the two Covenants mapped out
the international human rights agenda, established the benchmark for
state conduct, inspired provisions in many national laws and
international conventions, and led to the creation of long-term national
infrastructures for the protection and promotion of human rights. They
are important milestones in the transition from a culture of violence to a
more enlightened culture of peace. 582
Another significant milestone took place in Vienna on 25 June 1993 when
representatives of 171 States renewed their efforts to strengthen and implement
the body of existing international human rights instruments by adopting the
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Vienna Declaration and Programme of Action of the World Conference on
Human Rights. The Vienna Declaration states that:
All human rights are universal, indivisible and interdependent and
interrelated. The international community must treat human rights
globally in a fair and equal manner, on the same footing, and with the
same emphasis. While the significance of national and regional
particularities and various historical, cultural and religious backgrounds
must be borne in mind, it is the duty of States, regardless of their
political, economic and cultural systems, to promote and protect all
human rights and fundamental freedoms. 583
The Vienna Declaration reflects the importance of human rights as a universal
standard and also the connection to democracy in that “[d]emocracy,
development and respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms are
interdependent and mutually reinforcing”. 584

Treaties, according to the 1969 Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, are
to be interpreted in good faith, pacta sunt servanda. According to Article
31(1), “[a] treaty shall be interpreted in good faith in accordance with the
ordinary meaning to be given to the terms of the treaty in their context and in
the light of its object and purpose”. 585 However, as indicated above, the
protection of human rights as stipulated in international law is linked to a
suitable implementation by the State. The protection of human rights, since the
introduction of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the two
Covenants that were designed to protect individuals against state power, has
always required legislative implementation which in a failed state is not always
possible.
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The United Nations Universal Declaration of Human Rights initiated the
state’s objective in the process of civil and political rights as well as social,
economic and cultural rights. It has been suggested that the United Nations
“canonized a paradoxical view of change in the contemporary world... States
were to be the building blocks of the United Nations, while the United Nations,
in turn, would attempt to safeguard them from aggression”. 586
3.1.2 Regional Treaties

As noted above, states have a duty to protect their citizens from human rights
violations; elaborating this duty is a rich body of legal obligations that are
binding on states. In addition to international treaties, there exist other human
rights instruments in various regions to which states are signatories. In the
Americas, the American Declaration of the Rights and Duties of Man (1948)
predates the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. 587 As well, in 1969, the
Organization of American States adopted the American Convention on Human
Rights 588 In addition to the Convention are the Inter-American Commission on
Human Rights and the Inter-American Court of Human Rights, which are
responsible for overseeing compliance. The preamble of the American
Convention on Human Rights affirms the obligations of states signatory to the
Convention:
Recognizing that the essential rights of man are not derived from one's
being a national of a certain state, but are based upon attributes of the
human personality, and that they therefore justify international
protection in the form of a convention reinforcing or complementing the
protection provided by the domestic law of the American states;
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Reiterating that, in accordance with the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights, the ideal of free men enjoying freedom from fear and want can
be achieved only if conditions are created whereby everyone may enjoy
his economic, social, and cultural rights, as well as his civil and political
rights. 589
States have an obligation to uphold the rights set forth in the Convention.

The most recent regional human rights system is that set out in the African
Charter on Human and People's Rights 590 with its emphasis on collective
rights. The African Charter also established the African Court of Justice and
Human Rights. However, the system has been slow and thus far ineffective.
The European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR) is by far the most active
international treaty protecting human rights in Europe. The Convention also
established the European Court of Human Rights; any individual can have their
case handled by the Court whose decisions are binding on the States. Asia is
one continent that has yet to have a regional human rights mechanism,
although the adoption of the Charter of the Association of Southeast Asian
Nations

(ASEAN) 591

in

2007

and

also

the

establishment

of

an

Intergovernmental Commission on Human Rights on 23 October 2009 is a
positive development in that direction.
3.1.3 Humanitarian Law

When states fail, human rights laws offer only marginal protection as most of
the armed conflicts taking place around the world are internal armed conflicts.
Humanitarian law has, however, established rules to address the cruelties of
589
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war and civil conflicts and “aims to maintain a minimum of protection when
war sets aside most other laws”. 592 Humanitarian law calls for accountability of
non-state actors, whether individuals or groups; however, as noted by Daniel
Thurer, this can be impeded when a state fails, as it:
relies heavily on the hierarchical structures of the state and above all, on
the military order with its chain of command. These do not usually exist
in the case of anarchic conflicts involving loosely organized clans or
other units. Where every combatant is his own commander, the
traditional mechanisms for the implementation of international
humanitarian law are wholly ineffective. 593
This impediment creates a host of humanitarian problems which become a
burden that must be addressed by the international community.

Since the Nuremberg Tribunal, which contributed greatly to the changes in
international human rights law, there has been an examination of international
humanitarian law as it is increasingly coming to be concerned with the internal
armed conflicts of failed states. As many of the world’s conflicts take place
within states, it is important to note how individuals are protected within failed
states.

Article 3, common to the four Geneva Conventions of August 1949 stipulates,
as follows:
In the case of armed conflict not of an international character occurring
in the territory of one of the High Contracting Parties, each Party to the
conflict shall be bound to apply, as a minimum the following provisions:
(1) Persons taking no active part in the hostilities, including members of
armed forces who have laid down their arms and those placed ' hors de
combat ' by sickness, wounds, detention, or any other cause, shall in all
592
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circumstances be treated humanely, without any adverse distinction
founded on race, colour, religion or faith, sex, birth or wealth, or any
other similar criteria.
To this end, the following acts are and shall remain prohibited at any
time and in any place whatsoever with respect to the above-mentioned
persons:
(a) violence to life and person, in particular murder of all kinds,
mutilation, cruel treatment and torture;
(b) taking of hostages;
(c) outrages upon personal dignity, in particular humiliating and
degrading treatment;
(d) the passing of sentences and the carrying out of executions without
previous judgment pronounced by a regularly constituted court,
affording all the judicial guarantees which are recognized as
indispensable by civilized peoples.
(2) The wounded and sick shall be collected and cared for. 594
Article 3 provides a minimal humanitarian standard to be observed by all
parties in armed conflicts. This provision was elaborated by Protocol II, an
addition to the Geneva Conventions in 1977, which relates to the protection of
victims of non-international armed conflicts.

In the 1986 Nicaragua v United States of America, the International Court of
Justice called the precepts contained in Article 3 of the Geneva Conventions a
“mini-convention”, 595 applicable in all situations of armed conflict and
likewise qualified as principles of international humanitarian law. As a result,
common Article 3 “serves as a ‘minimum yardstick’ of protection in all
594
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conflicts, not just internal armed conflicts”. 596 Consequently, the principles of
Article 3 may “also be applied in the case of failing and failed States and that
the behaviour of parties to internal armed conflicts are to be measured against
this ‘minimum yardstick’”. 597

The Trial Chamber of the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former
Yugoslavia (ICTY) in its 1998 judgment of Prosecutor v. Anto Furundija,
stated that:
[T]he general principle of respect for human dignity is the basic
underpinning and indeed the very raison d’être of international
humanitarian law and human rights law; indeed in modem times it has
become of such paramount importance as to permeate the whole body of
international law 598
Clearly, in order to protect human rights, law is a tool of significant
importance.

3.2 Human Security – The concept
Since the ratification of the United Nations Charter, it has been clear that the
importance of human security has become much broader. The International
Commission on Intervention and State Sovereignty has defined human security
to mean:
the security of people - their physical safety, their economic and social
well-being, respect for their dignity and worth as human beings, and the
protection of their human rights and fundamental freedoms. The growing
recognition worldwide that concepts of security must include people as
596
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well as states has marked an important shift in international thinking
during the past decade.599
In the post-Cold War era, the emerging model for states has been one that
focuses on human security as the reference for regional and international
stability and prevention of state failure. The concept is intertwined with human
rights, development and security and came into prominence when the United
Nations Development Programme first brought global attention to the concept
in its 1994 Human Development Report. According to Sabina Alkire, Director
of the Oxford Poverty and Human Development Initiative, human security’s
theoretical origins responded to:
long-term threats of violence. Hence human security explicitly includes
responses to violence and often studies how poverty causes violence and
how violence contributes to poverty. It explores tradeoffs between
investments in military capabilities and investments in people’s survival,
livelihood and dignity. 600
The report’s broad definition of human security encompasses several areas of
development.

Notwithstanding the extensive definition of the concept, it has gained special
attention since the Sept. 11, 2001 attacks on the United States. The argument
made by some scholars is that there has been excessive focus on the state, often
at the expense of human rights. The concern by some scholars is that “statecentric analysis to security gives emphasis to the need for a stable regime and
may lead to propping up repressive regimes”. 601
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International instruments of human rights law are designed to make each state
responsible for the protection of its own population. Chapter 4 will explore
further some of the contemporary debates of what happens when states violate
these obligations and what the duties of the international community are in
protecting the populations of failed states.
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Chapter 4: State Responsibility - General Principles of Peremptory Norms

State responsibility is a fundamental principle of international law, whereby a
state, as defined in Boleslaw A. Boczek’s book, International Law: A
Dictionary:
either by an act or omission, has breached an international obligation in
force and incurs, in the absence of circumstances precluding
wrongfulness of its conduct, certain legal consequences for the
internationally wrongful act of attributable to it, including the obligation
to cease the wrongful conduct and make such full reparation of any
material and moral damage to the injured state or states as is reasonably
adequate depending on the merits of the case in question. 602
In the context of failed states, the question that needs to be raised concerns
transgressions committed by the state and its agents and the breaches of
international law.

The International Law Commission (ILC) drafted articles in the Responsibility
of States in Internationally Wrongful Acts, which was submitted to the General
Assembly in 2001, noting that under Article 1 of the International Law
Commission draft, “[e]very internationally wrongful act of a State entails the
international responsibility of that State”.603 Under attribution of the conduct of
a State, in Article 4(1) and 4(2), any state organ:
shall be considered an act of that State under international law, whether
the organ exercises legislative, executive, judicial or any other functions,
whatever position it holds in the organization of the State, and whatever
its character as an organ of the central Government or of a territorial unit
of the State.
602
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An organ includes any person or entity which has that status in
accordance with the internal law of the State.604
States are liable for violations of international law and are responsible for
restitution, as outlined in International Law Commission Draft Article 35:
A State responsible for an internationally wrongful act is under an
obligation to make restitution, that is, to re-establish the situation which
existed before the wrongful act was committed, provided and to the
extent that restitution:
(a) is not materially impossible;
(b) does not involve a burden out of all proportion to the benefit deriving
from restitution instead of compensation. 605

Under Article 2, the International Law Commission defines an internationally
wrongful act of a state as existing when:
conduct consisting of an action or omission:
(a) is attributable to the State under international law; and
(b) constitutes a breach of an international obligation of the State. 606
The international community thus recognizes that states have an obligation to
safeguard fundamental peremptory norms of human rights and humanitarian
law.
4.1.1 Obligations to Prosecute – Principle of aut dedere aut judicare

Individuals who commit crimes of genocide, crimes against humanity, war
crimes, and crimes of aggression are held criminally liable under universal
jurisdiction for breaches of international law. In the case of state failure,
several criteria and precedents have been established by the war crimes
604
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tribunals at Nuremberg and strengthened through the establishment of ad hoc
tribunals, such as the Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia, the International
Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda, and the International Criminal Court. For failed
states, one of the most significant aspects of international criminal law is the
deterrent effect on imposing criminality. 607

Individual criminal responsibility

must

be

distinguished

from state

responsibility. Individuals who commit gross and systematic human rights
violations, whether acting on behalf of the state or as a private individual, must
be prosecuted and punished by a domestic or international criminal tribunal
functioning in the interest of the international community. 608

The expression ‘aut dedere aut judicare’ (extradite or prosecute) is used to
designate the obligation of states to prosecute those guilty of violations set out
in a number of treaties aimed at international co-operation in the suppression of
certain kinds of criminal behaviour. The term is the modern adaptation of the
phrase, coined by Grotius, ‘aut dedere aut penire’ (either extradite or
punish). 609
There are a number of treaties and conventions that explicitly prohibit offences
such as aggression, genocide and serious breaches of intentional humanitarian
law, which constitute the rules of jus cogens. 610 Some legal scholars have
asserted that the principle of aut dedere aut judicare also represents a jus
cogens norm. 611.
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This principle has been defined in the 1996 Draft Code of Crimes against
Peace and Security of Mankind as:
The obligation to prosecute or extradite is imposed on the custodial State
in whose territory an alleged offender is present. The custodial State has
an obligation to take action to ensure that such an individual is
prosecuted wither by the national authorities of that State or by another
State which indicates that it is willing to prosecute the case by requesting
extradition... 612
Under International Law Commission Draft Article 8, an act carried out by an
individual or group whose conduct is directed or controlled by a state shall:
be considered an act of a State under international law if the person or
group of persons is in fact acting on the instructions of, or under the
direction or control of that State in carrying out the conduct. 613
Some positive developments to date include the 1997 arrest in Nairobi of Jean
Kambanda and his transfer to the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda
(ICTR). In May of 1998, Kambanda became the first head of government to
plead guilty to genocide in an international tribunal. Kambanda pleaded guilty
to all counts of indictment brought against him relating to crimes committed
during his time as Prime Minister of the Interim Government of the Republic
of Rwanda; these included “crimes of genocide, conspiracy to commit
genocide, direct ad public incitement to commit genocide, complicity in
genocide, and crimes against humanity”. 614
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Another Rwandan politician, Jean Paul Akayesu, was also handed over to the
ICTR where he was found guilty of nine of the 15 counts proffered against
him, including “genocide, direct and public incitement to commit genocide and
crimes against humanity (extermination, murder, torture, rape and other
inhumane acts)”. 615 The verdict issued on 2 September 1998 was also
important in that it led The Trial Chamber of the International Criminal
Tribunal for Rwanda to assert that rape and sexual assault:
constitute acts of genocide insofar as they were committed with the
intent to destroy, in whole or in part, a targeted group... sexual assault
formed an integral part of the process of destroying the Tutsi ethnic
group and that the rape was systematic and had been perpetrated against
Tutsi women only, manifesting the specific intent required for those acts
to constitute genocide. 616
The Trial Chamber defined rape as “a physical invasion of a sexual nature
committed on a person under circumstances which are coercive”. 617 Witness
statements constituted the main evidence that was gathered by the Prosecutor
in relation to these sexual crimes.

4.1.2 Principle of Universal Jurisdiction

The principle of universal jurisdiction is a principle whereby states assert
jurisdiction over persons who have been alleged to commit crimes outside the
boundaries of the prosecuting state; this has been a trend with the emergence of
many failed states. As the Secretary-General noted:
Universal jurisdiction involved a criterion for the attribution of
jurisdiction, whereas the obligation to extradite or prosecute was an
obligation that was discharged once the accused was extradited or once
615
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the state decided to prosecute an accused based on any of the existing
bases of jurisdiction. 618
According to Roger O’Keefe, universal jurisdiction can be defined as:
prescriptive jurisdiction over offences committed abroad by persons
who, at the time of commission, are non-resident aliens, where such
offences are not deemed to constitute threats to the fundamental interests
of the prescribing state or, in appropriate cases, to give rise to effects
within its territory. 619
As noted above, according to international law, individuals and even heads of
state are responsible for perpetrating serious violations of human rights.
4.2 Humanitarian Intervention
As noted previously, the Vienna Declaration, proclaiming the universal,
indivisible, interdependent and interrelated character of human rights, was
unanimously adopted by all United Nations Member States that were present,
along with the recognition that the gap between rhetoric and reality needs to be
bridged. This challenge is complicated by the daily litany of violations of
human rights by several states. The predicament has led policymakers and
legal scholars to advocate for humanitarian intervention in order to prevent
gross and systematic violations of human rights. The use of force in
international law in order to stop a humanitarian catastrophe is multifaceted in
its characterization and implementation and is highly controversial when
carried out without Security Council Chapter VII approval.

Humanitarian intervention has no common legal definition; however, most
scholars would argue that some of the essential characteristics include: (a) the
618
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use of military force, (b) the absence of target state’s permission, (c) the aim to
help non-nationals and (d) acting either with or without United Nations
authorization. 620 The classical definition is shared by a number of scholars,
including Jeff Holzgrefe who defines it as the:
threat or use of force across state borders by a state (or group of states)
aimed at preventing or ending widespread and grave violations of the
fundamental human rights of individuals other than its own citizens,
without the permission of the state within whose territory force is
applied. 673
His criticism of humanitarian intervention is shared by many other legal
scholars. In a legal sense, according to Wil D. Verwey, humanitarian
intervention refers:
only to coercive action taken by states, at their initiative, and involving
the use of armed force, for the purpose of preventing or putting a halt to
serious and wide-scale violations of fundamental human rights, in
particular the right to life, inside the territory of another state621
However, others note that performing the duty of humanitarian intervention is
just, especially when, as according to Michael Walzer, it is in response to acts
“that shock the moral conscience of mankind”. 622 However, it is worth noting
that the international community acts not only when there is domestic
pressure but also, more often than not, when there are strategic national and
international interests involved, hence the reason why they engage in
efforts in some countries and abandon others.
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Humanitarian intervention has generated much discussion as a consequence of
both the post-Cold War era debate surrounding human rights at the
international level and the growing understanding of the relationship between
international security and violations of human rights. The international legal
scholar Fernando Teson puts forward the liberal argument of humanitarian
intervention as the:
proportionate international use or threat of military force, undertaken in
principle by a liberal government or alliance, aimed at ending tyranny or
anarchy, welcomed by the victims, and consistent with the doctrine of
double effect. 623
The doctrine of double effect has its origins in the works of Saint Thomas
Aquinas regarding ethical and moral criteria for evaluating the permissibility of
certain acts:
the nature of the act is itself good, or at least morally neutral; the agent
intends the good effect and not the bad either as a means to the good or
as an end itself; the good effect outweighs the bad effect in
circumstances sufficiently grave to justify causing the bad effect and the
agent exercises due diligence to minimize the harm. 624
For Teson, human rights must prevail, and the international legal system
should be changed to implement values of human rights; however, “[i]f states
override conventional international law but effectively protect human rights,
more power to them”. 625
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Daniel Joyner and other legal scholars reject this argument, noting that if a law
“can be circumvented at will then it is not law but rather a mere collection of
recommendations”. 626

Joyner

forcefully

argues

against

humanitarian

intervention even in cases where customary international legal rules of
humanitarian intervention are clearly established, as he claims nothing justifies
the abrogation of the obligations of United Nations Charter Members and
threats of actions against the territorial integrity or political independence of
any state.627 He argues that intervention by Member States of the United
Nations without the approval of the Security Council “is and should be a
violation of international law”. 628

Furthermore, according to Joyner, the

Security Council is not in fact paralyzed, as some would argue, but is fulfilling
its role as discretionary, governing a body of nations. He further notes that “[i]t
should not be bypassed simply because its procedures lead to result in some
cases unpalatable to a portion of its members”. 629

Joyner rejects the notion that failure by the international community to act in
order to stop evil acts makes the international community complicit in these
acts, for the international community is:
far from being complicit in violence and terror, seeking to assure that
those maladies do not afflict the international community on a far greater
level and scope and that a system of law is in place to keep this greater
catastrophe from being realized as it has in the past. 630
He concludes that the United Nations system:
represents the legal and most prudential system for the governance of the
entire area of internal use-of-force law, and that its obligations and
626
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strictures in this area should not be blithely circumvented in the hope of
furthering the cause of humanitarian intervention in the short term. 631
The General Assembly has also issued a declaration that:

No State or group of States has the right to intervene, directly or
indirectly, for any reason whatever, in the internal or external affairs of
any other State. Consequently, armed intervention and all other forms of
interference or attempted threats against the personality of the State or
against its political, economic, or cultural elements, are in violation of
international law. 632
Michael Byers and Simon Chesterman recast the debate on humanitarian
intervention by referencing the United Nations Charter, which prevails over all
other treaties, particularly Article 2(4) of the Charter, which explicitly states
that force across borders is not permitted. For Byers and Chesterman, the
central argument is that international law cannot be changed by states who
want to act to prevent human rights in part because of their own national
interests:

These ends are not served by distorting the international legal regime to
validate retrospectively actions by one state or group of states,
particularly when the cost of doing so may include the integrity of the
legal order itself…the greatest threat to an international rule of law lies
not in the occasional breach of that law – laws are frequently broken in
all legal systems, sometimes for the best of reasons – but in attempts to
mould that law to accommodate the shifting practices of the powerful. 633

However, it is worth noting that Article 1 of the United Nations Charter
emphasizes promoting respect for human rights and justice as one of the
631
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fundamental missions of the organization. As well, Article 1(3) calls attention
to the importance of respect for human rights and justice:
[t]o achieve international cooperation in solving international problems
of an economic, social, cultural, or humanitarian character, and in
promoting and encouraging respect for human rights and for
fundamental freedoms for all without distinction as to race, sex,
language, or religion 634
Byers and Chesterman, pointing to Article 2(4), claim that all Member States
of the United Nations who “refrain from the threat or use of force” fail to take
note of the importance of Article 1(3), “promoting and encoring respect for
human rights”, which needs to be balanced with the ensuing article.

4.2.1 Responsibility to Protect Doctrine

The central question from which has arisen much debate is what the response
of the world community should be when human rights are consistently violated
and where sovereign states are unwilling or unable to prevent mass murder.

Does the international community have a responsibility to act? In failed states
where administrative institutions have collapsed, provisions for human rights
are largely ineffective, with the state offering no more than peripheral
protection. 635

As a direct result of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization intervention in
Kosovo and the various opinions on the legality of NATO’s actions and the
634
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failure of the Security Council to act, Canadian Minister of Foreign Affairs
Lloyd Axworthy played a leading role in the establishing the International
Commission on Intervention and State Sovereignty (ICISS) 636 in December of
2001 in order to clarify some of these issues. The report was entitled
Responsibility to Protect and the concept was endorsed by world leaders at the
United Nations in the fall of 2005. The report set out four core principles for
military intervention to adhere to when states fail to protect their own
people, 637 leading some scholars to argue that the norm of the Responsibility to
Protect has weakened the Westphalian system of absolute state sovereignty
and, given that it was endorsed by the United Nations General Assembly, has
come to represent a new doctrine of international law. It should, however, be
noted that the specific recommendations of the report were never endorsed.

The International Commission on Intervention and State Sovereignty was
chaired by Gareth Evans and Mohamed Sahnoun and examined the central
question, a serious dilemma, posed by the Secretary-General Kofi Annan:
[I]f humanitarian intervention is, indeed, an unacceptable assault on
sovereignty, how should we respond to a Rwanda, to a Srebrenica - to
gross and systematic violations of human rights that affect every precept
of our common humanity? 638
Annan’s appeal to the international community was to try and find, once and
for all, a “new consensus on how to approach these issues, to ‘forge unity’
around the basic questions of principle and process involved”. 639 The
Commission consulted broadly for opinions around the world and reported
back to Annan. The title of the report, ‘Responsibility to Protect’, reflects the
636
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notion that sovereign states have an obligation to offer protection to their
citizens:
from avoidable catastrophe – from mass murder and rape, from
starvation – but that when they are unwilling or unable to do so, that
responsibility must be borne by the broader community of states. 640
The report was commissioned in the aftermath of events in Somalia, Bosnia,
Kosovo and Rwanda. NATO's intervention in Kosovo in 1999 brought the
debate to the centre of attention of a divided Security Council. As well, during
the genocide in Rwanda wherein three short months as many as 800,000 Tutsis
were shot, burned, starved, tortured, stabbed, or hacked to death, the
international community, especially the Security Council, did little if anything
to stop the atrocities. 641

The International Commission on Intervention and State Sovereignty, in its
Responsibility to Protect report, advanced the notion of “sovereignty as
responsibility”. This notion was first introduced by Francis Deng,

at the

Brookings Institution in 1996 and challenged the established principle of
absolute state sovereignty which recognized the sovereignty of a state
regardless of whether that state committed serious human rights abuses against
its own citizens. 642 The Commission’s report also notes that:
responsibility to protect resides first and foremost with the state whose
people are directly affected. This fact reflects not only international law
and the modern state system, also the practical realities of who is best
placed to make a positive difference. The domestic authority is best
placed to take action to prevent problems from turning into potential
640
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conflicts. When problems arise the domestic authority is also best placed
to understand them and to deal with them. When solutions are needed, it
is the citizens of a particular state who have the greatest interest and the
largest stake in the success of those solutions, in ensuring that the
domestic authorities are fully accountable for their actions or inactions in
addressing these problems, and in helping to ensure that past problems
are not allowed to recur.643
The Commission further added to the debate over what should be done if a
state fails and is unable or unwilling to stop gross and systematic violations of
human rights by noting that:
...if states do not live up to their responsibilities, it is the task of the more
responsible members of the international community to intervene – for
the sake not only of the beleaguered citizens, but also of wider
international peace and security. 644
Both Fernando Teson and Allen Buchanan are strong supporters of what is
referred to by some as the Responsibility to Protect doctrine. Teson and
Buchanan advocate a paradigm shift in the notion of state sovereignty and the
role of the United Nations as “[t]he perception is growing that the requirement
of Security Council authorization is an obstacle to the protection of basic
human rights in international conflicts”. 645
Other scholars observe that the drafters of the United Nations Charter did so in
a post-Second World War context, likely envisioning situations where action
would be required as a result of conflict between countries and not within
states themselves. Ove Bring of Stockholm University argues in favour of a
doctrine of humanitarian intervention formulated and built upon emerging
international norms that give precedence to the protection of human rights over
643
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sovereignty in certain circumstances 646 For example, Bring and others argue
that NATO’s action in Kosovo has come to be accepted as reflective of the will
of the international community. Given that there were serious human rights
violations perpetrated against the citizens of Kosovo, international intervention
was required. Bring further argues that regional organizations intervening in
order to protect human rights in failed states should be included as part of
international law. 647

The intervention in Kosovo has been justified on the basis of the emerging
doctrine of the Responsibility to Protect. As noted above, in many ways the
International Commission on Intervention and State Sovereignty report was a
response to both the international community’s humanitarian intervention in
Kosovo without Security Council approval and the United Nations lack of
action in places like Rwanda; however, the report, while addressing the issue
of humanitarian intervention, has left many other issues unresolved. It is legal
fact that the United Nations Charter prohibits nations from attacking other
states, as it violates Article 2(4). However, it should also be noted that Article
51 states that “[n]othing in the present Charter shall impair the inherent right of
individual or collective self-defence if an armed attack occurs against a
Member of the United Nations”. Also, the Security Council may authorize the
use of force under Chapter VII in order to maintain or restore international
peace and security.

The United Nations realized the gravity of the situation in Kosovo when the
Security Council established The International Tribunal for the Prosecution of
Persons Responsible for Serious Violations of International Humanitarian Law
Committed in the Territory of the Former Yugoslavia since 1991, more
646
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commonly referred to as the International Criminal Tribunal for the former
Yugoslavia (ICTY), to prosecute war crimes in the former Yugoslavia.

With respect to Kosovo, the Russian veto meant that no United Nations
Security Council Resolution could succeed in authorizing the use of force to
prevent ethnic cleansing. The Canadian Ambassador to the United Nations,
Paul Heinbecker, pointed out that this intervention did in fact accurately
represent the will of the international community. As well, international legal
scholars such as Thomas Franck pointed out to the Canadian House of
Commons Standing Committee on Foreign Affairs and International Trade in
February of 2003 that a failed Russian attempt to condemn NATO’s action
amounted to a retrospective legal ratification for the intervention. According to
Professor Franck:
...Russia took the ill-advised step of calling for a vote on the illegality of
NATO recourse to force in the humanitarian intervention in Kosovo, and
it lost that vote by, I think, 12 votes to 3, and ever since it’s been firmly
asserted by international lawyers, including myself, that that negative
vote on the censure motion was the closest thing you needed to have to
ratifying the recourse to force, even in the absence of an affirmative
Security Council resolution. 648
Those states that supported the North Atlantic Treaty Organization’s action
maintain that a resolution tabled by Russia condemning the air campaign in
Kosovo was defeated by the Security Council and, therefore, indirect support
for the intervention was in fact given. Professor Thomas Franck argues that this
development was the closest thing to ratification in the absence of an actual
successful Security Council resolution for intervention. 649 Nicholas Wheeler
also maintains that although the failure of the Russian veto did not constitute a
retroactive authorization, it did add credence to the belief that there was a
648
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moral consensus among liberal states and some others about the right to
intervention in extreme humanitarian emergencies. 650

However, as noted above, many legal scholars, including Professor Michael
Reisman of Yale Law School have made the argument that states cannot be
expected to remain idle while a great number of people die; the Charter was
not a suicide pact. 651 It is worth noting that in the case of Libya, the Security
Council did act promptly and, in addition, members of the Security Council
used the language of the doctrine of the Responsibility to Protect although they
did not refer to it in their final resolution. On 17 March 2011, the United
Nations Security Council, acting under the authority of Chapter VII, adopted
the milestone Resolution 1973, calling for Member States to take “all
necessary measures...to protect civilians and civilian populated areas under
threat of attack in the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya, including Benghazi”. 652 The
Resolution is a significant step forward in support of the legality of the use of
force in humanitarian intervention.

Protecting human rights and respecting the emerging norms of humanitarian
intervention requires concrete definitions, thus some legal scholars have looked
to the criteria set out in the doctrine of the Responsibility to Protect for
humanitarian intervention to provide answers to unresolved questions. For
example, the Responsibility to Protect declares that there is no “better or more
appropriate body than the United Nations Security Council to authorize
military intervention for human protection purposes”. 653 However, if the
Security Council fails to act, the doctrine advances the notion that alternative
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options must be considered, including the referring of a matter to the General
Assembly in an “Emergency Special Session under the ‘Uniting for Peace’
procedure”654 and even the appeal to regional bodies to take action.

It has been argued that ‘Uniting for Peace’ Resolution 377 of the General
Assembly 655 is now part of customary international law. However, the veto
power of the Security Council has never yet been rendered irrelevant and these
measures by the General Assembly have been, to an extent, more symbolic
than authoritative. 656 This is notwithstanding the fact that the five permanent
Members of the Security Council have disproportionate influence in decision
making and influencing peremptory norms of customary international law.

Michael Ignatieff, who was one of the authors of the Responsibility to Protect
report, sees interventions as often hindered by the desire of interveners to
remain neutral between competing factions. He argues that the situation in
Bosnia demonstrated the disastrous results of seeking to remain neutral
between oppressor and victim. To Ignatieff, neutral intervention can also aid
the aggressor, as we have seen in Afghanistan, and strengthen the various
warlords, enabling them to fight for longer periods. Hence, Ignatieff argues for
more vigorous and sustained intervention, as “the idea of a responsibility to
protect also implies a responsibility to prevent and a responsibility to follow
through”. 657

Failed states inevitably pose a lethal threat to regional stability and
international security. As the contemporary history of both Somalia and
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Afghanistan demonstrates, failed states generate grave international security
and humanitarian costs. 658 The emergence of piracy off the coast of Somalia is
a good example of the disruptive effects of failed states. The International
Maritime Organization reported that global piracy increased by 200 percent in
2008 compared to the previous year. 659 Gareth Evans has argued that states
unwilling or unable to end atrocities within their own borders will be just as
ineffective in stopping terrorism; the trafficking of arms, drugs and people; the
circulation of health pandemics; and other global disasters. 660

The Responsibility to Protect, as noted, advances the notion that state
sovereignty is a privilege and not a right and is derived from a reciprocal
relationship of respect between the state and its citizens. 661 At the 2005 World
Summit, the United Nations General Assembly agreed that if a state is
unwilling or unable to protect its own citizens against gross and systematic
violations of internationally recognized human rights, the international
community must assume the responsibility to protect them. Under such
circumstances, the international community has a duty to launch preventative,
reactive and rebuilding measures that are aimed at protecting defenceless
civilians from abuse by their own governments. The United Nations General
Assembly World Summit Outcome Document singled out prevention as the
most important element of the Responsibility to Protect. In addition, there is
growing belief in sovereignty as an evolving principle, intrinsically linked to
the security and protection of civilians. 662
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Notwithstanding the need for a paradigm shift that will persuade states to adopt
the concept of state failure prevention as outlined previously, the reality is
simply that the arguments in favour of the doctrine of Responsibility to Protect
have been used by some states inconsistently. The advancing notion is that
ignoring weak and failed states invariably leads to serious atrocities and civil
conflict and poses both national and international threats. The Responsibility to
Protect doctrine is just one tool that can be used by states and the international
community in dealing with failed states. However, dealing with failed states
will of course require a broad spectrum of tools, including soft and hard power
and, essentially, the political will of the international community.

United Nations Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon, speaking in October 2011,
provided the examples of Côte d’Ivoire, when the incumbent president refused
to stand down and began committing violence against his own people, and
Libya, where the people of the country were being massacred, to illustrate that:
The United Nations stood up for the will of the people – and for the
‘responsibility to protect.’ That new doctrine aims to ensure that people
facing mass atrocity crimes are not alone when their own country cannot
or will not protect them. 663
The Charter gives the Security Council authority to act; however, the debate
surrounding the legality of intervention when it takes place outside of a United
Nations mandate is much more complicated.
4.2.2 Emergence of new jus cogens norms

The legality of humanitarian intervention depends in great part upon who is
interpreting the conventions. Legal realists endeavour to justify humanitarian
intervention through a liberal understanding of Chapter VII: Action with
663
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Respect to Threats to the Peace, Breaches of the Peace, and Acts of
Aggression, Article 39, which states that:
The Security Council shall determine the existence of any threat to
the peace, breach of the peace, or act of aggression and shall make
recommendations, or decide what measures shall be taken in
accordance with Articles 41 and 42, to maintain or restore
international peace and security. 664
Legal realists argue that Article 39 gives the Security Council “jurisdiction
over any ‘threat to the peace,’ rather than over any threat to international
peace, therefore permitting it to intervene in order to end human rights
violations that lack trans-boundary effects”. 665

Notwithstanding the legal obligations of the Security Council to act when there
is a threat to the peace, actions have had, to date, mixed success. During the
civil war in the early 1990s in Somalia, the international community became
alarmed by the spiral of violence and state failure. On 3 December 1992, the
Security Council unanimously adopted Resolution 794, which “strongly
condemned the violations of international law and demanded the cessation of
all hostilities from all parties involved”. 666 The Security Council further
determined that the civil war was a threat to international peace and security,
which was “further exacerbated by the obstacles being created to the
distribution of humanitarian assistance”. 667 Resolution 794 also authorized the
creation of the Unified Task Force (UNITAF) for “establishing a secure
environment for humanitarian relief operations”. 668 It further authorized action
under Chapter VII entailing the “deployment of the 3,500 personnel of the
664
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United Nations Operation in Somalia (UNOSOM)” 669 to aid in achieving the
above objective. The Security Council approved several resolutions that
attempted to deal with the situation in Somalia, but the killing of peacekeepers
by Somali militia forces eventually led many states to withdraw their forces by
the mid-1990s.

On 4 November 1994, the Security Council adopted Resolution 954,
recognizing:
that the lack of progress in the Somali peace process and in national
reconciliation, in particular the lack of sufficient cooperation from the
Somali parties over security issues, has fundamentally undermined the
United Nations objectives in Somalia and, in these circumstances,
continuation of UNOSOM II beyond March 1995 cannot be justified. 670

A secure environment has yet to be established despite the many human and
financial resources that have been exhausted in Somalia by Member States of
the United Nations.

In the case of Rwanda, the Security Council adopted Resolution 935 on 1 July
1994 concerning “continuing reports indicating that systematic, widespread
and flagrant violations of international humanitarian law, including acts of
genocide, have been committed in Rwanda”. 671 Yet, despite the massacre of
hundreds of thousands of Tutsis in a short period of time, 672 the Security
Council did not express in its resolution that the reported genocide also
constituted a threat to peace and security. Only on 8 November 1994 did the
Security Council adopt Resolution 955, which called the reported acts of
genocide and violations of humanitarian law “a threat to international peace
669
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and security” and set out “to take effective measures to bring to justice the
persons who are responsible for them”. 673

The failure of the Security Council to act quickly led Kofi Annan to state that
“[t]he genocide in Rwanda showed us how terrible the consequences of
inaction can be in the face of mass murder” 674 Also, in his well-known address
to the Commission on Human Rights in 1999, Kofi Annan stated that “[a]
United Nations that will not stand up for human rights is a United Nations that
cannot stand up for itself”. 675 He further remarked that:
Emerging slowly, but I believe surely, is an international norm against
the violent repression of minorities that will and must take precedence
over concerns of State sovereignty. It is a principle that protects
minorities – and majorities – from gross violations... no government has
the right to hide behind national sovereignty in order to violate the
human rights or fundamental freedoms of its peoples...This developing
international norm will pose fundamental challenges to the United
Nations 676
The focal point of Annan’s address was that the purpose of the international
community is not to stand still, a point which is made clear by his statement
that the:

tragedy of East Timor, coming so soon after that of Kosovo, has focused
attention once again on the need for timely intervention by the
international community when death and suffering are being inflicted on
large numbers of people, and when the state nominally in charge is
unable or unwilling to stop it. 677
Annan, acutely aware of the problems of inaction, is equally attentive to the
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important questions regarding the consequences of action without international
consensus and clear legal authority, as well as the inability of the international
community to reconcile these two compelling interests. 678

It has been argued by several legal scholars that the Genocide Convention, by
enjoining its signatories to “prevent and punish” the “crime of genocide”, may
have made genocide the exceptional circumstance that warrants intervention.
Many states are signatories to international treaties that recognize the
fundamental respect for human rights, and most legal scholars would argue that
the prohibitions on genocide and crimes against humanity have achieved the
status of jus cogens and arguably of “peremptory norms from which in theory
at least, no derogation is permitted”. 679

However, in the Genocide Convention, Article 8 declares that contracting
parties may legally prevent acts of genocide by calling upon “the competent
organs of the United Nations to take such action … as they consider
appropriate”.680 Arguably, this does not establish a right of unauthorized
humanitarian intervention. It is a topic of great debate whether the source of
international law and its conventions permit unauthorized humanitarian
interventions.

NATO's intervention in Kosovo was not authorized by the Security Council;
however, it received sympathy from most of the Member States of the United
Nations, including Secretary-General Kofi Annan, 681 even though it was
inconsistent with international legal principles of “the sovereign equality of all
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its Members” 682 and Article 2(4), which requires that all Members shall
“refrain in their international relations from the threat or use of force against
the territorial integrity or political independence of any states”.683

The notion of use of force that violates the territorial integrity or political
independence of a state for the purpose of humanitarian intervention is in the
early stages of debate and may, over time, come to be considered as a
customary norm supported by the majority of states. It should also be noted
that the development of customary international law has long been a matter of
debate and disagreement among legal scholars and states, especially the notion
concerning state practice. 684 Scholars such as Anthony D' Amato, Mark
Weisburd, and Karol Wolfke, have maintained that:
only physical acts count as state practice, which means that any state
wishing to support or oppose the development or change of a rule must
engage in some sort of act, and that statements or claims do not
suffice. 685
They would also be of the opinion that under a traditional understanding of
international law, the only way that humanitarian intervention, as in the case of
Kosovo, could be legal was if a right of unilateral humanitarian intervention
had somehow achieved the status of jus cogens, thus overriding conflicting
treaty provisions.

Allen Buchanan notes that there has not yet been a shift towards recognition of
humanitarian intervention as a peremptory norm. He is equally critical of the
different justifications for illegal interventions for the protection of human
682
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rights that are used by states. Buchanan lists three justifications used by states:
First, there is the ‘moral principle justification’; second, there is the ‘illegal but
necessary justification’; and third, there is the ‘illegal-legal reform
justification’, which is used when humanitarian intervention is taken not only
in response to human rights violations, but also in order to create a new norm
of international law. 686

Buchanan observes that there is no newly formed norm of humanitarian
intervention:
[A] new customary rule does not emerge by officially registering that
they do not regard their behaviour as legally required thus thwarting
satisfaction of the opinio juris condition... new customary norms do not
emerge from a single action or even from a persistent pattern of action
by one state or a group of states. Thus the initial effort to create a new
customary norm is a gamble. A new norm is created only when the
initial behaviour is repeated consistently by a preponderance of states
over a considerable period of time and only when there is a shift in the
legal consciousness of all or most states as to the juridical status of the
behaviour. 687
The issue remains at the centre of considerable debate, with many legal
scholars disagreeing with Buchanan over whether a new norm of humanitarian
intervention has been established and pointing instead to the example of the
resolutions of the General Assembly on the matter of humanitarian assistance,
including those adopted during the Kosovo War, as having contributed to
customary international law and the role of humanitarian intervention.

The view that a right of unauthorized humanitarian intervention possesses
opinio juris sive necessitatis is complicated by the extensive list of United
686
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Nations General Assembly resolutions rejecting such a right. 688 Ultimately, as
Scott Fairley emphasizes, “the use of force for humanitarian ends more often
than not has become self-defeating, increasing the human misery and loss of
life it was intended originally to relieve”. 689 Fairley reasons that if
humanitarian intervention were legal, “powerful states would receive an almost
unlimited right to overthrow governments alleged to be unresponsive to the
popular will or the goal of selfdetermination”. 690 However, given that most
violations are within states rather than between states, there is reasonable
debate concerning the need for re-evaluating the role of the Charter in dealing
with humanitarian intervention in an ever-evolving world.

The debate surrounding the legal regulations of humanitarian intervention has
been reignited by the actions of states, Security Council resolutions, and
decisions of the International Court of Justice relating to United Nations
resolutions. In the 1986 Nicaragua v United States of America, the International Court of Justice accepted that a series of General Assembly resolutions
played a role in the development of customary rules prohibiting intervention
and aggression. 691

In order for a legal principle to obtain the status of customary international law,
opinio juris, it is required that there is a consistent practice that is also
obligatory. The decision of the International Court of Justice in the Nicaragua
v United States of America case noted that evidence of opinio juris may be
gathered from treaties and non-binding instruments such as declarations and
688
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General Assembly resolutions. 692 As well, the International Court of Justice
established that “the effect of consent to the text of such resolutions … may be
understood as an acceptance of the validity of the rule or set of rules declared
by the resolution”. 693 Evidently, the decision of the International Court of
Justice in Nicaragua v United States of America has, inter alia, added to the
debate over the acceptance of General Assembly resolutions as opinio juris and
of the existence of a new rule of customary international law.

Nevertheless, one of the most powerful members of the Security Council, the
United States, has resisted any effort to recognize resolutions by the General
Assembly as state practice, noting that NATO's 1999 intervention in Kosovo
does not mention any relevant General Assembly resolutions, including the
1970 Declaration on Principles of International Law concerning Friendly
Relations and Co-operation among States.

Article 103 of The United Nations Charter states explicitly that it prevails over
all other treaties:
In the event of a conflict between the obligations of the Members of the
United Nations under the present Charter and their obligations under any
other international agreement, their obligations under the present Charter
shall prevail. 694
Article 103 of the Charter is comprehensive and binds all Member States of the
United Nations. In 1992, the International Court of Justice decided in the
Lockerbie case (Libya v United Kingdom) 695 on the crucial issue of whether the
obligations of Member States of the United Nations under Resolution 748
692
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(1992) and other Chapter VII resolutions prevailed over Members’ obligations
under the 1971 Montreal Convention on Aircraft Sabotage.696 In 1992, the
Court decided that in:
[a]ccordance with Article 103, the obligations to carry out decisions of
the Security Council prevail over obligations of any other treaty,
including the Montreal Convention, and therefore that the prima facie
the Charter obligations extend to Resolution 748. 697
Given the primacy of the United Nations Charter, it is important to consider, as
noted above, that it makes clear that “Member States have pledged themselves
to achieve, in co-operation with the United Nations, the promotion of universal
respect for and observance of human rights and fundamental freedoms,” 698 and
obligates Member States of the United Nations to act to fulfil these rights, as “a
common understanding of these rights and freedoms is of the greatest
importance for the full realization of this pledge”. 699

There is no consensus among international legal scholars as to whether the
NATO intervention in the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (FRY) constituted a
violation of customary international law. However, it could be argued that a
new and evolving international practice has developed that recognizes that in
certain circumstances a humanitarian crisis is so grave that a moral justification
for intervention exists. Several legal scholars, such as Thomas Franck, note
that international law “has begun gingerly to develop ways to bridge the gap
between what is requisite in strict legality and what is generally regarded as
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just and moral.” 700 Franck points to the Independent International Commission
on Kosovo (Goldstone Commission on Kosovo), which concluded that
NATO’s action, “while not strictly legal, was legitimate”. 701 The Commission
concluded that international legal interpretation should be more compatible
with “an international moral consensus”. 702

India’s intervention in East Pakistan in 1971 in reaction to Pakistan’s immense
human right violations, the Tanzanian 1979 intervention in Uganda which led
to the overthrow of the dictatorial and murderous regime of Idi Amin, and the
Vietnamese intervention in 1978 against Pol Pot’s genocidal regime in
Cambodia have all been alluded to as humanitarian interventions in response to
human rights violations, yet all were all without United Nations Security
Council approval. 703

In this regard, the linkage between violations of human rights and international
armed conflicts which pose a threat to international peace and security could
provide a space in which humanitarian intervention would be possible. Serious
violations of human rights in failed states create inroads in the traditional
perceptions of state sovereignty, 704 leading some scholars, such as Alexandros
Yannis, to suggest that there has been a shift away from state-centred
consideration and towards the individual. 705 However, even states that have
intervened in order to end dreadful human rights abuses have been reluctant to
700
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invoke a customary right of unauthorized humanitarian intervention to defend
their actions. India's justification of its invasion of East Pakistan was selfdefence, Vietnam argued that it was reacting to an aggressive war, and
Tanzania defended its actions as a response to Uganda’s invasion of Kagera. 706

NATO defended the 1999 air bombing of the former Yugoslavia as justified
and consistent with Security Council resolutions 1160, 1199, and 1203. 707 With
the exception of Belgium, the other members of NATO did not “appeal to a
right of unauthorized humanitarian intervention to legitimate their actions”. 708

The examination of international law by legal scholars such as Franck is:
part of an evolving discourse similar to how states that have a tradition
of common law and that each organ of the United Nations is authorized
to interpret the Charter's mandate for itself, and must do so to prevent the
emergence of a large gap between law and a ‘common sense of
values.’ 709
Such a gap would threaten the legitimacy of international law and international
organizations.

The 1949 Corfu Channel Case (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern
Ireland v. Albania) was the first major International Court of Justice decision
on self-defence under the newly created United Nations Charter. The United
Kingdom argued that the unilateral minesweeping did not violate Albania's
territorial integrity and political independence and that it was justified given
that “nobody else was prepared to deal with the threat, mines planted in an
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international strait”. 710 The United Kingdom argued that it acted for reasons of
self-defence to safeguard evidence, the corpora delicti. The International Court
of Justice rejected these arguments. As well, the Court rejected the notion of
‘self-help’ in gathering evidence located in another state's territory, considering
it a violation of international law:
The Court cannot accept this line of defence. The Court can only regard
the alleged right of intervention as a policy of force, such as has, in the
past, given rise to the most serious abuses and such as cannot, whatever
be the present defects in international organization, find a place in
international law. As regards the notion of self-help, the Court is also
unable to accept it: between independent States the respect for territorial
sovereignty is an essential foundation for international relations. 711
In its decision, the International Court of Justice adopted “an expansive view of
the prohibited uses of force under the United Nations Charter, and a broad
principle of non-intervention”. 712

There is an emerging practice based on the responsibility of human protection.
A vision of this is contained in the International Commission on Intervention
and State Sovereignty report, which contains the following:
The debate on military intervention for human protection purposes was
ignited in the international community essentially because of the critical
gap between, on the one hand, the needs and distress being felt, and seen
to be felt, in the real world, and on the other hand the codified
instruments and modalities for managing world order. There has been a
parallel gap, no less critical, between the codified best practice of
international behaviour as articulated in the UN Charter and actual state
practice as it has evolved in the 56 years since the Charter was signed.
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While there is not yet a sufficiently strong basis to claim the emergence
of a new principle of customary international law, growing state and
regional organization practice as well as Security Council precedent
suggest an emerging guiding principle - which in the Commission's view
could properly be termed ‘the responsibility to protect.’713

This principle is demonstrated by the fact that:

The Security Council itself has been increasingly prepared in recent
years to act on this basis, most obviously in Somalia, defining what was
essentially an internal situation as constituting a threat to international
peace and security such as to justify enforcement action under Chapter
VII of the UN Charter. This is also the basis on which the interventions
by the Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS) in
Liberia and Sierra Leone were essentially justified by the interveners, as
was the intervention mounted without Security Council authorization by
NATO allies in Kosovo. 714
A number of legal sources provide a framework for the emerging principle,
which favours military intervention in situations where human protection is
required. These sources:
exist independently of any duties, responsibilities or authority that may
be derived from Chapter VII of the UN Charter. These legal foundations
include fundamental natural law principles; the human rights provisions
of the UN Charter; the Universal Declaration of Human Rights together
with the Genocide Convention; the Geneva Conventions and Additional
Protocols on international humanitarian law; the statute of the
International Criminal Court; and a number of other international human
rights and human protection agreements and covenants. 715
The International Commission on Intervention and State Sovereignty argues
that there should be increased flexibility when considering military
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intervention, in spite of the Charter’s predisposition against such action. It
states that:
The degree of legitimacy accorded to intervention will usually turn on
the answers to such questions as the purpose, the means, the exhaustion
of other avenues of redress against grievances, the proportionality of the
riposte to the initiating provocation, and the agency of authorization.
These are all questions that will recur: for present purposes the point is
simply that there is a large and accumulating body of law and practice
which supports the notion that, whatever form the exercise of that
responsibility may properly take, members of the broad community of
states do have a responsibility to protect both their own citizens and
those of other states as well. 716
Several world leaders who spoke at the United Nations General Assembly in
September 2011 spoke in favour of the doctrine of the Responsibility to
Protect, including Belgium’s Deputy Prime Minister Steven Vanackere who
stated that sovereignty cannot stop intervention that aims to put an end to
human rights abuse:
Belgium will not stand idly by when people claim a future free of
coercion and terror … Instead of non-interference, Belgium believes in
non-indifference. Sovereignty is no longer a wall leaders can use as an
excuse to violate the rights of their citizens. 717
Italian Foreign Minister Franco Frattini expressed a similar view at the General
Assembly and gave the example of Libya, suggesting that the only way to
prevent a massacre of the Libyan people was to invoke the principle of the
Responsibility to Protect:
By helping to implement this decision in military, diplomatic and, and
humanitarian terms, we shifted from a culture of sovereign impunity to
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one of responsible sovereignty, rooted in national and international
accountability for the most serious violations of human rights. 718
Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon also stressed the importance of the principle
of the Responsibility to Protect in his address:
This is a critical moment in the life of the Responsibility to Protect. In
the six short years since its endorsement by the World Summit, this
doctrine has gone from crawling to walking to running...Let us do our
utmost to ensure that this umbrella of protection covers all who need
it. 719
The Secretary-General noted the onset of the principle in the international
community’s collective actions in Côte d’Ivoire and Libya as well as in its
diplomatic efforts. He further pointed out that:
Our challenge now is to keep all [UN] Charter-based options open, and
all of our collective tools sharp...We need to strengthen ties with our
regional, sub-regional and civil society partners...We need to share
information and assessments about States under stress. Effective
prevention requires early, active and sustained engagement...No
government questions the principle. Tactics, however, will – and should
– be the subject of continuing scrutiny. 720
Statements by various governments and the Secretary-General at the General
Assembly in 2011 demonstrate the importance of humanitarian intervention in
failed states by the United Nations.
4.3 Practice of the Security Council – opinio juris

Although not always consistently, the Security Council has acted under the
Chapter VII mandate and developed several approaches to various situations
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arising out of serious violations of human rights in failed states. 721 Under
Chapter VII, Article 39:
The Security Council shall determine the existence of any threat to the
peace, breach of the peace, or act of aggression and shall make
recommendations, or decide what measures shall be taken in accordance
with Articles 41 and 42, to maintain or restore international peace and
security. 722
As well, under Article 42, the Security Council may take action:
by air, sea, or land forces as may be necessary to maintain or restore
international peace and security. Such action may include
demonstrations, blockade, and other operations by air, sea, or land forces
of Members of the United Nations. 777
In the case of Somalia, the Security Council adopted Resolution 794, a
milestone resolution under Chapter VII, which held that “the magnitude of the
human tragedy caused by the conflict” was sufficient in itself to constitute a
threat to peace within the meaning of Article 39 of the Charter. 723

In late 1992, the United States led a coalition of states in Operation Restore
Hope in Somalia with 36,000 peacekeeping forces. It was later replaced by the
United Nations Operations Mission in Somalia (UNOSOM II) established
under Security Council Resolution 814 of 26 March 1993. On 3 October 1993,
there came a turning point in United States involvement when eighteen soldiers
lost their lives and 75 were wounded and subjected to humiliating treatment.724
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Soon afterwards, the United States announced its intention to withdraw. 725

United Nations Secretary-General Boutros Boutros-Ghali has suggested that
international intervention in failed states should include attempts at
reconciliation and the re-establishment of effective government, given that the
effects of such internal conflicts are usually much more devastating and farreaching than in the case of inter-state conflicts. 726 The General Assembly has
also taken action through the ‘Uniting for Peace’ resolution; however, the
Security Council does not want to be rendered incapable of action and
supplanted by the General Assembly.

In concern to Haiti, the Security Council decided in February 2004 that the
armed rebellion that overthrew President Aristide of Haiti represented a threat
to peace under Article 39 of the Charter.727 In the case of Libya, the Security
Council did act militarily to prevent breaches of human rights when state
authority had broken down. The Security Council is empowered to intervene to
restore order in failed states where there has been a threat to peace as defined
in Article 39 of the Charter. In such circumstances, the Security Council does
not require the state’s consent. 728 In cases such as those of BosniaHerzegovina, Somalia and other failed states the Security Council has acted
accordingly. 729

On 17 March 2011, the Security Council demanded an immediate ceasefire in
Libya and imposed a no-fly zone upon adopting Resolution 1973. 730 The
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resolution, which called on Member States to take “all necessary measures” to
protect the people of Libya from the Gaddafi regime, was adopted with the
support of the five permanent members of the Security Council, while in the
case of Kosovo NATO’s military intervention was undertaken without the
sanction of a United Nations Security Council resolution, mainly due to the
inability of all five permanent veto members to agree on a resolution.

The Security Council has interpreted its mandate broadly:

In various cases—most notably Cambodia—the Security Council has
taken peace-building action in the form of far-reaching civil measures
that range from the demobilization of armed forces to the reform of
governmental and constitutional structures. Like Somalia, Cambodia was
an instance in which the charge of the international community to take
over complex administrative and political tasks in failed states was
clearly evident. It would appear that at least in connection with the
situation of failed states, a door has opened allowing the measures
envisaged in Chapter VI of the Charter for inter-state relations to be used
in the internal affairs of states as well. 731
In the Prosecutor v Duško Tadić decision on 2 October 1995, the Appeals
Chamber of the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia
(ICTY) stated in their decision on the defence motion for interlocutory appeal
on jurisdiction that:
It would be a travesty of law and a betrayal of the universal need for
justice, should the concept of State sovereignty be allowed to be raised
successfully against human rights. Borders should not be considered as a
shield against the reach of the law and as a protection for those who
trample underfoot the most elementary rights of humanity. 732
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The International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia looked at the
practice of the Security Council when it classified under Chapter VII ‘internal
armed conflict’ as constituting a ‘threat to the peace.’ The ICTY noted that:
it can thus be said that there is a common understanding, manifested by
the ‘subsequent practice’ of the membership of the United Nations at
large, that the ‘threat to the peace’ of Article 39 may include, as one of
its species, internal armed conflicts. 733
The International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia looked at the
range of measures under Chapter VII and noted that:
Once the Security Council determines that a particular situation poses a
threat to the peace or that there exists a breach of the peace or an act of
aggression, it enjoys a wide margin of discretion in choosing the course
of action... it can either continue, in spite of its determination, to act via
recommendations, i.e., as if it were still within Chapter VI (‘Pacific
Settlement of Disputes’) or it can exercise its exceptional powers under
Chapter VII. In the words of Article 39, it would then ‘decide what
measures shall be taken in accordance with Articles 41 and 42, to
maintain or restore international peace and security.’ 734

The International Tribunal for the Prosecution of Persons Responsible for
Serious Violations of International Humanitarian Law Committed in the
Territory of the Former Yugoslavia since 1991 has greatly contributed to the
jurisprudence of humanitarian intervention.

The Security Council has also engaged in various multifaceted operations in
various failed states, and “[i]t would appear that at least in connection with the
situation of failed states, a door has opened allowing the measures envisaged in
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Chapter VI of the Charter for inter-state relations to be used in the internal
affairs of states as well”. 790

As indicated above, there has been a movement in favour of the emerging
doctrine of the Responsibility to Protect given the serious human rights and
security consequences that have emerged as a result of state failure. Adding to
this responsibility is the role that the international community is playing in the
reconstruction efforts, assisting failed states to strengthen their structural
competencies, as will be examined in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 5: Prevention – Strengthening States Against Failure

Understanding the causes and consequences of state failure is an important
process in actually preventing weak states from becoming failed states and
ensuring the structural competency of a functioning state. Prevention entails a
deep analysis of the problems and the usage of various available tools for
assessing state failure, although some scholars have suggested that it is not
always possible to predict when state failure will occur.

Notwithstanding certain limitations respecting the measurement and definition
of state failure, there are several agencies and non-governmental organizations
that are working on risk assessment and early warning signals for prevention.
NGOs such as FEWER (Forum on Early Warning and Early Response)
International bring together a global coalition of governmental and nongovernmental agencies as well as academic institutions to work together to coordinate responses to violent conflict. According to FEWER, prevention and
early warning signals include “the communication of information on a crisis
area, analysis of that information and development of potential of early
warning is not only to identify potential problems but also to create the
necessary political will for preventive action to be taken”. 735 Consequently it
can be argued that prevention also entails the need to better equip government
institutions, NGOs and policymakers that are dealing with the issue in order to
enable a more effective response to the crisis.

Prevention and reconstruction of failed states are relatively new approaches
taken by the international community, with the results in places such as
Afghanistan, Timor-Leste, Sierra Leone, Liberia, Kosovo and Iraq, having thus
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far been mixed. There is also the case of Somalia, the outcome of which has
not yet yielded substantively measurable results. The challenges facing the
international community in preventing state failure tend to focus on domestic
security reform as a means to restore state capacity. This has been given
heightened significance in the aftermath of 9/11.

Ten years after 9/11, the Security Council continues to be alarmed by the
various security and terrorist concerns afflicting many failed states. In 2011,
the Security Council asked the African Union to urgently increase the strength
of its peacekeeping force in Somalia in order to better carry out its United
Nations-authorized mandate and prevent further deterioration in the human
crisis that is taking place due to drought. The United Nations asked member
states to provide funding, equipment and assistance and ordered:
the transitional authorities based in Mogadishu to increase their
transparency and combat corruption to increase their legitimacy and
credibility, and voiced grave concern at ‘the dire and worsening
humanitarian situation’ due to the drought and famine, which has already
killed tens of thousands of people, threatened the lives of 750,000 others
and put over 3.2 million more on the brink of starvation. 736
Too often, states fail to recognize the warning signs that lead to state failure.
This is, more often than not, the result of indifference to certain
predicaments rather than of the practical and technical restrictions in
translating complex international information into meaningful warning
signs. 737 As illustrated in the above example of Somalia, mobilization of
the international community requires political will, funding and resources.
These challenges are further complicated by an analytical gap between
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policy analysis and public policymakers in developing early warning
signs. As noted by David Carment:
...anticipating state failure is like peeling an onion; each analytical layer
reveals progressively longer time lines: long-term fundamental dynamics
relating to macrolevel preconditions and consequences, mid-term
intermediate behavioural patterns, and immediate micro level events
such as political crises and ethnic cleansing. 738
Early warning signs, which include core structural competency indicators, are
important in identifying the shifts from state stability to state instability that
can lead to violence and failure. Thus, it is important for public policymakers
to explain and ultimately focus on a constructive model of conflict prevention
and state failure. This paradigm shift would require that policymakers become
“better equipped to do their own in-field analyses”. 739 In addition, it has
been suggested that actions by The World Bank and the International
Monetary Fund, such as the creation of structural adjustment programs in
weak and failed states, should neither further destabilize nor contribute to
the breakdown of the political and economic bases of state stability. 740

Others, such as Secretary-General Kofi Annan, have outlined lessons for the
responsibility of the ‘community of nations’ in the prevention of failed states:
First, in today’s world we are all responsible for each other’s security.
Second, we are also responsible for each other's welfare. Third, both
security and prosperity depend on respect for human rights and the rule
of law. Fourth lesson, therefore, is that governments must be accountable
for their actions, in the international as well as the domestic arena. Fifth
lesson is that those institutions must be organized in a fair and
democratic way, giving the poor and the weak some influence over the
actions of the rich and the strong. 741
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Preventing State failure to an extent also depends on both national and
international political will, with more active response and engagement.

It has been suggested that the international community needs to ostracize those
leaders that bring destruction to their people:
[M]isbehaving nations should be suspended from international
organizations. In retrospect, if the international community had more
effectively shunned Siad Barre, Mobutu, Idi Amin of Uganda, or Sani
Abacha of Nigeria, it might have helped to minimize the destruction of
their states. Ostracizing such strongmen and publicly criticizing their
rogue states would also reduce the necessity for any subsequent UN
peacekeeping and relief missions. 742
Rotberg, for example, notes that notwithstanding the economic and political
destruction of Zimbabwe, with a central government that has lost legitimacy,
no longer provides fundamental political goods such as a security, and is
responsible for the harassment and killing of supporters of the opposition,
Robert Mugabe continues to have the support of many African state leaders
who refrain from criticizing him publicly. 743 As Rotberg states, “[n]o one in the
West or in Africa effectively warned Mugabe that attacking one’s own people,
destroying a state, and stealing an election were impermissible”. 744 Another
example is that of Sudanese President Omar Hassan al-Bashir, who continues
to defy the International Criminal Court, with African countries continually
providing him with assistance. During a visit to Malawi in October 2011,
Malawi failed to arrest him and surrender him to the International Criminal
Court, even though he is wanted on charges of crimes against humanity, war
crimes and genocide. Malawi is a signatory to the Rome Statute; it is under this
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treaty that states that fail to comply may be referred to the Assembly of States
Parties or to the Security Council. 745

There is a need for the international community to develop holistic and
comprehensive strategies that integrate security and development in order to
become more effective in prevention and reconstruction; this will work by
strengthening the internal mechanisms both at the institutional and individual
level. In failed states, although some institutions do exist, they may lack the
capacity to deal with key issues in state structural competency, such as in
respect to rule of law, judicial reform, transitional justice and economic
development, subjects which shall be discussed further in the following
subsections on state-building and reconstruction

5.1 State-Building and Reconstruction

As indicated above, failed states raise several questions for the international
community

regarding

challenges

of

prevention,

state-building

and

reconstruction. As well, just as there is no consensus on the concept of state
failure, there too is no general agreement on the best approach to statebuilding, nor is there a common definition. Nevertheless, state-building has
emerged as the favoured solution to state failure.

Neither public policy advisors nor academics have presented an authoritative
definition, and additionally, the international community lacks clear guidelines
as to the role it occupies and the nature of the state to be built. Generally the
745
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term is used with primary reference to “external interventions aimed at
constructing or reconstructing governance arrangements that can provide
citizens with economic and physical security”. 746 In addition, it has been
suggested by some scholars and policymakers that state-building can also be
defined as “the use of armed force in the aftermath of a conflict to promote
a durable peace and representative government”. 747 However, the use of
force in peace operations is still a topic of debate, with some policymakers
suggesting that this approach is not always desirable; they point to past
European Union experiences in mounting non-military interventions in
support of conflict resolution. 748

State-building essentially assumes that a modern state has a certain set of
obligations that must be met, such as respect for the rule of law, accountability,
security and welfare. This study, for example, argues in favour of state
compliance with international law and the meeting of the core structural
competencies of a functioning state. However, there are scholars who suggest
that there is no straightforward answer or agreement as to whether “...some
state functions are more basic than others [and] ... whether the state should
provide the public goods itself, or merely enable their provision”. 749 One of
the fundamental questions stemming from these divergences of opinions on
state-building is “...should it be a minimalist ‘night-watch’ state, whose
primary concern is to maintain security; or should it rather be a welfare state
that provides for its citizens from cradle to grave?” 750
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Africa is frequently viewed with concern due to various conflicts and
failures to meet the requirements of structural competency of a functioning
state; it is therefore not surprising that it is in this vast continent which we
find most examples of state-building.

Pierre Engelbert and Denis M. Tull argue that reconstruction failures in Africa
are accentuated by three faulty hypotheses. First is the inherent supposition that
Western state institutions can be effectively transferred to Africa. The second
faulty assumption presumes a shared understanding of state failure and
reconstruction that entails a logic of co-operation between donors and African
leaders, although many of these leaders share neither the analysis of failure nor
the objectives set out for reconstruction policies. Instead, they “seek to
maximize the benefits accruing to them from these policies, as well as from
ongoing political instability”. 751 The third flawed assumption is that donors
will have the political will to sustain the costly long-term efforts required to
meet the goals set out for reconstruction. 752 The debate surrounding the
security-development nexus is indicative of the central compact that is needed
for the reconstruction of failed states, as “a world where some live in comfort
and plenty while half of the human race lives on less than $2 a day, is neither
just nor stable.”. 753

The phenomenon of state failure cannot be viewed in absolute terms, as
stated above, as states can move from functioning to weak, from weak to
failed, from failed back to weak and, with sufficient resources and national
and international political will, can once again become functioning states.
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El Salvador and Colombia, for example, have managed to go through
internal reconstruction with a certain level of success. Both the civil war in
El Salvador that persisted from 1980 to 1992 and Colombia’s longstanding armed conflict with Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia
(FARC) have had a significantly negative impact on the lives of their
respective peoples. State-building and reconstruction in both places
required the national governments to provide security and rebuild trust
within all sectors of society.

There are tangible actions that the international community can take to assist in
reconstruction; an example would be curtailing and interrupting arms
trafficking so that state failure does not spread across borders. 754 As
Lemarchand writes, “[t]he risks of disintegration are significantly greater when
the proximity of a collapsing state threatens to contaminate its neighbour”. 755
State-building can also involve the construction of basic infrastructure, such as
roads for transportation. This is an important endeavour given that, as has
been demonstrated by several scholars with respect to Africa, the
“government’s inability to broadcast power into peripheral regions of state
territory lies at the heart of state failure and collapse”. 756 However,
notwithstanding the reconstruction challenges in Uganda, Ethiopia and
Eritrea, efforts at reform, although not perfect, have been moderately
successful. 757

It is important that regional entities play a role in supporting the
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reconstruction of failed states. For example, the European Union, the
Organization of American States and the African Union must become
more active in state-building given that reconstruction is costly and
requires various resources. For instance, the operation in Macedonia began
as a NATO operation and was then taken over by the European Union. Bosnia
began as a United Nations led mission and later transitioned to NATO and
European Union command. 758

Despite the difficulties, to be reviewed in the following subsection of statebuilding and reconstruction, it is a crucial undertaking in order to prevent
private criminal entities from exploiting any power vacuum associated with
state failure.

Reconstruction and state-building are daunting tasks even in the most
positive circumstances. The international operation to end the conflict and
begin nation-building in the Solomon Islands, for example, was a daunting
task for such a small society. 759 Many states that have the capacity to
contribute to state-building operations are reluctant to deploy military
forces. Australia did in fact deploy soldiers to the Solomon Islands due to
its perceived regional interest.

The international community has taken steps to address immediate
humanitarian

crises

by

means

ranging

from

the

deployment

of

peacekeeping/peacemaking forces and food aid to the rehabilitation of failed
states and rebuilding of state structures, including political parties, the
judiciary, armed forces, and police. 760 The anticipation is that failed states can
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become functioning states, and weak states can be prevented from becoming
failed states.

However, despite a host of target objectives, the international community has
not yet decreased or prevented state failure and has not succeeded in the
reconstitution of failed states. The number of failed states is an indication of
the continuing phenomenon of state failure, and the unstable status of once
failed states implies that rebuilding state structures is very difficult. 761 As well,
the cost of late responses can be enormous. In the instance of a civil war in a
weak or failed state, estimates run to approximately 54 billion US dollars. 762

The challenge of reconstruction and the manner in which to best develop
mechanisms that will sustain peace requires the creation of “an environment where fear is diminished and confidence established in a peace
process that will reconstitute a state capable of delivering security”. 763

Furthermore, it may not always be possible to have an overarching authority that can undertake security and, therefore, it has been suggested
that a new mechanism created and supported by the international
community needs to take root. 764 If state formation, as suggested by Jens
Meierhenrich, does not occur absent human suffering, as “[t]he birth of
states is an inherently contentious” 765one, then the reconstruction of a
failed state will be even more arduous.
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As indicated, prevention and reconstruction are certainly two of the most
important challenges facing the international system that undoubtedly require
great political will and resources in order to establish the structural
competencies of a functioning state, including, as noted in the following
subsections, building rule of law; establishing accountability and ending
impunity; establishing security; disarmament, especially in post-conflict states;
economic and social reconstruction; involvement of civil society, especially by
bringing women and minority groups into the process; and reconstructing
political structures that have legitimacy. Also, there may be a need in postconflict areas for reconciliation and transitional justice.

5.2 Building Rule of Law
The changes needed for state formation and reconstruction after state failure
are many; law reform, for example, is needed to ensure that a government is
accountable to its citizens and legitimacy is necessary in order for peace to
endure in the aftermath of a conflict. These changes, along with a process by
which to encourage civil society, are key factors in state-building. 766

Rebuilding rule of law is an essential ingredient in the reconstruction of
any failed state. As noted in Part I, failed states have dysfunctional legal
systems that provide hardly any safeguards for human rights. Restoring the
rule of law in post-conflict failed states is fundamental to the process of peace
and security and to re-establishing trust within the wider population.
Transparency and judicial independence are critical, and mechanisms must
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be installed that prevent the loss of control of these two key elements. 767
Peace, security and enforceable laws are also indispensable precursors to
state-building. 768 As well, a post-conflict police force cannot function
lacking a set of certain rules. 769
Susan Rose-Ackerman’s examination of how the rule of law might best be
restored in a post-conflict setting starts by breaking it into essential
components such as criminal law, the police force, criminal process and
punishment, economic law, property law, contracts, torts, public law and
administrative law, amongst others. She examines not only the formal
rules but also the means by which those rules are entrenched in institutions
that value compliance. Reintroducing these basic areas of law provides an
effective means of conveying the state’s new regulatory framework:
“Refashioning the criminal code provides a useful post-conflict means of
differentiating the old regime from the new as was done in South
Africa”. 770 In Liberia, President Sirleaf has made several attempts to “improve
governance and the rule of law, including decentralizing power from the
historically powerful presidency”. 771

It has also been suggested that there is a need for prosecution of corrupt
officials from an old regime, so as to set an instructive example for the
new era. 772 However, this is not an easy process, as a strong and fair
criminal justice system with the ability to enforce the laws requires funds
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and other resources in order to be constructed and maintained. In addition,
state failure reduces capacity and human resource skills. Building the
capacity for and ensuring the necessary means of strengthening the local
communities’ claims of governance requires the independence of such
institutions as the judiciary and security services as “[s]uch measures,
ultimately, would constitute the precondition for achieving disarmament,
sustainable security, and development”. 773

In Afghanistan, it has been noted that rule of law has never been strong
and efforts to re-establish it have been slow and elusive. In the 2004
Afghanistan Human Development Report, President of Afghanistan
Hamid Karzai stated that there were many challenges facing his country,
including confronting terrorism, countering narcotics and combating
corruption as well as building the capacities for good governance and rule
of law. 774 The report links the importance of rule of law with human
development by stating that “[w]hen the level of human development
increases, efforts of key state and non-state rule of law institutions to
promote justice are reinforced and enhanced”. 775

However, women especially face obstacles in their access to courts and
justice, as many Afghans still attach religious parameters to the judicial
process. 776 Ending the culture of impunity is an important step towards
reconstruction. Dr. Sima Simar, who heads Afghanistan Independent Human
Rights Commission, has indicated the importance of ending the culture of
impunity that targets women and therefore makes reconstruction an impossible
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task. She notes that:
A culture of impunity exists for sexual violence in the country. It is
always seen as private matter of the family. State institutions refuse to
intervene in some cases. In other cases, they promote the ownership of
females in the family by men. 777
Several human rights supporters protested the introduction in 2009 of the
Afghan Shia Personal Status Law, which has severe discriminatory provisions
against women, including:
marital rape... a woman has to fulfill ‘her sharia and legal conjugal
obligations, otherwise, she shall not be entitled to maintenance’
(Article. 165). ‘Maintenance shall cover all of the common
necessities for life, such as food, clothes, shelter, medical treatment,
and so on.’ (Article. 161) 778
Notwithstanding that some changes were made due to the international
outrage, the existing legislation, according to the Afghan Women’s
Network, is vague and lacks clarity. Many advocates claim that it would
allow marital rape and thereby harm the process of “reconstruction and
rehabilitation of Afghanistan and the Afghan people will lose the
momentum created through the strong support of the international
community to Afghanistan”. 779 In a 2006 speech at the Davos World
Economic Forum, Secretary-General Kofi Annan noted in reference to human
rights and the rule of law that “[w]ithout these, any society, however wellarmed, will remain insecure; and its development, however dynamic, will
remain precarious”. 780
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Lessons learned from Afghanistan and indeed Iraq on the importance of
respect for human rights, gender equality and rule of law will be of
critical importance to the reconstruction of newly emerged post-conflict
states such as Libya. The new transitional government must make the
establishment of rule of law their top priority, along with the disarmament
of the various militias that were involved in overthrowing the Gaddafi
regime. Under Article 4(m) of the Constitutive Act of the African Union, the
“respect for democratic principles, human rights, the rule of law and good
governance” 781 is enshrined. A central pillar for the reconstruction of Libya
should be the adherence to Article 4(m).

In an address to the General Assembly Committee, also known as the Sixth
Committee, which deals with legal matters, Deputy Secretary-General AshaRose Migiro stressed the importance of advancing rule of law for newly
constituted governments that are forming as a result of the ‘Arab Spring’ that is
taking place in the Middle East and North Africa:
People are making increasing claims on their governments for greater
transparency, justice and human rights under the banner of the rule of
law ... Newly constituted governments are looking to the United Nations
for assistance in drafting constitutions, reforming justice and security
institutions and dealing with legacies of past atrocities. 782
Rotberg has also indicated that reconstruction of rule of law “can be done in
stages, over time, but citizens will not support reconstruction efforts until they
are certain that legal redress will be available”. Therefore, in order for the state
to regain legitimacy in the eyes of its citizens, “[a] functioning court system
should be among the first political institutions to be reborn. A police force, a
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central bank, and the repair of roads and telephone networks are also
essential”. 783 Rotberg further outlines certain tasks that must be allocated to
this purpose, including the retraining of police, judges, bureaucrats and
parliamentarians. 784 The International Commission on Intervention and State
Sovereignty has also affirmed that “the key to the effective observance of
human rights remains, as it always has been, national law and practice: the
frontline defence of the rule of law is best conducted by the judicial systems of
sovereign states, which should be independent, professional and properly
resourced”.785 This may require that transitional arrangements for justice are
undertaken during United Nations operations, given that if there is no
“functioning system to bring violators to justice, then not only is the force's
mandate to that extent unachievable, but its whole operation is likely to have
diminished credibility both locally and internationally”. 786

As noted above, there is a need for a new development paradigm based on the
structural competency processes of rule of law in order to foster social
cohesion, with shared institutions that are legitimate in the eyes of their
constituents. This opinion is shared by Seth Kaplan, who advocates for a need
to redesign governing bodies to enhance local conditions that link the state
with its adjoining society in order to foster legitimacy, develop competency,
and encourage investment, rule of law and other elements essential to the
promotion of a self-sustaining, internally determined method that will guide
development. 787

In 2003, the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human
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Rights published a report on the development of rule-of-law tools for the
purpose of long-term institutional capacity within United Nations missions and
transitional administrations. 788 The report incorporated many of the principal
tools which were garnered through lessons learned from many of the United
Nations reconstruction missions. Understanding that rule of law reform
requires political support and political reform also means that:
Some people stand to lose if reform occurs. Power relations will change.
Those used to controlling the police and using it to enforce their will,
control the population or steal property will see reform as a threat. So
will those who have used the courts to ensure their economic or political
dominance. 789

Each case of state failure provides a unique set of challenges as well as new
lessons for restoring rule of law, such as in dealing with internal issues of
racism and gender inequality, re-establishing destroyed judicial infrastructures,
reforming and developing rule of law, building democracy infrastructures, and
assisting with elections and the development of a new constitution. A holistic
approach is what many scholars and practitioners of rule of law are
advocating. 790 The lessons learned will hopefully shape the international
community’s future action in reconstruction efforts. Establishing rule of law
cannot be done in a vacuum; success hinges on the establishment of
accountability and the fight against impunity, as shall be noted in the next
subsection.
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5.3 Establishing Accountability – Ending impunity

Strengthening institutions that provide greater transparency and deliver public
goods, security, rule of law and judicial independence is imperative to
regaining the trust of the people and restoring the accountability of the state.
Accountability is indispensable and “means working to limit corruption,
especially by making it easy for private parties to complain against
officials”. 791 The absence of accountability, the failure of state institutions to
put an end to the culture of impunity, and the burden of visionless leaders have
all contributed to weak and failed governance.

Haiti is a perfect example,

792

having several structural competency failures

and a lack of national minded leadership; as a result, “it has remained
perpetually weak, often teetering on the brink of failure. If Haiti is to become
stronger it needs better leadership as well as long-term foreign assistance”. 793
Notwithstanding the reconstruction needs of Haiti following the disastrous
earthquake of January 2010, the Haitian parliament has created a stalemate by
rejecting newly elected President Michel Martelly's two nominees for the post
of Prime Minister, impeding the ability of the new government to function
since the May 2011 election. His third choice, Garry Conille, was eventually
elected by the Senate as Prime Minister on 4 October 2011, but he resigned in
February 2012, creating even further uncertainty in the troubled country. 794
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Adama Dieng, United Nations Under-Secretary-General and Registrar of the
International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda, defines impunity as “the act of not
being punished, hiding from or escaping punishment either due to
circumstances or to the law”. 795 He notes that the question that is most often
asked is “how to punish those who commit serious violations at a time when a
State sets out to democratize public life”. 796 He indicates that it is important to
ask, in considering reconciliation in a nation with a history of political
violence, “[w]hat should be done with those responsible for serious violations
of human rights?” 797 In discussing this critical concern, Dieng points out that:
The human rights map shows that the African political environment is
characterised by violence at the top most level. The states which have
achieved a degree of political stability are crumbling, conventional
armies have been replaced by militias and guerrilla groups that specialize
in looting and political assassinations, warlords enlist children in their
armies for some of the most horrendous tasks, and the despots who
torment their people enrich themselves by pillaging their meagre
resources. Impunity stifles and criminalizes public life. 798
To credibly fight impunity, he notes, it is not only punishment that is
important, but also a proper identification of the perpetrators of the crime and
an investigation that is detailed and unbiased. To Dieng, this:
[c]asts doubt as to States’ international commitment to respect
fundamental rights and to punish those responsible for violating them,
and is an issue in several African States where security forces have
overthrown legally constituted governments or refuse to submit to the
civilian authorities. For a long time, crimes were committed under the
aegis of government and, in many cases, those responsible for such
crimes were not prosecuted and the crimes generally fell into official
oblivion. 799
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The lack of accountable institutions and regimes that for political reasons
refuse to investigate and punish, is major obstacle, according to Dieng, to
achieving peace in post conflict Africa. 800

Owing to several of these reasons, leaders who are guilty of committing crimes
against their people are evasive players in international efforts towards peace.
The true weight of such serious human rights violations is diminished when
governments are not engaged in ending impunity. State reconstruction is
further encumbered when criminal impunity increases; inevitably, this leads to
more violence, and, as suggested by Dieng, this blatant reality in Africa leads
to a rise in corruption, economic inequality and plundering of national
resources by elites as well as widening the disparity between rich and poor.801
Dieng argues that such conduct should be:
characterized as a crime against humanity. The danger in the link
between corruption and organized crime in Africa is the institution of
all-encompassing corruption. The negative aspects of corruption and
criminal impunity are two issues that cannot be reconciled with
democratic principles. It is necessary to find efficient methods of
prevention, suppression and prosecution, both internationally and
internally. The two phenomena are closely connected. 802
Impunity should not be addressed in vague terms as this inevitably leads to the
refusal to address the problem openly. Dieng suggests that in reconstruction
efforts, it is not possible to rely solely on the local judicial system as it is too
often deeply infected with the virus of impunity. He notes that “African judges,
in the main, can only enjoy relative independence with some chinks of
apparent impartiality”. 803 While in Iraq, as noted above, the chosen model was
800
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the establishment of a national court to deal with past incidents of gross and
systematic violations of human rights, Dieng has advocated for an international
tribunal to address the concerns of impunity in Africa. Dieng points to the
example of Sierra Leone, noting that in response to an initial agreement with
the Revolutionary United Front rebels:
the Special Representative of the United Nations Secretary General
expressed very specific reservations in respect of the impunity
guaranteed to the rebels in the agreement. The battle against impunity is
in essence a dynamic process inasmuch as criminals are forever seeking
new strategies to discreetly pursue their activities. 804
The United Nations has, as part of its reconstruction objectives for postconflict failed states, assisted several states with efforts to hold accountable
those who are guilty of past violations of human rights. The United Nations,
for example, has backed the tribunal in Cambodia that deals with mass killings
and other crimes committed between April 1975 and January 1979 under the
Khmer Rouge. It is reported that over 1.7 million people were killed during this
time. 805 However, the process of bringing those responsible to trial is slow,
with the Extraordinary Chambers in the Courts of Cambodia for the
Prosecution of Crimes Committed during the Period of Democratic
Kampuchea (ECCC) only being set up in 2006. The international community
provides support through the United Nations Assistance to the Khmer Rouge
Trials (UNAKRT). 806 The tribunal is made up of both Cambodian and foreign
judges, who have raised several concerns of interference by the Government of
Cambodia. 807 Thus far, only one of the five people indicted by the Court for
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genocide, crimes against humanity and war crimes has been convicted, and his
sentence is now under appeal. 808

With respect to Africa, in reference to the International Criminal Tribunal for
Rwanda:
The Judgements pronounced by the Tribunal have had an important
impact on the entire Continent, characterized as it was for several
decades by a culture of impunity. Indeed, the 1999 Lusaka Accords,
regarding the conflict in the Democratic Republic of Congo, went as far
as to provide for the surrender for trial before the Arusha Tribunal, of
belligerents suspected of having taken part in the genocide. 809

The establishment of the International Criminal Court (ICC), which is
governed by the Rome Statute, has been an important step towards helping to
eliminate impunity for those committing crimes and gross and systematic
human rights violations. There exists an integral link between security and
legitimacy that must be taken into account when considering the elements
necessary to nation-building:
Building a legitimate and functioning state is central to maintaining
peace and stability and to achieving development outcomes in postconflict and transitional situations. Establishing human security is
essential to strengthening state legitimacy. A government’s legitimacy is
eroded when significant areas of a county or social groups continue to
challenge the state’s authority (e.g. Côte d’Ivoire) or when state security
forces act with impunity against their own citizens (e.g. Nepal). In
periods of transition, a key role for development partners may therefore
be to monitor and reinforce the peace and to provide a security guarantee
for the transition process (e.g. peace keeping operations Kosovo, Liberia,
Sierra Leone and Timor-Leste). Over time, however, the state’s own
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security forces, police and justice system must be able to gain control of,
if not a monopoly of the use of force. 810
The gradual transition from sovereign impunity to accountability, both national
and international, has seen many successes, resulting from efforts by both the
United Nations and NGOs. It is these international norms and instruments,
such as the International Criminal Court and the Convention on the Prohibition
of the Use, Stockpiling, Production and Transfer of Anti-Personnel Mines and
on Their Destruction (Ottawa Convention), which have advanced the
importance of state conduct in respect to violations of human rights and
accountability. 811
The Responsibility to Protect report notes that “[j]ust as the substance of
human rights law is coming increasingly closer to realizing the notion of
universal justice - justice without borders - so too is the process”. 812 Given that
the history of failed states is noticeably afflicted by the absence of rule of law,
lack of accountability, and impunity, it is important that reconstruction efforts
do not fail to address these issues. In the following subsection, the issue of the
establishment of security as an important component in the reinforcement of
reconstruction efforts will be analysed.
5.4 Establishing Security

Security is a key prerequisite to stabilizing and rebuilding a state. A main
component in state-building is the restoration of national security not just in the
capital city but also throughout the state; this inevitably requires the support of
the international community in order to combat issues that may be present,
such as trafficking in drugs and arms. This new challenge to international
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collective security must be confronted with efforts to disarm groups, facilitate
humanitarian operations, and protect civilians, with the aim of bringing about
stability and security. 813
Establishing security can be at times more complicated than ending conflicts 814
as:
[a]lmost half of all post-conflict states fall back into violent conflict
within a decade. Yet this is not unavoidable: experience shows that
there are ways to rebuild the fabric of society and create institutions
that enhance sustainable peace. 815
In establishing security, there exists the need to work with the police force and
the military as well as with paramilitary units. This requires civilian oversight
as “[u]naccountable, corrupt and/or subversive security forces are major
barriers to state legitimacy, impede the restoration of basic services and often
contribute to reigniting conflict”. 816

The various civil wars in Central America fundamentally affected every
institution of the state, with massive human rights violations, ruined
infrastructure and collapsed economies. However, since the end of the
civil war in Guatemala in 1996 and the signing of the Peace Accords, the
transition to demilitarization has gone relatively well. Both sides made
concessions, and the guerrillas received land in exchange for arms. The
signing of the Peace Accords for El Salvador in 1992 also helped to
establish conditions for peace and security in that country. Civil war in
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Nicaragua ended in a compromise, with the electoral defeat of the
Sandinista government in 1990. 817 Daniel Ortega was eventually returned
to power by democratic means, and the transition has been relatively
peaceful.

The security situation for the newest member of the United Nations has
also been complicated, with reports of increased violence in parts of the
country. The head of the United Nations Mission in South Sudan
(UNMISS), Hilde Johnson, expressed, at a news conference in Juba, her
concerns regarding security and violence in the country. Two months
following the birth of the new state in 2011, more than 600 people have
been killed in ethnic clashes. UNMISS was deployed to assist in defusing
tensions and, according to the United Nations envoy, bringing about “stopgap measures and trying to get processes in place that can help resolve the
issues over time”. 818 Neither Sudan nor South Sudan have met their
obligations and commitment to withdraw their forces from the disputed
area of Abyei, creating a “serious deterioration in tensions between
migrating herders and displaced farmers returning to plant their crops ...
The withdrawal is essential to facilitate the return of the displaced, create
conditions for a peaceful Misseriya migration and build confidence among
the parties”. 819 Without a doubt, there is a need for further resources and
police training by the United Nations; however, there are challenges in
training a police force in human rights standards when 80 percent of police
force is illiterate. 820
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In order for the state to meet human security needs, there are certain tasks
which need to be performed and understood. The tendency of development
partners is to primarily assist in the areas of security, including disarmament
and demobilisation and

issues surrounding

justice reform. This is

understandable given that without security it is impossible to assist failed states
in tackling the issues surrounding structural competency failures and assisting
in their transition to a functioning state. However, there is a need to work
across all levels, tackling not just security but also the social and economic
needs of the local population. In the reconstruction of Afghanistan and Iraq, for
example, billions of dollars have been disproportionately spent on military,
while minimal attention has been given to the infrastructure and social needs of
the population.
Another prime example is Liberia, in which unresolved security issues
contributed to the re-emergence of conflict and a dramatic 80 percent
downturn in its economy. Under-Secretary-General for Peacekeeping
Operations Hervé Ladsous noted that “[i]neffective and poorly governed
security sectors can become decisive obstacles to stability, poverty
reduction, sustainable development and peacebuilding”. He emphasized
that security is necessary for “early recovery from conflict, economic
development and sustainable peacebuilding, as well as regional stability
and international peacekeeping”. 821 The United Nations has also
undertaken several security and development initiatives, from Burundi,
Liberia, Somalia and Côte d’Ivoire to the Democratic Republic of the
Congo and Guinea-Bissau, to name a few. 822 As well, given the ongoing
conflict in parts of Africa, the Security Council “reiterates the link
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between security sector reform and socio-economic development, and
underlines that such reform efforts should be situated within the broader
and more comprehensive spectrum of peacebuilding”. 823 It has also asked
for local participation in establishing security.

Although establishing security is an important undertaking, it has been
suggested that it should not be done at the expense of other commitments, such
as to rule of law, education and health. Clearly, there is a need to address these
various structural competencies in order to rebuild a state. Post-conflict failed
states also present the need for disarmament, as will be discussed in the next
subsection.

5.5 Disarmament and Demobilization

In the post Cold War era, the challenges of reconstruction and global
disarmament have begun to focus less on the need to have an international
force for the disarmament of states and more on the disarmament of various
militia groups within certain states.

Many African countries involved in conflicts throughout the Cold War period
were armed by allies of either the former Soviet Union or the United States,
and many of these weapons are still in use today. Somalia, for example, “was
armed in the Cold War in quantities not witnessed in other African crisis areas
... often at prices cheaper than food”. 824 Post-conflict reconstruction
necessitates that various political factions disarm and give up their arms—
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especially heavy arms. 825 Curtailing arms trafficking and disarming former
rebel movements are part of an important approach that can be taken by the
international community in order to give support to post-conflict states. It is
also believed that, notwithstanding the arming of rebels during the Cold War,
the international business of light and small arms has increased and has
“contributed greatly to” 826 the strife in weak and failed states. Jennifer
Widner notes that “officials in West African countries issue false import
documents and permit illicit transfer of weapons to other places, fuelling
war well beyond [their] own borders”. 827

War affects the capabilities of the state and alters the priorities of social
services. 828 But conflict also affects the international community’s willingness
to assist. Political will can be strengthened by various images and reports that
are broad in nature, although this can also lead participating states to turn their
backs if the images and reports are overly negative. In reference to Somalia, for
example, the Turkish General Cevic Bir made it clear that the:
failure to disarm the factions was due not only to the lack of troops and
equipment, but also to the lack of willingness of some of the contributing
countries to accept the level of violence and the losses in terms of human
lives in a conflict where they have no direct interest. 829
The deaths of American soldiers on 3 October 1993 eventually led to the
American withdrawal from Somalia as it appeared at this time that “[a]ll
attempts to reconcile the Somali factions had proven futile, and the
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international community gradually lost its patience with the total lack of
political results”. 830 In the same way, the loss of Belgian soldiers led to the
departure of the Belgian contingent from Rwanda. As noted above, the failure
to disarm and demobilize combatants in Somalia is a major reason for the
continuing meltdown. Mozambique, on the other hand, has accomplished the
destruction of weapons of ex-combatants, which was critical to the prospects of
peace. 831

There needs to be political will by the international community to work
collaboratively with the United Nations and local partners in order to
facilitate military demobilization because, as noted:
Without demilitarization, the prospects for successful state
formation after state failure are dim. The proliferation of small arms
also has wider implications. If the flow of weapons cannot be
interrupted, the causes of state failure may spread across borders ...
International action toward the curtailment of weapons proliferation
is an important, necessary strategy to make state formation after state
failure possible and sustainable. 832
The United Nations has to date had both successes and failures. In Angola, the
United Nations Verification Mission III and United Nations Observer Mission
in Angola (MONUA) spent 1.5 billion US dollars 833 on disarmament as was
called for in the Lusaka Protocol; however, the United Nations was ineffective
in its efforts during 1995 and 1996 in the administration and implementation of
the Lusaka Protocol which prohibited UNITA from buying foreign arms. This
effort was further undermined by several United Nations Member Countries,
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including two permanent members of the Security Council (China and Russia),
with no country informing the United Nations Register on Conventional
Weapons, as is required. 834 As well, in Afghanistan, the Taliban is still active
in many regions of the country.

As noted above, the Convention on the Prohibition of the Use, Stockpiling,
Production and Transfer of Anti-Personnel Mines and on their Destruction is
an important international agreement, which to date has been ratified by over
157 states.835 In 1994, the General Assembly also adopted a resolution on a
moratorium on the export of anti-personnel land mines. There have been
estimates that, even with current technology, it will take nearly a thousand
years to clear all the mines in the world. The legacy of state failure casts a long
shadow long after peace accords are signed between warring factions.
Disarmament of various militias is an important undertaking, but it also
important to clear all of the anti-personnel land mines that are left behind. In
Angola, the estimated number of mines is in the millions, with victims of antipersonnel mines in the tens of thousands, those who survive living with serious
disabilities. 836 In October 2011, 20 people died when a bus travelling in
South Sudan ran over a landmine. 837

In the 1990s, the Security Council expanded the role of peacekeeping by also
engaging in the disarmament, demobilisation and reintegration (DDR) of failed
states. The objective as defined by the United Nations is to:
contribute to security and stability in post-conflict environments so that
recovery and development can begin...Through a process of removing
weapons from the hands of combatants, taking the combatants out of
834
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military structures and helping them to integrate socially and
economically into society. 838
In this regard, this process lays the groundwork for a secure environment and
economic development. As will be examined in the following subsection,
restoring economic and social development is another important step towards
state reconstruction after failure.

5.6 Economic and Social Reconstruction

The idea of post-conflict economic and social reconstruction is especially
relevant given the efforts underway in several countries that have experienced
state failure. Afghanistan provided the first major test of reconstruction since
the Sept. 11, 2001 terrorist attacks. The reconstruction of the economic and
social life of a post-conflict state is always going to be a complicated
undertaking due to destroyed infrastructure, high unemployment, poverty
and fractured social networks. As Rotberg has observed, once security and
rule of law are reintroduced to these failed states, economic investment
becomes uncomplicated:
Restoring the people's trust in the state provides an essential
platform for the reconstruction of failed and collapsed states ... state
building requires time, massive capacity building, large sums from
outside, debt relief...rich nations must promised not to abandon state
rebuilding efforts before the tough work is finished – before a failed
or collapsed state has functioned well for several years and has had
its political, economic, and social health restored. The worst enemy
838
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of reconstruction is a premature exit by international organizations
and donors, as in Haiti and Somalia. 839

State formation, as indicated, also involves the construction of basic
infrastructure, such as transportation, for example, as without it many
African governments are unable to deliver services and provide security to
all the peripheral regions and territories. 840
In his first country address to the General Assembly, South Sudan
President Salva Kiir expressed to the international community the many
challenges facing his new nation:
In most post-conflict situations, nations would normally expect to
rebuild. This is not the case for us. Even before the ravages of war
could set in, our country never had anything worth rebuilding. Hence
we characterize our post-conflict mission as one of construction
rather than reconstruction...Our march out of the abyss of poverty
and deprivation into the realm of progress and prosperity is going to
be a long one. 841
President Kiir notes that despite the oil and natural resources, South Sudan
“hardly produce[s] anything”. 842 South Sudan is still in negotiations with
Sudan over oil arrangements.
It has been suggested that economic and social reconstruction needs to
focus on transforming rural economies and create greater productivity:
Failed states need to create broad-based enterprises that add value to
support the market chain without crippling the producers who need
incentives to maximize their investment in productivity. Increased
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productivity is the only way that enduring growth occurs and
producers must believe that the market is remunerative and stable. 843

States need stable economic engines dependent on the existence of an
environment that is conducive to and that rewards investment. Some scholars
have noted that in many places in West Africa, and elsewhere in the
developing world, markets are so small and organizational capacities so feeble
that it is doubtful that they will be able to generate enough investment and
competition to jumpstart growth. 844

Every reconstruction effort is going to be different, with some states
requiring, in order to facilitate economic growth, electrification, especially
in rural areas where it is necessary for people to gain a ‘connectedness’ and
share in the same benefits as the rest of the state. 845 Electrification is also
extremely important for the establishment of medical clinics and schools.
Other measures may include assisting farms in finding alternative crops in
order to reduce drug production. This is especially important in places such as
Colombia and Afghanistan. In September 2011, Yury Fedotov, Executive
Director of the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC), in
his official visit to Colombia in September 2011, thanked President Juan
Manuel Santos for his government’s efforts to reduce drug production and
support of UNODC efforts to assist farmers cultivate alternative crops.
Fedotov emphasized the principle of shared responsibility in nation
building, which, he added, Colombia had embraced:
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Consumer countries must do their part too and reduce the demand
that drives the drugs trade, trafficking and violent crime...This is a
matter for all of us. I urge the international community to keep up
support for Colombia, which has shouldered so much of the burden
of drug-related crime and terrorism in the past. 846
Seth Kaplan suggests that in order to transform failed states, the international
community needs to embrace a new way of thinking about development by
focusing on group identities, state capacities and business conditions and
examining the underlying foundations of institutional potency. 847 In essence,
his argument is that inappropriate institutions contribute to failing states and
that only by reshaping those institutions can dysfunctional places construct the
commercial environments necessary to attract investment—without which no
development can occur or be sustained—and jumpstart a self-sustaining cycle
of growth. The new development paradigm that Kaplan argues for would
generate the positive enticements that stimulate economic growth and
international corporate investment, empower heterogeneous populations, and
make the most of limited governing capacities in struggling regions. 848 For
Kaplan, the key to reconstructing the economies of weak and failed states is
good governance, which he links to good institutions. 849

State-building and post-conflict reconstruction also entail the need for political
will both domestically and internationally. Some scholars have suggested that
the difficulties associated with international political will have to do with the
fact that, at the international level, “[n]ot all failed states are created equal …
Not all will be equally important to the United States and the international
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community”. 850 Notwithstanding the challenges presenting themselves in the
Middle East, North Africa and in Asian countries such as Pakistan where
terrorist groups exploit instability, many of these states are also rich in natural
resources and can profit from these resources once stability and security is
restored.

In 2002, United Nations Secretary-General Kofi Annan indicated that in order
to succeed, post-conflict reconstruction would need to be integrated:
All these tasks—humanitarian, military, political, social, and
economic—are interconnected, and the people engaged in them need to
work closely together. We cannot expect lasting success in any of them
unless we pursue all of them at once as part of a single coherent strategy.
If the resources are lacking for any one of them, all the others may turn
out to have been pursued in vain. 851
A coherent strategy is important in building responsibility and creating
leadership roles that involve the people of the country. However, it is not
possible for this to be done in isolation; therefore, the international community
needs to play a major role by addressing not only the security needs but also
the political, economic and social needs of the individual state. Although there
are common threads that link these situations to one another, the approach must
be tailored to each case. 852 States can indeed be brought back from failure,
such as was the case for several countries in the Americas and in places in the
Middle East, such as Lebanon. 853
5.7 Role of Civil Society – Women and Minorities
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State-building is a difficult process dependent on several factors,
including strong support from civil society; however, civil society
requires a functioning state that can provide basic public order and
security. 854 Michael Bratton borrows Alexis de Tocqueville’s theory of
associational life, which stresses volunteerism and community spirit as a
counterbalance which helps to keep the state accountable and effective,
but argues that this cannot flourish “amid political disorder; lawlessness,
an inadequate physical infrastructure or intermittent essential services” 855
given that “civic organizations depend upon the state for the creation of
certain basic conditions existence”. 856 Civil society is difficult to build even
in the best conditions, and in the reconstruction of failed states, it becomes
even more complex.

In most states, civil society plays a major role in advocacy, but in the
context of a failed state, the role of advocacy is less relevant than the need
to provide many of the functions generally associated with the state, such
as education and public health.

The general pattern has thus far been a transplanted civil society made up
of foreign NGOs that depend on foreign donations to operate. 857 Clearly,
this is not a sustainable solution; as has been suggested, it can create its
own set of problems as when states become reliant on outside support,
there is a propensity for them to collapse as soon as that support ends. The
problem is further compounded by the reality that in many failed states
the very resources that are needed to support civil society are often used
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by the state to stifle and undermine such work. 858 Organizations
administered by civil society need the state to provide the basic conditions
upon which their very existence depends. 859 This is not to say that civil
society groups can never materialize in a context of state failure, but, as
Daniel Posner has noted, “they will have the cards stacked against
them”. 860 The damage to civil society caused by state failure is not easily
repaired, and therefore restoring public trust and confidence is a slow and
difficult process, even after public order and security have been
achieved. 861 The suggested approach is to rebuild the state “progressively from
the bottom up through self-established structures within the framework of civil
society”. 862 By mobilizing efforts in support of reconstruction in this manner,
“the consciousness of the public and the will of the state can come together and
crystallize around various points such as the domains of transport, health,
education, agriculture, and local government”. 863

State-building also entails the strengthening of human rights instruments and a
greater promotion of gender equality in order to prevent further inequalities. In
Sierra Leone, for example, women suffered much gender-based violence
during the war. 864 Sierra Leone is but one illustration of several other failed
states where rape and other acts of gender-based violence are used as weapons
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of war. A United Nations General Assembly report of the Ad Hoc Committee
of the Whole of the Twenty-third Special Session notes that:
Peace is inextricably linked to equality between women and men in
development. Armed and other types of conflicts, wars of aggression,
foreign occupation, and colonial or other alien domination, as well as
terrorism, continue to cause serious obstacles to the advancement of
women. 865

The Security Council has also taken important steps to promote gender equality
in post-conflict reconstruction. In October 2000, the Security Council
unanimously adopted Resolution 1325 on women, peace and security, which
stresses the need to address “gender issues in all peacebuilding and
peacekeeping efforts and to include women in the key institutions and
decision-making bodies committed to the building and maintenance of
peace”. 866
Secretary-General Kofi Annan, taking note of the Security Council actions,
remarked that:
In war-torn societies, women often keep societies going. They maintain
the social fabric. They replace destroyed social services and tend to the
sick and wounded. As a result, women are the prime advocates of
peace 867
The Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against
Women (CEDAW), which was adopted by the General Assembly in 1979, has
rarely been implemented in failed states. State-building will always be a
daunting task without both the full participation of women and greater gender
equality in society.
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In Afghanistan, some of the earlier gains for women following the removal of
the repressive Taliban government have been sidestepped as of late. Concern
over this is shared by Dr. Massouda Jalal who was the first female candidate
for presidency in Afghanistan and is the former Minister of Women's Affairs;
she suggested, in her presentation before the Canadian House of Commons
Subcommittee on International Human Rights, that donor nations such as
Canada request a gender audit, given that money rarely reaches women’s
organizations or helps improve their lives. 868 As noted above, the Afghan Shia
Personal Status Law severely limits women’s rights in both the private and
public spheres. The law was originally intended to recognize the minority
rights of the Shia community in Afghanistan. However, addressing minority
concerns in the reconstruction of a state should not be at the expense of
women’s’ rights. Reconstruction in Bosnia and Herzegovina, for example, not
only included institutional reform to rule of law as stipulated by the Dayton
Peace Accords of 1995 but also legislation that protects minority rights through
adoption of power-sharing arrangements and reform of the judiciary to include
a multi-ethnic character.869

The challenges present in the reconstruction of failed states are multifaceted
and complex. Additionally, the approaches that are needed to address these
challenges and support recovery are also diverse. Although many of the
approaches have been discussed in relation to the issues of reconstruction, also
included is, as shall be discussed in the following subsection, the
reconstruction of political structure and legitimacy.
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5.8 Reconstituting Political Structure and Legitimacy

During reconstruction efforts in failed states, the co-operation of different
political factions is needed to promote stability and peace as most of these
states are prone to having power consolidated in the hands of a few individuals
or groups. It has also been seen that some of these groups, such as in Sierra
Leone and Liberia for example, have a stake in the conflict because war has
often allowed them to profit either economically or politically. In pursuing
state reconstruction and avoiding state failure caused by civil war, the
importance of governance in establishing peace in order to avoid conflict in the
first place is highlighted. The challenges to institution-building are particularly
pressing in failed states, where there is a critical need to construct new
institutions and reconstruct weakened or collapsed ones.

Legitimacy is extremely important as the loss of legitimacy is a key factor in
state failure. Reconstituting legitimacy should involve expanding participation,
re-establishing rule of law, and holding free and fair elections. In almost all
recent cases of state failure, political reconstruction and renewal has involved
elections. These post-conflict elections carry a tremendous burden, as they are
organized under difficult circumstances and with lack of security. In spite of
these problems, in the context of a failed state, elections serve as important
opportunities for rebuilding institutions and transitioning to democracy.
These are long-term processes that are not simply about one particular
election. What needs to be built is a “political system that encourages
government, political, business and civic leaders to articulate and pursue
objectives that are centered around people and a system that promotes public
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consensus on these objectives”. 870 In order to build a national consensus,
objectives that have legitimacy in the eyes of the people are required.

One of the other solutions that has been presented is the proposal for temporary
power-sharing arrangements between different factions. For example, in
Angola, where the society was strongly divided, many concluded that powersharing was necessary in creating peace and stability. 871 Lebanon is another
state that included a host of power-sharing arrangements in their reconstruction
efforts; these arrangements were outlined in the Charter of Lebanese National
Reconciliation (Ta’if Accord), which was adopted in 1989 after the fifteenyear-long civil war came to an end. 872 In the early days of independence, a
political compromise of power-sharing was reached between two prominent
Lebanese leaders, a Maronite Christian and a Sunni Muslim. 873 This powersharing agreement is strongly entrenched in the political system; attempts to
change it have been unsuccessful. A power-sharing arrangement is an option
that is often considered following a signing of a peace deal; however, it has
been suggested that there are long-term negative effects on democratization as
a result of minority groups demanding more power from the deal. 874 The
United Nations also provided assistance in Lebanon through the United
Nations Interim Force in Lebanon (UNIFIL) that was created by Security
Council Resolutions 425 and 426 in 1978. However, with the various civil
wars that followed, its mandate had to be adjusted several times. 875
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As noted above, as institution-building is critical to bringing about
stability, post-conflict elections are an important step in the process of
state reconstruction. Awareness of this is particularly pertinent with regard to
a number of African states where state failure is associated with authoritarian
rule, disregard for rule of law and a culture of impunity. Nonetheless,
reconstruction efforts in those states were impeded by power-sharing
arrangements that included bringing violent actors who, as some have
suggested, “have already demonstrated failed leadership” into the process. 876

It has been noted that most African states have never had effective institutions
and have instead relied on the personalized networks of patronage; however,
“[t]hey have never generated sustainable growth. Factionalism has always been
politically prevalent, and states have more often been instruments of predation
and extraction than tools for the pursuit of public goods”. As a consequence,
state failure in Africa has been described as a “permanent mode of political
operation”. 877 Both participation and governance require a free and fair
election process that gives a voice to the disenfranchised population. But
unfortunately, as noted by scholars, the election process has its limits as many
governments in Africa are hardly democratic and it is doubtful that they would
bring in the necessary fundamentals of governance. 878

Reconstituting legitimacy entails “expanding participation and inclusiveness,
reducing inequities, creating accountability, combating corruption and
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introducing contestability (elections)”. 879 According to the 2001 UNDP report,
democracy is the governing system with the strongest legitimacy:
Democracy has proven to be the system of governance most capable of
mediating and preventing conflict and of securing and sustaining wellbeing. By expanding people's choices about how and by whom they are
governed, democracy brings principles of participation and
accountability to the process of human development. 880
The report further argues that for “politics and political institutions to promote
human development and safeguard the freedom and dignity of all people,
democracy must widen and deepen”. 881

The international community recognizes, through several declarations, that
democracy is the pre-eminent system of governance; nevertheless, in various
states, “the path to democratisation has proven tortuous; traditional and
informal sources of power and authority vie for legitimacy, sometimes
constituting an alternate ‘state’ within a state”. 882 In post-reconstruction
Afghanistan, for example, regional warlords have sought legitimization
through the assumption of the trappings of democracy. 883 Both Iraq and
Afghanistan are illustrations of attempts at state-building in which success has
been elusive, which, as has been suggested, is perhaps attributable to the
realities on the ground in these countries. This has led policymakers to note
that “[d]emocracy may be a good thing in itself, but it can only work where
there is a functioning state to democratize”. 884 Beyond elections and the need
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for political reform, the difficult transition to stability, as shall be discussed in
the next subsection, may also require addressing issues of reconciliation and
the possible need for a transitional justice mechanism.

5.9 Reconciliation – Transitional Justice

Reconciliation efforts in many post-conflict failed states are complicated by the
difficulties associated with perpetrators and victims often resettling together in
the same community. Although the definitions of reconciliation may vary, it
has been suggested that it can mean “co-existence or it can mean dialogue,
remorse, apology, forgiveness and healing.” 885 Transitional justice is often
referred to as “short-term and often temporary judicial and non-judicial
mechanisms and processes that address the legacy of human rights abuses and
violence during a society’s transition away from conflict or authoritarian
rule”. 886 Both approaches have generated interest in both political and legal
discussions of reconstruction after state failure. No specific model exists in
rebuilding social trust and cohesion; since the Nuremberg Trials, states have
been exploring both legal and extralegal means by which to take action in
relation to mass violations of human rights.

In Nepal, the decade-long civil war which eventually led to the abdication of
the monarch in 2008 created deep divisions within society. The new
government has commenced the process of establishing transitional justice
mechanisms to address the abuses of the civil war which killed 13,000 people
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and accounted for countless cases of forced disappearance and torture. 887
However, Robert Piper, the United Nations Resident and Humanitarian
Coordinator, has raised concerns regarding this process and has recently urged
the international community to heed warnings of impunity and requests for
amnesty, indicating that this:
would deny victims justice at a time when the rule of law should be the
foundation of the transitional justice process and of the new
constitutional order that is being built...The laws must emphasize the
impermissibility of any measures that could provide amnesty for the
perpetrators of serious human rights violations and war crimes, including
rape, enforced disappearances, torture and summary executions. 888
Adama Dieng has also noted that impunity is one of the major obstacles to
national reconciliation efforts. He asserts that, in addition to legal courses of
action, reconciliation requires, first, a level of trust, followed by justice and the
consideration of forgiveness that he says “helps drive away the demons of
vengeance or private justice”. 889 In the case of South Africa, the Truth and
Reconciliation Commission as well as special courts have contributed to state
stability. Adama Dieng notes that reconciliation should be based on truth, as it:
remains a perilous, uncertain undertaking when aimed at simply
eliminating the traces of disgraceful, inhuman acts. In many chaotic
political situations, taking the road to reconciliation simply means
obliterating the past...The various perpetrators of violations consider that
whatever is past is past and must no longer impinge on the present or the
future. Victims must forgive and forget. 890
However, Dieng has also indicated that in South Africa, after the elections
resulted in an African National Congress win, “[c]ertain people who were
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bruised and frustrated by the apartheid regime called for the Whites to be
thrown into the sea”. 891 This illustrates that, although the Truth and
Reconciliation Commission removed some of the political and social tension, it
is not a model that can be applied without discrepancy. 892
The South African model of reconciliation after the apartheid regime placed
understanding:
over vengeance, reparation has primacy over retaliation, and the human
spirit has primacy over retribution. In order to move forward on the road
to reconciliation and reconstruction, amnesty was granted to those who
committed serious acts in the past. One of the main purposes of the
Commission was to facilitate the granting of amnesty to persons who
made full public revelations regarding politically-motivated acts. 893
Although it was suggested that perpetrators of violence be granted amnesty in
order not to fuel anger and hatred, “[t]he international community had declared
the apartheid political system to be a crime against humanity, and rightfully so,
and all those who participated in the odious apartheid system should have been
prosecuted”.894 In contrast to the view of the international community, the new
African National Congress government led by President Nelson Mandela
believed that prosecution would further worsen the political situation. It has
been noted by Adama Dieng that it was more “akin to collective therapy” as
“[t]he tormentors were able to externalize their guilty conscience and thus feel
as if they were given a new lease on life”. 895

Dieng has suggested that African states would benefit immensely if they were
to incorporate the principle of universal jurisdiction. States can officially
legislate the principle of universal jurisdiction, a principle that globalizes
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justice and plays an important part in promoting criminal responsibility and
preventing impunity. However, many of these states face several challenges to
prosecuting their own criminals, let alone those of other states.

Amnesty has also been employed by various governments in the transition
from state failure or as a political tool of compromise following civil war.
Amnesty dates back to ancient time and is generally granted to a group of
people who have committed crimes against the state. Amnesty may be
understood as follows:
Amnesty is meant to defuse tensions, rather than to seek miracle
solutions that would end political violence. Its ultimate objective is to
bring the main parties in the political chaos to the negotiating table to
find together how to turn the page and, in the absence of honourable
surrender, identify ways to defuse tension. 896
However, there are drawbacks as illustrated during the Angolan civil war when
the 1992 handshake between Jonas Savimbi of UNITA and President Dos
Santos of MPLA did not result in an end to the fighting. As well, in Rwanda,
the Commission on National Unity and National Reconciliation existed but
was unable to prevent the genocide. It may be recalled that the Commission
had been established by the 1993 Arusha Accords and was tasked with creating
the necessary conditions for peace and reconciliation. 897 Dieng has suggested
that the concepts of justice, reconciliation and impunity are “fraught with
shortfalls”. 898 Often, it is the case that these undertakings involve negotiations
with perpetrators of unspeakable human rights abuses who “demand and often
obtain legal absolution for their crimes as the price of their surrender or of
reconciliation”. 899
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In the aftermath of the 1994 genocide, the new Rwandan government was
confronted not only by the need to deliver justice, but also by the need to create
unity by adopting a law that instituted the Commission for National Unity and
Reconciliation. 900 The government also created other methods of transitional
justice such as the Gacaca courts “whose ambitions are several: not only to
bring forth the truth, but also to bring justice closer to the public at large by
relying on traditional values that can contribute to promoting reconciliation”. 901
This was in large part due to the fact that the courts were unable to deal with all
the cases of genocide brought before the court. Seven years after the genocide
only a small number of the thousands suspected of taking part have been
brought to trial, and the government estimated that to try all those accused
would take the court 200 years. 902 A report that examines the effects that this
newly integrated system of courts has on the process of reconstruction of the
Rwandan State recognizes the need for innovation in creating new systems of
justice, as within each context exists various differentiating factors. The report
finds that:
Rwanda’s decision to create the Inkiko-Gacaca system is situated within
both the particularities of Rwanda’s unique historical circumstances and
the broader context of worldwide attempts to respond to mass
atrocities. 903
Despite government efforts of unity, there is still great mistrust between the
Hutu majority and the Tutsi minority.
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The United Nations has noted the need for transitional justice mechanisms in
places such as Libya, Côte d’Ivoire and Syria. While some United Nations
initiatives have been successful, others, such as those in Togo, the Democratic
Republic of the Congo, Côte d’Ivoire and Sierra Leone, have met with mixed
results. 904 However, in recent years, it has been suggested that the focus has
started to shift from transitional justice processes towards questions of
outcomes given that many of the processes lack adequate implementation:

The lack of coherence between the peace consolidation process as a
medium term action on the one hand, short-term peacekeeping actions
and long-term development efforts on the other, may further destabilize
efforts to achieve sustainable peace and development.
In order for international intervention efforts as an emerging practice to gain
legitimacy, they need to be integrated into a larger and more enduring solution
that includes reconstruction of several structural competencies, as listed above.
Preventative measures that are sustainable, accountable and have support from
the local community are also necessary. As will be noted in the next
subsection, these are some of the lessons learned from past attempts at
reconstruction of failed states.

5.10 Lessons Learned

The challenges of reconstruction are complex, multifaceted and are burdened at
times by history, geography and lack of international and domestic political
will. The strategies to address state failure are equally diverse; however, as
noted above, there are common shared principles of conditio sine qua non for
904
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reconstruction of the structural competencies of the state, including
establishing transparent and accountable rule of law procedures, ending
impunity, creating security, rebuilding the economy, providing a greater role
for women and minorities, establishing legitimate political structures, and
ensuring the conditions necessary for reconciliation within society. These
approaches will inevitably require some compromise. Assistance from the
international community will also prove necessary in providing the necessary
tools and mechanisms to restore efforts for a sustainable peace.

The Paris Declaration on Aid Effectiveness of February 2005 was endorsed by
more than 100 signatories—from donors and governments of developingcountry multilateral donor agencies, international organizations and regional
development banks. The Declaration went further than previous agreements in
that it broadened the consensus in the international community on how to
deliver aid more effectively to weak and fragile states. The Declaration was a
result of the international community coming together at the Paris High Level
Forum on Aid Effectiveness. The event was hosted by the French government
and organised by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development. The Declaration developed the Fragile States Principles, which
created a model that holds countries receiving international aid to standards of
accountability based on the five principles of “ownership, alignment,
harmonisation, managing for results and mutual accountability”. 905 However,
Michailof has suggested that the principles of the Paris 2005 and Accra 2008
conferences on aid effectiveness have been largely inoperative. 906
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Part of the difficulty in delivering assistance is that there is no structure in
place to ensure that aid is managed adequately and no way to guarantee that all
those involved will set or respect mutually agreed-upon priorities. Furthermore,
there is no named manager who can be given the responsibility of being in
charge of the operations; “[a]lthough the United Nations may have the
legitimacy to do so, and UNDP always attempts to take the lead, neither the
United Nations nor its UNDP arm have the technical capacity and the political
clout to do so”.907 Also, aid delivery is ineffective and at times uncoordinated.
Some failed states cannot meet donor conditions, and there are frequently
ineffective mechanisms in place for setting national priorities, further limiting
the capacity for reform. 908 A 2011 Oxfam report was critical of the lack of
reconstruction progress in Haiti by the Interim Haiti Recovery Commission
(IHRC), which was created to coordinate projects and avoid duplication. 909
Prevailing also is a lack of donor interest in remaining to administer
government and state functions exceeding an initially set timeline. It has been
suggested that a successful policy of reconstruction cannot rest solely on the
shoulders of international donors or NGOs without integration into a national
program. Aid agencies, governments and academics tend to focus on ‘one-sizefits-all’ solutions, which are believed to be one of the reasons that international
efforts to repair failed states have yielded so little positive results. As the
Director for the Centre for Global Development, Stewart Patrick, has noted,
there is a tendency to assume a link between weak governance and
transnational threats, without distinguishing between the different categories of
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weak and failing states and considering how certain categories of countries
may be associated with particular threats. 910

The World Bank's Independent Evaluation Group has also concluded that past
international commitments have failed to realize any significant developments
and that donors and others continue to struggle with how best to assist.911
However, this raises the question not of how better to assist but whether there
is sufficient commitment to actually take ownership—are international states
prepared to invest the time, energy and money required to repair a failed state
if it is not in their interest? This may explain why some states are involved in
Afghanistan and not in Somalia.

Robert Rotberg argues that prevention and reconstruction of failed states
requires “getting nation building right”, which “is possible if there is sufficient
political will and targeted external assistance”. 912 Other scholars, such as
Francis Fukuyama, suggest that the need to strengthen ‘stateness’ can be met
through improving government administrative capacities. James Mayall has
focused on matters associated with state legitimacy, the role of identities, and
the need to gear development “to the way the society is structured and
functions economically” 913 as lessons learned from past mistakes in
reconstruction have also demonstrated.

Some positives steps that have taken place at the international level include the
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actions taken by the Security Council following the electoral crisis in Côte
d’Ivoire that was created when President Laurent Gbagbo refused to step down
after being defeated by Alassane Ouattara. Following the 2010 Presidential
election and the ensuing political crisis, the Security Council took several steps
to demand that Gbagbo step down and also provided assistance to the United
Nations Operation in Côte d'Ivoire (UNOCI) 914 to help the newly elected
Ivorian Government transition to reconciliation and democracy by supporting
the state in the preparation of legislative elections. 915 In September 2011, Côte
d’Ivoire took further measures at reconciliation by creating the Truth,
Reconciliation and Dialogue Commission to deal with violence during the civil
war that killed over 3,000 and displaced over 5,000 people. 916 It is still
relatively early to judge how the work of the Commission will affect Ivorian
society, but it is hoped that it will be a positive step forward in the
reconstruction of the state.

The examples of Tajikistan and Lebanon as well as places which had United
Nations transitional administrations such as Cambodia, Kosovo and TimorLeste all suggest that with political will and targeted international assistance
failed states can indeed recover. 917 Rotberg points to what is required of
transitional administrations in order for them to become more effective and
notes that while the international administrations in the above three examples
were able to provide basic security, rebuild the police forces, train national
government administrators, promote the rule of law, revitalize economies and
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even register voters, they left shortly after. He discusses the problems that arise
from short-term fixes and advocates for more commitment:
[S]ustainable nation building demands more than a quick fix. It requires
a long-term commitment by outsiders to building capacities,
strengthening security, and developing human resources. The
uncomfortable but necessary lesson of these partially effective attempts
is that the revival of failed states will prove more successful if a regional
or international organization takes charge and only very gradually
relinquishes authority to an indigenous transitional administration. 918
The notion of robust engagement in failed state reconstruction is consistent
with the notion of shared sovereignty, which will be discussed further in
Chapter 6.

Jeffrey Herbst and Greg Mills have argued that there is a need to prevent the
development of a “constituency of losers”. 919 As noted above, fixing the
structural competency of state failure is necessary for state-building and
reconstruction. This means improvement of accountability, rule of law reform
as a sine qua non for good governance and development, and preventing what
Herbst and Mills refer to as a ‘fault-line.’ 920 Donors have a tendency not to
deliver significant aid to failing states until there is a crisis, and states, over
time, tend to reduce their efforts to the point that makes it difficult for the
failing state to succeed. 921

Several scholars and policymakers have suggested that it is of crucial
importance to state-rebuilding efforts that the support offered to the state
continues beyond the initial stages of rebuilding:
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When a state fails or collapses, it destroys trust and mutilates its
institutions. That is why sustained state rebuilding requires time and
enduring economic and technical commitments. Rich nations must
promise not to abandon state rebuilding before the tough work is
finished -- before a failed state has functioned well for several years and
has had its political, economic, and social health restored. The worst
enemy of reconstruction is a premature exit by donors, international
agencies, and countries backing reconstruction initiatives. 922
Another equally important reconstruction measure is the necessity for security
to be distributed throughout entire regions, not only major ports or cities. In
order for any progress to be made, security must be made available to people in
all areas of the state and the ability to safely travel and to engage in
commercial activity must be ensured.

Reconstruction efforts need development assistance in order to help strengthen
the capacity of the state to support the positive obligations to the people,
including the capacity to include the many diverging voices that are needed to
take part in “the role of non-partisan, independent watchdog in the fight against
bad governance and corruption. This means building the capacity and ensuring
the independence of such institutions as the judiciary, the security services and
the media”. 923 These challenges are significant and it is hoped that with the
lessons learned from previous international operations more effective strategies
can be developed. However, as noted above, this is only possible when there is
national and international political will.
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Chapter 6: Challenges for the International Community

State failure creates several humanitarian and legal challenges for the
international system, including poverty, mass refugee flow and lack of security.
As well, it has been suggested that in the absence of effective governmental
control, violence and criminal economic activity thrive; terrorists benefit from
the prevailing anarchy. For these reasons failed states have increasingly been
perceived as a source for concern by the international community, and, as
noted above, a variety of international responses have been attempted and
proposed.

However, the international community is not always adequately organized to
deal with state failure, nor do they have the tools necessary to prevent conflict
and manage the aftermath. The difficult choices that must be made in conflict
prevention and reconstruction of failed states usually entail peacekeeping
measures by the United Nations. Inevitably, long-term investments and
commitments by member states are required. The following subsections
analyse the important role the United Nations plays in peacekeeping and in
providing humanitarian assistance. In addition, there is a growing body of
literature that notes that short-term measures alone cannot deal with state
failure and that possible alternatives, such as trusteeship, should be considered.

6.1 Role of United Nations

In January 1992, in his report to the Security Council, United Nations
Secretary-General Boutros-Boutros Ghali requested that the international
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community put together new peace-building architecture in order to assist
states in transition from conflict to peace, with the emerging of the United
Nations as a “central instrument for the prevention and resolution of conflicts
and for the preservation of peace”. 924 Indicating that where conflict begins to
explode, there is a duty to resolve the issues that led to conflict by engaging in
peacemaking:
to work to preserve peace, however fragile, where fighting has been
halted and to assist in implementing agreements achieved by the
peacemakers; To stand ready to assist in peace-building in its differing
contexts: rebuilding the institutions and infrastructures of nations torn by
civil war and strife; and building bonds of peaceful mutual benefit
among nations formerly at war.925
Notwithstanding his remarks, it has been suggested that the post-Cold War
period has not been one of the United Nations finest moments, especially after
the failures in Srebrenica, Somalia and Rwanda, which were all stark reminders
that the end of the Cold War did not usher in an era of peace and stability, but
rather that the nature of conflicts changed, with a number of largely intra-state
conflicts finding the space to erupt.

The International Court of Justice has also played a significant role in the
adjudicating of disputes. Under United Nations Chapter XIV, Article 92: “The
International Court of Justice shall be the principal judicial organ of the United
Nations”. 926 The International Court of Justice plays two main roles in state
affairs, which are “to settle in accordance with international law the legal
disputes submitted to it by States” and “to give advisory opinions on legal
questions referred to it by duly authorized international organs and
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agencies”. 927 The Secretary-General noted the importance of the contribution
of the Court to peacemaking when he asked that the Security Council take
action under Articles 36 and 37 of the Charter and recommended that Member
States submit disputes to the International Court of Justice and establish a Trust
Fund to assist those countries that are unable to afford the cost of submitting
disputes:

(a) All Member States should accept the general jurisdiction of the
International Court under Article 36 of its Statute, without any
reservation, before the end of the United Nations Decade of International
Law in the year 2000. In instances where domestic structures prevent
this, States should agree bilaterally or multilaterally to a comprehensive
list of matters they are willing to submit to the Court and should
withdraw their reservations to its jurisdiction in the dispute settlement
clauses of multilateral treaties; (b) When submission of a dispute to the
full Court is not practical, the Chambers jurisdiction should be used; (c)
States should support the Trust Fund established to assist countries
unable to afford the cost involved in bringing a dispute to the Court, and
such countries should take full advantage of the Fund in order to resolve
their disputes. 928

The Court is the primary judicial organ of the United Nations; however, it
remains a resource underused. 929 Constraining the significance of a ruling of
the court is the absence of enforcement abilities. 930 Justice Ajibola of the
International Court of Justice has stated that “it is not generally the business of
the Court to ensure compliance with its judgments”. 931 Additionally, he notes
that the court has “nothing to do with the execution or enforceability of that
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judgment”. 932 Instead, the court relies on the moral obligation of Member
States of the United Nations to comply with its directives. 933 Failing that, the
Security Council can take action.

There are various ad hoc international courts established by the United Nations
to deal with gross and systematic human rights violations during state failure
and that have contributed greatly to the jurisprudence of international law. As
noted above, although the International Criminal Court is not part of the United
Nations system, United Nations Member States are asked to co-operate with
the Court. Additionally, the Security Council does refer cases to the Court.
Over the years, the ICC as an independent international organization has taken
a more active role in ending impunity and in prosecuting those who are alleged
to have committed serious crimes in several failed states.
The Security Council and, to a lesser degree, the General Assembly 934 have put
forth comprehensive resolutions of conflict prevention and peacekeeping,
notwithstanding the fact that there is not always political will throughout the
international community to commit to peacekeeping operations and
humanitarian assistance. 935
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6.1.1 Humanitarian Assistance

The United Nations works with a range of partners both governmental and
non-governmental to provide humanitarian and development assistance in
various international crises and complex emergencies. Since the adoption in
1991 of Resolution 46/182 936 by the General Assembly, the basic framework
for humanitarian assistance has expanded considerably, reflecting both the
broadening of the humanitarian effort not just in responding to natural
disasters, but also in the shifting environment in which assistance is offered in
many failed states. The Security Council has stressed that states must respect
the principles of international humanitarian law and co-operate during
humanitarian operations as this is complicated in areas of conflict. The General
Assembly adopted Resolution 46/182 in order to address the issue of
humanitarian assistance and provide guidelines based on three core principles
of humanity, neutrality and impartiality:
Humanity: Human suffering must be addressed wherever it is found,
with particular attention to the most vulnerable in the population, such as
children, women and the elderly. The dignity and rights of all victims
must be respected and protected. Neutrality: Humanitarian assistance
must be provided without engaging in hostilities or taking sides in
controversies of a political, religious or ideological nature. Impartiality:
Humanitarian assistance must be provided without discriminating as to
ethnic origin, gender, nationality, political opinions, race or religion.
Relief of the suffering must be guided solely by needs and priority must
be given to the most urgent cases of distress. 937
936
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As well, Resolution 46/182 also emphasizes the importance of the sovereignty
of States:
The sovereignty, territorial integrity and national unity of States must be
fully respected in accordance with the Charter of the United Nations. In
this context, humanitarian assistance should be provided with the
consent of the affected country and in principle on the basis of an appeal
by the affected country. 938
Political will is imperative as too often the Security Council and the
international community have failed to deliver according to expectations.

Attempts by the United Nations to mobilize the international community to
address various humanitarian disasters have not been easy given what Anthony
Lake, the UNICEF Executive Director, has labelled “disaster fatigue”. 939 This
is clearly becoming the case in the Horn of Africa, where the drought situation
in Somalia is turning from a human disaster into a human catastrophe. 940

A recent example of the exceedingly high costs of new nation-state
construction is South Sudan. There are several major challenges for the
latest member of the United Nations and for the international community.
According to Lise Grande, the United Nations Deputy Humanitarian
Coordinator in South Sudan, only half of this overwhelmingly young and
rural population, estimated at 9 million, have access to safe drinking water,
with only one in five having access to healthcare and only ten percent of
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children finishing primary school. 941
In Somalia, fighting is deepening the humanitarian crisis and creating further
regional instability with a massive refugee flow:

Fighting has choked aid deliveries and blocked civilians trying to escape
across the border into Kenya ... The United Nations estimates that 3.7
million Somalis -- around one-third of the population -- are on the brink
of starvation and tens of thousands have already died in a country that
has lacked effective government for two decades. 942

As noted in the next subsection, United Nations peacekeeping operations play
a critical role in providing security for the peace process and ensuring that
humanitarian and development partners are able to work in a safe environment.

6.1.2 Peacekeeping - Conflict Prevention

Peacekeeping by the United Nations has evolved over the years and with
regard to the reconstruction of failed states is an expensive undertaking. The
Security Council has the legal and primary responsibility under the United
Nations Charter to take collective action to maintain international peace and
security and to sanction peacekeeping operations. As noted above, the United
Nations peacekeeping missions in post-conflict failed states have been called
upon to perform several tasks; their mandate as indicated by the United
Nations is to:
941
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maintain peace and security... facilitate the political process, protect
civilians, assist in the disarmament, demobilization and reintegration of
former combatants; support the organization of elections, protect and
promote human rights and assist in restoring the rule of law. 943
Notwithstanding the importance of peacekeeping, the term is hard to define
and is not found in the United Nations Charter, although the authorization is
generally considered to fall between Chapter VI and Chapter VII. Dag
Hammarskjöld, the second United Nations Secretary-General, defines the term
within the framework of the Charter by stating that peacekeeping falls under
“‘Chapter VI and a half’ of the Charter, somewhere between traditional
methods of resolving disputes peacefully (outlined in Chapter VI), on the one
hand, and more forceful, less ‘consent-based’ action (Chapter VII)”. 944

The concept of United Nations peacekeeping was a result of Canadian Minister
of External Affairs Lester Pearson’s response to the Suez Crisis in the 1950s
for which he won the Nobel Prize. Peacekeeping is designed to preserve the
peace where fighting has been halted; it rests on three principles: consent of
parties, impartiality and non-use of force except in self-defence, and defence of
the mandate. 945 Peacekeeping by the United Nations is one among a range of
measures undertaken to maintain international peace and security. Traditional
peacekeeping measures are generally military in character and may involve
“observation, monitoring and reporting”. 946 These measures are related to but
differ from peacemaking, peacebuilding and conflict prevention. Peacemaking
generally involves diplomatic action and is facilitated by envoys and other
actors to create conditions of a lasting settlement, while peacebuilding
943
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measures are intended to reduce the danger of relapsing into conflict by
“strengthening national capacities for conflict management”. 947 Conflict
prevention usually involves the application of “structural or diplomatic
measures to keep intra-state or inter-state tensions and disputes from escalating
into violent conflict”. 948 These structures should ideally be applied as early as
warning signals appear in order to reduce the risk of state failure.

The traditional peacekeeping operations of the 1950s have been replaced with
more robust mandates that include disarming combatants, resettling refugees,
monitoring elections and rehabilitating and developing the failed state. For
example, the function of the 1989-1990 United Nations Transitional Assistance
Group (UNTAG) in Namibia was to “ensure the early independence of
Namibia through free and fair elections under the supervision and control of
the United Nations”. 949 As well, the United Nations Observer Mission in El
Salvador (ONUSAL) from 1991 to 1994, which helped bring about an end to
12 years of civil war, was noted by United Nations Secretary-General Boutros
Boutros-Ghali as “a pioneering experience the first in a new generation of
United Nations operations whose purpose is post-conflict peacebuilding”. 950 In
Angola, the United Nations Angola Verification Mission III (UNAVEM III)
was established on 8 February 1995 to assist the Government of Angola and
the União Nacional para a Independência Total de Angola (UNITA) in
restoring peace and achieving national reconciliation. 951 In Cambodia, the
United Nations established United Nations Transitional Authority in Cambodia
(UNTAC) on 28 February 1992, with the mandate to ensure the
947
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implementation of the Paris Peace Agreement of 23 October 1991 and to assist
in the conduct of elections in Cambodia. 952 In the past two decades, the United
Nations has also established a series of peacekeeping operations in places
ranging from Timor-Leste, Kosovo and Sierra Leone to more recent missions
in Afghanistan, Burundi, Haiti, Côte d’Ivoire, the Democratic Republic of the
Congo, Liberia and the Sudan, following the agreement with South Sudan. 953
In recent years, the United Nations has undertaken an unprecedented variety of
functions, from the supervision of cease-fires to the provision of humanitarian
assistance and from judicial and electoral reforms to economic rehabilitation
and reconstruction. While some United Nations peacekeeping operations, such
as the UNTAC operation in Cambodia, were by most standards successful,
others, such as the Somalian UNOSOM I and II, were problematic.

The United Nations Integrated Peacebuilding Office in Guinea-Bissau
(UNIOGBIS) was set up in 2010 as a successor to the United Nations
Peacebuilding Support Office in Guinea-Bissau (UNOGBIS) 954 which was
established in 1999 as part of an international effort to assist the state in
recovering from a civil war which killed and displaced thousands. In addition
to this, Guinea-Bissau was plagued by a coup in 2009 and the assassination of
then president João Bernardo Vieira. UNIOGBIS also has a mandate to assist
in the implementation of a peacebuilding plan and social and political reforms
in Guinea-Bissau. 955
952
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Over the years, the United Nations has attempted several reforms by shifting
away from the classical definition of peacekeeping, which includes
disarmament, to a second generation of peacekeeping, which:
encompasses far more various and complex challenges and activities.
Normally, in the context of a failed state or intrastate crisis.
Disarmament, once at the forefront of United Nations negotiations, has
been overshadowed by issues such as development, the environment and
human rights. 956
Other reforms have come about in the field of Conduct and Discipline.
Following allegations of human rights abuses in several failed states by United
Nations peacekeepers, Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon has declared a zero
tolerance policy for any violation of United Nations rules. 957
The United Nations Mission in Sierra Leone (UNAMSIL), 958 created by
Security Council Resolution 1270 to end the civil war in 1999, concluded
its mandate in 2005. The UNAMSIL mandate was to monitor the
implementation of the Lomé Peace Accord and to establish rule of law. But,
like earlier United Nations missions in places such as Somalia and Rwanda,
the expanded mandates and the limited resources created challenges that
undermined its effectiveness. For example, the troops sent to Sierra Leone
by Member States were predominantly from developing African countries
and were inadequately trained and ill-equipped. 959
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The International Commission on Intervention and State Sovereignty’s report
notes that peacebuilding under the Responsibility to Protect design implies “the
responsibility not just to prevent and react, but to follow through and
rebuild”. 960 As well as adequate funds and resources, 961 the need for
reconciliation in reconstruction requires that:
True and lasting reconciliation occurs with sustained daily efforts at
repairing infrastructure, at rebuilding housing, at planting and
harvesting, and cooperating in other productive activities. Peace building
may involve the creation or strengthening of national institutions,
monitoring elections, promoting human rights, providing for
reintegration and rehabilitation programmes, as well as creating
conditions for resumed development. 962
Peacekeeping missions are noted by the Secretary-General as requiring
ongoing funding and commitment, and although every failed sate situation
requiring peacekeeping has its own challenges, invariably, sustainable peace
necessitates providing security, strengthening rule of law, respecting human
rights, creating political legitimacy and promoting social and economic
development. 963 The 2005 report of the Secretary-General, In Larger Freedom,
notes that:
Deploying peace enforcement and peacekeeping forces may be essential
in terminating conflicts but are not sufficient for long-term recovery.
Serious attention to the longer-term process of peacebuilding in all its
multiple dimensions is critical; failure to invest adequately in
peacebuilding increases the odds that a country will relapse into
conflict. 964
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As noted above, women must be given a critical role to play in post-conflict
reconstruction and nation-building. There have been United Nations
peacekeeping endeavours and other missions, which have established ‘gender
units’ with the potential to support women’s rights. This is accomplished both
within the populations and at mission level. In her presentation before the
Canadian House of Commons Subcommittee on International Human Rights,
Louise Arbour noted that the United Nations peacekeeping and peacebuilding
missions need “to integrate gender perspectives in all mission planning and to
increase the presence of women civilian, police and military personnel”. 965

It has been suggested that embedded in nearly every conflict is the struggle for
power; it is essential that the way in which power is controlled and distributed
be taken into consideration. In taking into account the role power plays in
ensuring protection, Arbour notes that:
It’s not an unreasonable assumption that if we were to put as much
money directly into the hands of women in war zones – not just micro
credits, but the kinds of resources that flow freely to the military, that
would help secure for women a real seat at the table in peace talks, and
ensure that they became powerful enough to protect themselves and their
children. 966
Understanding these challenges and the critical role the full participation of
women plays is essential for the reconstruction of the structural competency of
the state.

In 2011, the Security Council unanimously adopted a resolution to create the
United Nations Support Mission in Libya (UNSMIL) and tasks the new
mission with, inter alias:
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restoring public security and the rule of law, promoting inclusive
political dialogue and national reconciliation, and helping the National
Transitional Council (NTC) embark on the constitution-making process
and lay the foundation for an electoral process. 967
Once again, the international community is looking at United Nations
peacekeepers to play a more active role in not only security but also
reconstruction and the social, economic and rule of law reform of the country.
Peacekeeping, although important, has had several setbacks in Sierra Leone.
Even with 12,500 peacekeepers of the United Nations Mission in Sierra Leone
(UNAMSSIL) and the billions of dollars spent on security, control over all of
the territory has still yet to be gained, confirming their place in popular
imagination as a failed state.968
International humanitarian law is relevant to United Nations peacekeeping
missions given that they are often deployed in post-conflict situations or in
violent situations where conflict could resume. In failed states, there is often a
substantial number of the civilian population that has been targeted by various
warring factions, as well as prisoners of war and other vulnerable groups to
whom international humanitarian law and the Geneva Conventions would
apply. 969
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Operations, has noted that the killing of peacekeepers serving Darfur:
highlights the difficult and hostile environments in which the world body
has to operate. United Nations personnel continue to face risks in
carrying out their duties, as evidenced by the fact that 86 peacekeepers
have lost their lives so far this year, 29 of them civilians. 970
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Both peacemaking and peacekeeping are required in order to halt conflicts in
failed states, maintain peace once it is reached and prevent the return of
violence. 971 Peacekeeping missions perform such a major role internationally
that states are consistently asking for prolonged mandates of the missions.

The final subsection analyses the various questions, including those concerning
limited sovereignty, that are presently being considered in relation to state
failure.
6.2 Institutional Reform, Trusteeship – Limited Sovereignty

The question of failed states transferring control to the United Nations
Trusteeship Council requires a great deal of debate and a clear consensus
among Member States of the United Nations so as to prevent it from being
equated with any form of colonial takeover. The Trusteeship system is the
successor of the League of Nations’ mandate system and was principally
established to help territories that did not have any form of self-government
and that were former mandates of the League of Nations become independent
countries. In 1994, with the newly independent Palau joining the United
Nations, the Trusteeship Council was suspended.

Issues of state sovereignty and self-determination remain, as in the times of the
mandate system, legal challenges to prospective trusteeships, although the
nature of the problems is currently somewhat different. At the time the League
of Nations was formed:
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sovereignty was an issue of concern, both because a Eurocentric
understanding of international law aimed at the exclusion of
‘uncivilized’ nations from the definition of a sovereign state and because
it was unclear who held sovereignty over a mandated territory. 972
The issue of trusteeship is today both complicated and political. Under the
United Nations Trusteeship System, no member can be put under trusteeship
due to the international legal principle of state sovereignty. Both the Security
Council and the International Court of Justice have shown flexibility in their
interpretation of the Charter, and the Security Council could authorize some
form of shared sovereignty for assisting failed states rebuild and become selfdetermining states. Nele Matz points out that:
Even the UN Trusteeship System did not seem to find a conflict between
self-determination and governance by an Administering Authority, since
it appears that in accordance with Article 76 lit. b. of the Charter a right
to selfdetermination is held in suspension until the Administering
Authority has created circumstances that allow for its exercise. In
contrast thereto, however, one might understand the right to selfdetermination to be an obstacle to political trusteeship, at least if the
relevant people do not chose a political status that allows for assistance
in a transitional period. 973
The United Nations Charter must set out specific conventions if it is to ever
move forward towards some form of shared sovereignty after state failure. A
partnership needs to be encouraged between the United Nations and the
Member State, and trust needs to be developed at the local level to avoid any
resentment by the population.

Under Chapter XII of the United Nations Charter, Articles 75-91 outlines the
authority of International Trusteeship System. Under Article 75, for example:
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The United Nations shall establish under its authority an international
trusteeship system for the administration and supervision of such
territories as may be placed there under by subsequent individual
agreements. These territories are hereinafter referred to as trust
territories. 974
Chapter XII also outlines the terms for administration and designates authority
as well as the procedures necessary for the establishment of the Trusteeship
Council. It has been suggested that the notion of sovereign equality was
unquestionably important to the architecture of the Charter following the
devastation of the Second World War; however, at the time of signing there
were only 51 Member States of the United Nations, with only three being from
Africa - Ethiopia, Liberia and the Union of South Africa—as the rest were still
under colonial rule.

On the question of failed States becoming part of a trusteeship, the SecretaryGeneral replied that this is something that Member States of the United
Nations will have to discuss. 975 The United Nations Charter would preclude the
kind of trusteeship indicated above, as the International Trusteeship system
applies only to former League mandates, territories captured during the Second
World War, and other areas placed under trusteeship by their administering
states. However, as stated in Article 78, “[t]he trusteeship system shall not
apply to territories which have become Members of the United Nations”. 976
This limitation reflects the colonial situation and the priorities of Member
States of the United Nations at the close of the Second World War. The
creation of a trusteeship in 1945 over a Member State would have been viewed
as inconsistent with the premise that the United Nations was to be based upon
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“the principle of the sovereign equality of all Members” 977 and that it would
not interfere with their internal affairs. However, states could voluntarily
relinquish control over their internal and external affairs for a defined period of
time. The trusteeship plan could, however, go further than the Cambodia
model, with the United Nations and the affected state becoming parties to a
trusteeship agreement, and either the United Nations or a group of states
serving as the administering authority. 978

Obtaining political consensus is a difficult undertaking at the United Nations,
and changing the Charter would be even more challenging as many states
would bring objections that such an action would undermine Article 2(1) or the
‘sovereign equality’ provision. But, as noted by several scholars, most failed
states hardly govern themselves and thus the notion of sovereignty is changing.
The United Nations would necessitate developing clear criteria of
responsibility and the power to commence and conclude. However, United
Nations resources are always an issue as the Cambodia operation, the closest
case to United Nations management of a sovereign state, perfectly exemplifies,
with a cost exceeding 1.6 billion US dollars during its two-year duration in a
country of only 8 million people. 979 But, as illustrated above, the failure to act
also has a high price, and the United Nations has the legal authority to act.

United Nations actions in Bosnia and the Democratic Republic of Timor-Leste
required some level of compromised sovereignty of both emerging states.
Bosnia had strong European support, while in the case of Timor-Leste,
Australia took the leading role. Although the traditional fundamental
principles of legitimacy of the Westphalia system rest on the notion of state
977
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sovereignty, both Christopher Clapham and Jeffrey Herbst contemplate that
the concept of state failure reflects, “misplaced forms of sovereignty”. 980
According to Clapham, state failure is the “result of the inability of many
states and societies at the local level to meet the onerous demands that state
maintenance makes of them”. 981 Herbst advocates a “less dogmatic
approach to sovereignty”. 982 There is even a recommendation that “states
that cease to exercise formal control over parts of their nominal territories
should lose their sovereignty, that is, be decertified”. 983 Decertification
could also lead to new states being formed, meaning that “[t]he
Somalilands of the world would, under such a new dispensation, be
candidates for recognition rather than dismay”. 984 Herbst and others have
made the case that the Westphalian sovereignty model “should never have
been accorded to fragile post-colonial entities with no history and
experience of performing as or organizing a state”. 985 In addition, they
note that state failure “has been accelerated by the imposition of levels of
state control upon indigenous societies unable to bear state-centred norms
and such degrees of authority”. 986

Although Germany was not under a formal Trusteeship as outlined above it is
worthwhile to note that following the Second World War, Germany had
limited sovereignty administered by control councils. The Federal Republic of
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Germany and German Democratic Republic only joined the United Nations in
1973. In the case of West Germany, the notion of a shared sovereignty
arrangement for security lasted until the 1990 Treaty on the Final Settlement
with Respect to Germany terminated the Bonn agreements. 987 Under the terms
of the Treaty, the Four Powers (Soviet Union, the United States, United
Kingdom and France) renounced all the rights they formerly held in Germany
and paved the way to reunification as a fully sovereign state on 5 March
1991. 988

The debate as to the best possible means of reconstructing a failed state is an
ongoing one and the proposal that sovereignty can be breached by outsiders in
order to build the states can, for some, evoke disturbing images of colonialism.
However, as noted above, there is a growing body of literature arguing that
“international engagement must be more robust”. 989 Nonetheless, the “idea that
it might become a permanent or recurrent feature of international life is
instinctively felt to be dangerous, since it undermines the principle of
sovereign equality on which the current international order is based”, 990
although, as noted in Chapters 3 and 4, restrictions on sovereignty have been
justified in extreme cases. Scholars have also suggested that “[w]ithout
outside intervention, the formation of a state after failure is likely to be in
vain”. 991
An imposed solution for reconstruction is not the preferred option. There is
need for an engaged indigenous process in order for reconstruction to be
987
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successful and to be maintained once foreign assistance is withdrawn. Some
scholars have indicated that this is not always attainable but have maintained
that “[a] certain degree of international control and imposition is necessary in
order to bring about a well functioning state in which the ruling elite are
accountable to the people”. 992 In the context of failed states, the need to
reintroduce a formal trusteeship that can ensure both accountability to
agreements and delivery is seriously being debated. 993

Michael Ignatieff argues that to fix failed states, sovereignty and the concept
and practice of neutrality need to be rethought.994 State failure in many parts of
the world has its roots in weak state capacity. Ignatieff and other members of
the International Commission on Intervention and State Sovereignty argued
that the issues that arise when sovereignty is suspended during the period of
intervention cannot be restored “unless the intervener has authority over a
territory. But the suspension of the exercise of sovereignty is only de facto for
the period of the intervention and follow-up, and not de jure”. 995 For example,
the Paris Accords of 23 October 1991 on Cambodia allowed for a
comprehensive settlement, giving the United Nations effective authority to
supervise a ceasefire, disarm the factional armies, and prepare the country for
general elections. The objective of the Paris Accords was implemented through
a ‘Supreme National Council’ with representatives of the four competing
factions and with shared sovereignty with the United Nations. It has been
suggested that, similarly, Yugoslavia had “temporarily had its sovereignty over
Kosovo suspended, though it has not lost it de jure”. 996
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The settlement negotiation of Namibia provides a good example of United
Nations trusteeship in the period of transition that led to its independence, with
several legal classifications and compromises, in fact sui generis, of the United
Nations operation:
[T]he de facto but illegal occupying Power, South Africa, and the United
Nations, in which de jure authority reposed but which had not previously
been able to establish effective administration in Namibia, were to work
together to enable the Namibian people to exercise their right of selfdetermination. 997

The United Nations had a supervisory central objective, which was to hold free
and fair elections for a Constituent Assembly that would draft a Constitution
leading to the independence of Namibia. 998 Some scholars have commented
that the United Nations Trusteeship System “is to some extent a victim of its
own success”. 999

Other notable scholars, such as Helman and Ratner, have argued for a return of
the trusteeship model as a solution to failing states and recommend:
direct U.N. trusteeship when there is a total breakdown of governmental
authority...the theoretical basis for conservatorship in the domestic
analogue of the polity helping those who are utterly incapable of
functioning on their own, thereby necessitating a legal regime where the
community itself manages the affairs of the victim. 1000
Helman and Ratner recommend conservatorship as the theoretical paradigm for
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assistance of the United Nations in dealing with failed states. Helman and
Ratner as well as Richard Caplan argued that it might be necessary to establish
a trusteeship under the United Nations in extreme cases of state failure. 1001
These scholars would propose that the states in question “would voluntarily
relinquish control”. 1002 This is a difficult but not impossible task if there is
political will on all sides. Stephen Krasner notes that to improve the well being
of the domestic population and decrease the threat to the international
community, alternative options such as de facto trusteeships should be
considered. 1003 Krasner advances the notion of shared sovereignty involving
the participation of external actors to assist with failed sated reconstruction. 1004
James Fearon and David Laitin 1005 have argued for the establishment of
neotrusteeship over divided postwar failed states. This arrangement or
partnership would be voluntary and could be established by a treaty for a
limited period of time. 1006 They also note that failed states have limited
structural competency and are often unable to assist themselves. 1007

There are also numerous examples in which the reconstruction of states uses
international administrations or external actors to assist them in running certain
bureaucracies and programmes, such as is the case in Bosnia under the terms of
the Dayton Accords, Timor-Leste under the United Nations Transitional
Administration

and
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Administration. 1008 In the case of Afghanistan and Iraq, security has been
provided in large part by foreign forces. 1009 De facto trusteeship or shared
sovereignty, although not the panacea to resolving the issue of reconstruction
of failed states, should be considered by local governments and the
international community as a possible means by which to assist them in
building a functional state.
Much of the debate is surrounded by legal, moral and practical implications of
such large state-building mechanisms. Trusteeship reflects both the severity of
the predicament and the challenge confronting policymakers and scholars
regarding failed states. It may be for these reasons that scholars today are
looking at trusteeship as a possible solution that is more comprehensive and
more durable.
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General Conclusion

State failure presents a multitude of challenges for the international community
and has been linked not only to civil wars and other serious conflicts, but also
to poverty, famine and other social disasters. This study has demonstrated that
failed states share many similar characteristic weaknesses in structural
competency, including the inability to provide positive services to their
populations, loss of territorial control and high levels of corruption, all of
which hold significant geopolitical consequences.

State failure differs in each instance but, as illustrated above, there are certain
general characteristics that are common to state failure, such as a breakdown in
the rule of law, political instability, the transfer of allegiances to clans or other
groups and away from central authority, loss of social cohesion, gross and
systematic violations of human rights, and lack of security.

Failed states are rarely isolated phenomena and have often been referred to as
Petri dishes 1010 for transnational criminal activity, arms smuggling, human
trafficking and terrorism in places such as in Afghanistan and Pakistan, bases
for piracy in places such as Somalia, and sources of drug production in
Afghanistan.

Part I of this study described the legal impact of the state on international law,
focusing on the principles of sovereignty, self-determination and state
formation in addition to the failures in structural competency that lead to
failure. Part II endeavoured to outline the various approaches and debates in
international law circles regarding the issues of human rights, human security,
1010
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and humanitarian intervention as well as the evolving norms regarding
customary international law. The emerging concept of human security was also
examined in the context of human rights and humanitarian law. Part III
analysed the role of the international community in state-building and
reconstruction efforts as well as the challenges faced by the international
community in relation to fixing failed states. It also touched upon the debates
surrounding the notion of shared or limited sovereignty in dealing with the
various crises of state failure.

By shedding light upon the fundamental issues that cause state failure, it is
recognized that state failure in the modern context represents a regional
and potentially global threat in today's increasingly interconnected world. It
has been argued that the international community may not be adequately
organized to effectively address the issues of state failure, a fact that
demonstrates why it is essential that the United Nations develop the tools to
prevent conflict and breakdown of the state and provide management in the
aftermath of failure and throughout reconstruction. These efforts, in order to
promote sustainable peace and stability, will inevitably entail not just
peacekeeping measures but also the means to influence the choices that failed
states make regarding their political systems, issues of rule of law, internal
security and economic and social development.

Much has changed since the days of the Westphalian concept of statehood. The
current era is one of globalization, which has lead to a debate over the
implications of state sovereignty and the Westphalian system. Today, there is a
fully interconnected global order where what happens in one state has an
impact on another. Also, with the emergence of regional and international law,
especially human rights law, the notion of state sovereignty has been
challenged. States have a responsibility to protect their citizens and ensure that
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human rights law is adhered to. Various international law treaties undoubtedly
chart the important responsibilities states have in respecting international law
conventions and in providing security for their constituents. As noted above,
there is also an emerging doctrine, as outlined in the Responsibility to Protect
report, which challenges the Westphalian notion of sovereignty.

The complex nature of failed states as well as the instabilities present in
security and development has led to common characteristics of disastrous
structural competency failures and has contributed to the process of state
failure. This is further complicated by a lack of consensus among policymakers
concerning the character of the required strategy for reconstruction. It has been
suggested, both by scholars and in this study, that in certain instances of state
failure, it may be in the best interest of those states to have the international
community retain some role in shared sovereignty in order to address the
prevailing number of issues affecting structural competency which caused the
state to fail in the first place.

States are not by nature failures or even doomed to fail. It is important to
recognize that state formation requires a belief in the state. There is an
increasingly urgent need to build effective, capable, stable and sustainable
states in order to create social order and reduce poverty as well as to tackle the
issues of security and wealth creation. The best approach will require effective
policies that integrate state-building and resources aimed at bridging the
structural competency gaps in order to assist failed states. For this to happen, a
clearer understanding of the challenges illustrated above is necessary.
Unwillingness of the national and international community to address these
structural competency challenges will only make the situation worse. Given
that there is no easily implemented solution, tailoring assistance to the specific
vulnerabilities of individual failing states requires active and unprecedented
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cooperation among leading states to help deal with security, development and
political institutions.

An important element in understanding state failure is recognizing that security
dilemmas, sustained violence and the various chain reactions which cause
breakdown and violence are addressed. This study does not suggest that any
one of these structural factors alone leads to failure, nor does it suggest that
assisting failed states in restoring structural competencies is pointless. What
may be gained from this study is the understanding that state failure does not
happen by chance, as there are indeed historical and geographical
circumstances, but is by and large the result of autocratic, undemocratic groups
or leaders who contribute to and aggravate state failure.

If there is hope that states can be rescued from these situations, efforts to do so
will require more international assistance, added political will, further research,
and a pursuit for comprehensive approaches. The United Nations, with all its
faults, is still the best hope to advance the cause of peace and security, to stop
the flow of arms in areas of conflict, to bring about order and stability, and to
protect and advance human rights.

In order to effectively address these challenges, sound approaches are required,
including policy options for prevention and early warning mechanisms, which
will be needed to bring in stakeholders, especially women and minority groups,
to build the local capacity to confront the multitude of complex issues present
in state failure and reconstruction. State-building also entails assisting new
states, especially South Sudan, the latest member of the United Nations, which
continues to be a work in progress.
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As indicated above, state formation after failure is never easy; nonetheless,
establishing infrastructure, building a functioning bureaucracy, providing
training for police, establishing a proper court system, achieving judicial
reform, and revitalizing civil society are all critical elements in the construction
of a functioning state. The most important lesson to be learned is that progress
takes both time and political will. Peace processes present opportunities as well
as challenges in national and international reconstruction efforts to bring about
security, development and stability. The examples provided in this thesis,
including the Democratic Republic of the Congo, Sudan, Sierra Leone and
Rwanda, have shown that hatreds between various factions do not disappear
overnight and that peacekeeping missions, such as those in Somalia, test the
limits of national reconciliation and success.

The issues that have framed this study have only just begun to be addressed
and, thus, it is hoped that this contribution made to the examination of the
phenomenon of state failure, including recent situations and debates, will
stimulate further debate and research on this critical topic.
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